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Surviving City Streets

A Study of Homeless Populations in Delhi, Chennai, Patna and Madurai
For the Planning Commission of India

by Harsh Mander

‘This is my hall, on that side is my kitchen, across there is my bedroom, and in that corner is my bathroom’, Bhavani said to us. ‘This is my bungalow’. The hall that she pointed to was a grimy portion of pavement on which we sat together, adjoining a busy highway in Chennai, as the street lights pierced the smoggy sky overhead, and traffic never ceased to ply through the long night. The kitchen that she spoke of was a corner of the same pavement, on which some rice was cooking on a kerosene stove. The bedroom was a parking lot across the busy street, where her children were sleeping on mats in the spaces on the ground vacated by parked vehicles at that late hour. The bathroom was a community pay toilet against the walls of which I rested as I sat on the pavement. ‘At least we do not have to suffer electric power cuts like all of you do’, she added ironically.

It is remarkable that so little is known about the lived experience of homelessness in town and cities in India: of how urban homeless men, women and children survive and cope; how they sleep, bathe and eat; why do they live on the streets and the work they do; their denials and access to public services and food schemes; and how they organise and plan their personal and social lives and their relationships. This neglect is not just of official studies, but even by economists, sociologists, anthropologists, nutritionists and development students.

This paper records the findings of a small investigation into a fragment of this lived experience, and into the social, economic, nutritional situation of urban homeless men, women, boys and girls in four cities: the metropolises of Delhi and Chennai, and the cities of Madurai and Patna. The study finds that the lived experience of urban poverty, and even more so of urban homelessness, differs in many significant ways from that of rural poverty: it may ensure better prospects of livelihoods and earnings (although our study indicates that for urban homeless people work still tends to remain casual, exploited and without dignity and security). Life on the streets usually involves surviving in a physically brutalised and challenging environment, with denial of even elementary public services and assured healthy food; and illegalisation and even criminalisation by a hostile State of all self help efforts for shelter and livelihoods by urban poor residents. There are both grave ruptures - but also continuities - of bonds with their families and communities. These together pose important and mostly unmet challenges for public policy and academic research, in measuring and estimating urban poverty, and in acknowledging and realizing a vast range of social, economic and cultural rights of urban poor residents.

The Census of India defines ‘houseless people’ as the persons who are not living in ‘census houses’. The latter refers to ‘a structure with roof’, hence the enumerators are instructed by Census officials ‘to take note of the possible places

where the houseless population is likely to live, such as on the roadside, pavements, drainage pipes, under staircases, or in the open, temple-mandaps, platforms and the like’ (Census of India, 1991: 64). This part of the population includes those sleeping without shelter, in constructions not meant for habitation and in welfare institutions (United Nations 1999). We have relied on these definitions in identifying homeless respondents in the four cities.

The methodology followed in this study and detailed questionnaire administered to the homeless respondents and are attached in the appendices. The questionnaire was developed after wide consultation with activists and academics who were familiar with homeless populations, and this was further refined after a pilot run. A total of 340 respondents were interviewed in the four cities between October 2007 and October 2008, supplemented by in-depth life histories of 30 of these respondents, as well as focus group discussions.

Urban homeless populations are almost intractably difficult to identify, reach and research for many reasons. First, the homeless population is extremely heterogeneous, in terms of age group, gender, livelihoods, place of origin, livelihoods and reasons for living on the streets. It is a group that we can meet only in the evenings and late into the nights, because in the day what serves after dark as their dwellings become with sunrise pavements, streets, road dividers and shopping corridors. It is as though there is not one but two cities layered one over the other: at night in places where the homeless congregate, you can peal off the familiar city of relative privilege, predictability and mainstream, and a whole new unsuspected phantom city reveals itself. The homeless population is wary both of government and middle class residents of the city, particularly because both perceive homeless people of any age and gender to be vaguely dangerous and intractably on the wrong side of the law; therefore the researchers have to persevere in visiting them over long periods to develop with them bonds of trust and communication. They are also sometimes of unstable location, and may move from day to day to different parts of the city, or even to other cities. They therefore lack a formal address, and also are rendered anonymous because they usually lack even the elementary markers of citizenship of poor people in India like ration cards and voters’ identity cards.

All of these created formidable challenges in executing this research. Further, there is no enumerated list of this highly invisible and unstable group, which makes scientific random sampling difficult. In this study, we were also bound by the ethical rules that we set for ourselves. These were that because the research relates to such extremely vulnerable people, no research would be engaged in locations where there was no long-term commitment to address the issues of injustice and deprivation. Researchers explained the purpose of the research, and proceeded only with the informed consent of the respondents. We therefore tried to work with activist groups (and in Madurai with students and faculty of Gandhigram University) who, we hoped, would continue to engage and work with the homeless populations, and partner them in their efforts for a better life. We resorted therefore to purposive sampling, reaching out to populations of homeless people where we were assured there would be follow up by local groups, trying at the same time to cover collectively in the four cities a wide diversity of homeless people overall in terms of gender, age and livelihoods. A detailed note on the methodology of the study is given in Chapter 3.
Counting the Urban Homeless

Table 1
Homeless population in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Homeless Population</th>
<th>India Total Population</th>
<th>Delhi Total Population</th>
<th>% in National level</th>
<th>Bihar Total Population</th>
<th>% in National level</th>
<th>Tamilnadu Total Population</th>
<th>% in National level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>7,78,599</td>
<td>23,903 (96%)</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>12,730 (30%)</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>57,128 (66%)</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>11,64,877</td>
<td>1,063 (4%)</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>29,768 (70%)</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>29,344 (34%)</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19,43,476</td>
<td>24,966 (100%)</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>42,498 (100%)</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>86,472 (100%)</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Census 2001

The Census in 2001 enumerated 1.94 million homeless people in India, of whom 1.16 million lived in villages, and only 0.77 million lived in cities and towns. The numbers of homeless individuals counted in Delhi were 21,895, in Chennai 67,676 and in Patna 5,624. However, these numbers are likely to be gross underestimates, because this tends to be a highly invisible group especially to officials for the reasons outlined earlier. In Delhi, for instance, the ‘census silence’ that shrouds the existence of homeless people was broken by NGO surveys such as the headcount conducted by Ashray Adhikar Abhiyan in the year 2000, which found 52,765 homeless people in Delhi, and it estimated that for every one they could count there were 1 or 2 that escaped their enumerators. Another study conducted by Lokayan in 2002 came up with the finding that 22% of rickshaw pullers in Delhi are homeless. The DDA in 1985 estimated that the houseless population of Delhi in 1995 was 1% of the total population. The 2001 Census estimated that the population of Delhi was 13.85 million, which would suggest that the homeless population is at least 1.5 lakh people, but probably more.

The 1991 Census disaggregated the homeless populations by gender. It found just 1 woman for almost 9 homeless men, suggesting that Delhi has mostly single boys, male youth and adult men among its homeless population. That Delhi’s streets are home mostly to young single men was confirmed further by the survey of Ashray Adikar Abhiyan in 2000, which found 75% homeless persons in the age group 29 to 38 years, and only 14% younger, and 9% older. The proportion of women found by census enumerators is significantly higher in Chennai (44.4), Madurai (41.5) and Patna (31.6)% respectively. The interviews and life histories of our research suggest that larger female homeless population is associated with a much larger proportion of family units in Chennai and Patna, and single women in begging in the temple town of Madurai.
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However, the purposive sample chosen by the researchers tends to have a higher ratio of homeless children, women and old people, to able bodied men (see Table 2). This is because of 3 factors: the NGOs though whom the researchers approached the homeless groups tended to be more from these groups; they were more willing to spend time talking to the researchers; and the researchers themselves assumed that they were more vulnerable. This limitation of the sample - that it covered less working male homeless people than their proportion in the population - needs to be borne in mind while interpreting the findings of the study.

**Table 2**

Age and Gender Profile of the Homeless Respondents Included in Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age/Sex</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 16 years</td>
<td>24 (25.8%)</td>
<td>9 (11.2%)</td>
<td>2 (2.4%)</td>
<td>9 (10.6%)</td>
<td>44 (12.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 – 60 years</td>
<td>26 (28.0%)</td>
<td>7 (8.8%)</td>
<td>24 (29.3%)</td>
<td>47 (55.3%)</td>
<td>104 (30.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 60 years</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29 (35.4%)</td>
<td>10 (11.8%)</td>
<td>39 (11.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 16 years</td>
<td>17 (18.3%)</td>
<td>19 (23.8%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36 (10.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 – 60 years</td>
<td>21 (22.6%)</td>
<td>41 (51.3%)</td>
<td>14 (17.1%)</td>
<td>15 (17.7%)</td>
<td>91 (26.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 60 years</td>
<td>5 (5.4%)</td>
<td>3 (3.8%)</td>
<td>13 (15.6%)</td>
<td>4 (4.7%)</td>
<td>25 (7.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunuch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16– 60 years</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (0.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td>80 (100%)</td>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
<td>340 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main findings that emerged from the surveys and life histories about the lived experience of urban homelessness is summarised below.

**The Journey to the Streets**

The dreams that drove Vijay to abandon his home in a village near Gwalior for the streets of Delhi were modest ones: to earn money, to establish a business, and to provide for his impoverished family back home, so that his widowed mother should not have to toil, his sister should marry well, his brother should have the chance to study that Vijay himself had missed. He saved money in his first 3 years in Delhi, about five thousand rupees, and decided to visit for the first time after he ran away his family in Gwalior. His mother was overjoyed to see him again, and the entire village gathered to meet him. His mother begged him to stay back, but he reasoned with her: what would they eat? how would they live? He was earning enough now to regularly send money home. She would have money to bring up his brother and sister. He did not want her to struggle any more. His mother let him go.

It is on the harsh pavements of Delhi near the Old Delhi Station, therefore, that Vijay has grown from a runaway teenager to a middle-aged man. Like Vijay, innumerable young men choose the streets of the city so as to save as much money as they can to send to their homes. If he hired a room to live in, he would have to spend money on rent
and travel to work. There would be nothing left for him to send to his village.

Occasionally women come to the streets for the same reason. 65 year old Budhan bai spends 8 months a year, begging and sleeping in the courtyard of Kalkaji Mandir in Delhi, to support her ailing husband in their village in Uttar Pradesh, who is too proud to beg. She does not blame her grown sons for abandoning them, saying they have to take care of their own families. A destitute elderly widow in Madurai who begs from temple to temple, likewise frees her children of any blame. She tells us unconvincingly that it is she who is restless and likes drifting, and not her sons who refuse to feed her.
Table 3
Reasons for Homelessness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Reasons for Homelessness</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Extreme poverty</td>
<td>33 (35.5%)</td>
<td>59 (73.75%)</td>
<td>20 (24.39%)</td>
<td>43 (50.59%)</td>
<td>155 (45.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Need to send money home</td>
<td>4 (4.3%)</td>
<td>1 (1.25%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (1.18%)</td>
<td>6 (1.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mental illness</td>
<td>5 (5.4%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 (1.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Substance Abuse</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (1.22%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (0.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Abandonment by family</td>
<td>5 (5.4%)</td>
<td>2 (2.5%)</td>
<td>14 (17.07%)</td>
<td>12 (14.12%)</td>
<td>33 (9.71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Absence of family</td>
<td>7 (7.5%)</td>
<td>2 (2.5%)</td>
<td>19 (23.17%)</td>
<td>8 (9.41%)</td>
<td>36 (10.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Family abuse</td>
<td>13 (14.0%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 (6.1%)</td>
<td>1 (1.18%)</td>
<td>19 (5.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Social persecution</td>
<td>1 (1.1%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (0.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mentally challenged</td>
<td>2 (2.2%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (0.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Attraction to glamour of city</td>
<td>3 (3.2%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (0.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Cannot afford to rent house</td>
<td>1 (1.1%)</td>
<td>11 (13.75%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (1.18%)</td>
<td>13 (3.82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Stigmatizing illness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (2.44%)</td>
<td>9 (10.59%)</td>
<td>11 (3.24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Natural calamity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (3.53%)</td>
<td>3 (0.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Unemployment</td>
<td>4 (4.3%)</td>
<td>2 (2.5%)</td>
<td>4 (4.88%)</td>
<td>3 (3.53%)</td>
<td>13 (3.82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>No demand for traditional skills</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Any other</td>
<td>8 (8.6%)</td>
<td>3 (3.75%)</td>
<td>17 (20.73%)</td>
<td>4 (4.71%)</td>
<td>32 (9.41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>7 (7.5%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7 (2.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>93 (100%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>80 (100%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>82 (100%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>85 (100%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>340 (100%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 confirms that dead-end hopeless poverty drives many people to the streets of the cities. 51.1% of the respondents in the study reported poverty, unemployment and the need to send money home, as the reason that they chose the streets. It is not surprising, therefore, that a significant proportion of homeless people retain active links with their families in their places of origin. 37% reported that they had a permanent address in their place of origin. Therefore, whereas they may be alone on the streets of cities, they are not homeless in the sense of not having a family, but rather they are ‘houseless’ in the cities, often as a matter of conscious choice, of personal sacrifice and denial so that their families can feed themselves in their homes.

Some researchers such as anthropologist Dupont avoid using the term ‘homeless’ since it implies not only a situation of deprivation...
Sometimes, however, the dreams that drive them to the city sour. 17 year old Hashim sleeps among the multitudes of homeless in the open grounds near Jama Masjid in the medieval walled city of Delhi. He recalls, ‘In our village in Uttar Pradesh, my father’s income was not sufficient to make both ends meet. Many times we all had no food for days on end. My mother used to scold my little brothers and sisters who cried only because they were hungry. I could not bear this painful scene played out in our home everyday. I also used to be without food for many days together’. He goes on, ’Then my elder sister’s marriage was fixed. I was very worried. I knew that in such a household where every next meal for the family is a challenge, how can a marriage be organised? This thought haunted me, and one day before the nikaah, I ran away from home. I thought I will make lots of money after reaching a city. First I arrived at Lucknow, but could not find much work; then I reached Delhi which I hoped would give me better prospects. I did not know that life was so difficult here. I worked at rag picking, pulled a rickshaw, went to jail also. Even then I did not attain anything in life. Hunger was still an inseparable part of my existence. At times I even thought of committing suicide. I ran away from home only because I wanted to do something for my family. But I did not know that I was foolish to come here with these dreams. I took this step without thinking, and I repent till this day. I believe that parents who can’t feed their children should not have children at all…’

Family breakdown caused homelessness in only around 15% of the people we interviewed (and more of these were women); and the absence of any family – they are either dead or lost- in around 10% of the cases. Abuse often drives from their homes street boys like Ratul Das, 12 years old, who stays with other homeless children around the water tank in New Delhi railway station, interspersed with confinement in juvenile detention centres. Like many children who flee their families to escape intolerable abuse, Ratul is unwilling to talk about precisely what drove him from his home in Shantipur, a small town in Kamrup district of Assam. But one night at the age of seven, he walked away decisively from his truck-driving father, mother and two younger brothers, never to return. It was an act of incredible courage for a child so young, echoed and repeated in the lives of tens of thousands of street children who decide at very young ages to bravely escape violence and abuse in their homes — alcoholic fathers, physical and sexual violence — by fending for themselves, at whatever cost. But we also have children who were lost or abandoned by their families at such a young age that they do not recall their origins. The streets are the only home that they remember. 40 year old destitute Phelena Devi also lives alone on the streets in Patna, because she was abandoned a decade earlier by her husband, an alcoholic. She belonged to a nomadic family that wandered from village to village, put up their tents, or lived on the bed of drains. Her daughter passed away soon after her father abandoned her mother. Likewise, Shabir made Nizammuddin Railway Station his home for a large part of his life, after his brothers refused to take care of him when he fell from a tree and became paraplegic.

But in more unusual cases, it can be the strength of family ties that can also render one homeless. In Patna, we met Deepak, the 10 year son of a rickshaw-puller, who lived with his father on the pavement, studying under a street light.

in terms of shelter but also a loss of familial moorings. She states that this term is commonly used in the North American context where it may correspond to social reality there, but as we shall see, it is inappropriate in the context of Indian cities where houselessness does not necessarily mean homelessness. The concept of family stretches beyond the limits of a simple ‘household’ or ‘home’ in the Indian context where familial segments may be spatially scattered, but tightly linked through economic and emotional ties. Thus, she prefers the terms ‘shelterlessness’ to refer to a concrete situation (the lack of physical shelter) in a specific place at a given time; but she stresses that it must be borne in mind that the situation currently observed does not necessarily represent a permanent state and it may be compatible with the existence of a house and/or a home somewhere else (especially in the native village) (Dupont, Veronique, Mobility Pattern and Economic Strategies of Houseless People in Delhi, chapter presented to the International Seminar: DELHI GAMES: Use and Control of the Urban Space- Power Games and Actors’ Strategies. _Delhi,3-4 April 1998,CSDS._)
His father wanted him to become a ‘sahib’, and therefore sent him to a school in the city, instead of leaving him in his village with his mother.

Sometimes, people are rendered homeless because of the demolition of their slums. There are many homeless people we encountered on the streets of the walled city in Delhi, like 14 year old Lakshmi. As the researcher records: ‘She remembers happier times, when she was still living in the JJ colony at Yamuna Pushta. They had a home then, her father was a rickshaw puller, she and her sister went to school in the slum, they had friends who they played with and her mother stayed home with her younger siblings. Her whole world was shattered when one day they received a notice setting a date for the demolition of the slum she was living in. Hers was one of the slums demolished a few years back as part of the slum demolition campaign of the Government of Delhi. Once the slum was demolished her family was “rehabilitated” in Bawana, where they were given a small piece of land. However, the area was so inhabitable that Lakshmi’s father decided to sell it, with no option remaining moved to living on the street’. Lakshmi, her mother and her siblings now survive by begging and rag-picking.

Likewise, widowed Saroja readily placed all her life savings, a few thousand rupees, to buy a shanty in a slum not far from Hanuman Mandir in central Delhi. She moved into her slum home with her children, but only months later one day, government bulldozers arrived suddenly and razed the entire slum settlement to the ground. It was government land, she was told. They were illegal squatters with no rights. The woman who had sold her the shanty disappeared. She took with her the life savings of many dispossessed people. So Saroja Devi returned once again to the temple courtyard, where she has lived homeless since then for 17 years. Again in Patna we found a cluster of homeless families camping for months in the parking lot of the District Collector’s Office. For generations they had lived in an impoverished Musahar settlement and claim papers of title, but this is now prime land in the heart of Patna, and they were suddenly evicted by a nexus of politicians, officials and the land mafia.

Some are also simply born to the streets. In Chennai, in particular, we encountered several families which had lived for several generations on the same piece of pavement. Their great grandparents came to the city sometimes 80 years earlier, or longer, and the patriarchs colonised gradually ‘their’ part of the pavement. New generations were born, one following the next, and they all grew up in the same stretch of pavement. This was the only home that the large extended family now knew. Mohan a street boy in Chennai said, ‘Homelessness is not a new thing for me. I was born into streets, and it was here that I was brought up. I have a lot of friends who still live on the streets. Our parents got a house very recently and I am not sure how long they can manage to be there’. He is convinced that they will be forced to return to the streets. Likewise, Mythili is another of what the researcher describes as of ‘homeless lineage’. When she was a child, her father was irresponsible, ‘a drunkard, he never cared for us’, she recounts, and her mother fed them by selling food cooked by her on the pavements to other homeless people.

There seem many roads that lead men and women, boys and girls to make the city streets their home, but few that lead away from the streets to settled homes. Homelessness is therefore a stubborn form of denial, and it does not seem easy for people to escape it once they slip into it. Homeless people have lived in the city for long periods. Table 4 shows that more than 60% of the homeless people surveyed by us have been homeless for more than 10 years, and 27% between 1 and 10 years. Only 10.5% were found to be new newly homeless. Therefore they find ways of coping and, in a way of speaking, are only a little more settled than may be otherwise imagined. In Chennai we found
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that only 7.5% of the respondents are in their present location for less than a year and nearly 60% of them are in the present location for more than 20 years. This includes the children who have born into streets and lived their whole lives on them. In Madurai, 46% were in the present location for the last 1 to 5 years and 34% were in their present location for more than 5 years. Still, nearly one-fifth of them are occupying the present spots for less than a year. In Patna also, most (54%) of the respondents have been sleeping in the same location for many years. In Delhi nearly one third of (33.3%) of the respondents reported to be in the present location for the last 1 to 5 years and a nearly same proportion (31.2%) reported of being in the present location for more than 10 years. However there are also 13% of respondents of Delhi who occupy the present location for less than an year.

Table 4
Years of Homelessness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Years of Homelessness</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Less than one year</td>
<td>11 (12.0%)</td>
<td>5 (6.25%)</td>
<td>12 (14.6%)</td>
<td>8 (9.41%)</td>
<td>36 (10.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 to 5 years</td>
<td>24 (25.8%)</td>
<td>7 (8.75%)</td>
<td>22 (26.8%)</td>
<td>6 (7.06%)</td>
<td>59 (17.35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 to 10 years</td>
<td>18 (19.4%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12 (14.6%)</td>
<td>5 (5.88%)</td>
<td>35 (10.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>More than 10 Years</td>
<td>38 (40.9%)</td>
<td>68 (85.0%)</td>
<td>36 (43.9%)</td>
<td>64 (75.29%)</td>
<td>206 (60.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>2 (2.2%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (2.4%)</td>
<td>4 (1.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td>80 (100%)</td>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
<td>340 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sleeping Rough

Homeless respondents in all cities agreed that the most trying and disagreeable season for homeless people were the monsoons, closely followed by the winters. 60 year old Ranjeet sleeps alone in Gandhi Maidan in Patna under the open sky in summers. When it rains, he shifts to the corridors of a shopping complex, but if these are too crowded with the homeless city, then he spends the night simply sitting in rain. In Chennai, we were told that many homeless people try to wait out each downpour by crowding into cinema halls buying the cheapest tickets, and watching film after film. If the shower persists beyond midnight, they are left with no option except to stand or squat on their haunches miserably under the shutters of the shops through the rest of the night, all their most precious belongings wrapped in plastic: their ration cards, school books and voter identity cards. Leprosy patients in Patna carry a plastic sheet in their carts, and cover themselves and their cart when it rains.

Many single wandering homeless people carry their entire belongings in a bundle, including a thin blanket, and they wrap themselves in winter. Manikandan in Madurai, has a single blanket, and this he wraps around his wife and
children. He lies down on the floor without having anything to spread over himself. He says he is not very much bothered by mosquito bites and noisy vehicles, as he is weary after a day’s hard toil. During winters, Ranjeet depends on some friend on street to share their quilt with him. Many homeless people from all cities reported sharing quilts. Nand Kishore sleeps on a gamcha that he spreads as both mattress and sheet, and uses his folded shirt and vest as pillow. Phelena Devi also sleeps alone in the Railway Station every season, as she feels safest in its bustle. In winters, she covers herself with old clothes to battle the plunging temperatures and in summers, she sleeps on a sheet of old newspaper.

In Delhi, for over a hundred thousand homeless people, the Delhi government runs over 14 night shelters, with a maximum capacity of 2,937 people. In other words, night shelters provide a roof for not more than 3% of all homeless people in the city. There are none for women, or migrant families. The Table 5 below confirms from our respondents that only 3% sleep in government night shelters and that too only in Delhi, and NGOs extend night shelters to the homeless mainly in Patna. Of the government shelters, the largest in the capital is the one near the Old Delhi Railway Station. It was the first night shelter opened by the government in 1964, and in winter and the rains, its four large halls are crowded well beyond its official capacity of 514 persons. The facilities are elementary. For a fee of 6 rupees a night, bare mats are spread out on the floors in each of the shelters on which men sleep, body against body. Ragged blankets are provided for the winter, and there are common toilets and bathing places, erratically cleaned but always in demand. Outside in the walled city, private contractors called thijawalas rent out quilts and plastic sheets for five rupees a night. Iron cots are lined up in the corridors outside shops, for a rent of 15 rupees per night.
Table 5
Place of sleep

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Place of Sleep</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Under staircase</td>
<td>2 (2.2%)</td>
<td>2 (2.5%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 (1.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Under ledge of shops or homes</td>
<td>3 (3.3%)</td>
<td>31 (38.75%)</td>
<td>15 (18.29%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>49 (14.41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>In Market Corridors</td>
<td>8 (8.6%)</td>
<td>1 (1.25%)</td>
<td>4 (4.88%)</td>
<td>2 (2.35%)</td>
<td>15 (4.41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Railways Platform</td>
<td>14 (15.0%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 (12.2%)</td>
<td>13 (15.29%)</td>
<td>37 (10.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bus Stand</td>
<td>2 (2.2%)</td>
<td>3 (3.75%)</td>
<td>16 (19.51%)</td>
<td>2 (2.35%)</td>
<td>23 (6.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Courtyard or places of worship</td>
<td>20 (21.5%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 (12.2%)</td>
<td>1 (1.18%)</td>
<td>31 (9.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Drainage Pipes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Government night shelters</td>
<td>3 (3.3%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (0.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Deserted / Abandoned buildings</td>
<td>1 (1.1%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (0.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>NGO Night shelters</td>
<td>1 (1.1%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15 (17.65%)</td>
<td>16 (4.71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Pavement /road –sides</td>
<td>19 (20.4%)</td>
<td>42 (52.5%)</td>
<td>21 (25.61%)</td>
<td>50 (58.82%)</td>
<td>132 (38.82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Road dividers (centre of the road)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (1.18%)</td>
<td>1 (0.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Parks</td>
<td>8 (8.6%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8 (2.35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>On bridges</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>On flyovers</td>
<td>1 (1.1%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (0.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Under bridges</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (3.66%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (0.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Under Flyovers</td>
<td>3 (3.3%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (0.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>At your workplace</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (1.25%)</td>
<td>1 (1.22%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (0.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Any Other</td>
<td>2 (2.2%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (2.44%)</td>
<td>1 (1.18%)</td>
<td>5 (1.49%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>6 (6.5%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6 (1.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td>80 (100%)</td>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
<td>340 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The largest majority of homeless people in the four cities are found to sleep on pavements and sidewalks, often in daily danger to their lives from rash and drunken drivers, under ledges of shops and homes and in market corridors. Next come bus stands and railway stations, and then courtyards of places of worship. Disaggregated data from some cities show broadly that single women prefer shrines, children bus stands and railway stations and families pavements.
(This is probably linked to preferred occupational choices and considerations only of safety). The researcher\(^7\) in Patna describes the picture of sleeping rough on the streets of the city eloquently: ‘There are sights of men narrowing themselves and sleeping on congested lanes, women cooking next to an overflowing drainage pipe, with darkened and de -shaped, overused aluminium utensils, and half clad children with running nose, untidy hair, crying, fighting or playing amidst thick smoke generated by burning wood in brick chullha. They sleep on newspaper or rags or on nothing at all. Houses comprise of pieces of clothes, lots of plastic and some bamboo’.

A woman in Patna describes the fear of every night of her life that she sleeps on the streets: ‘There are lots of dangers, lots of thieves are around who just pick up our stuff and run away. Or goons come to threaten us. One person from the group stays up at night. When it is 5 in the morning, we relax in our hearts, for every night is to us like a penance. Yesterday night I was awake throughout.’ Buddham Bai, says philosophically, ‘I am old, I am a woman and I am alone in the city. Where is place for a person like me? Nowhere! Then what good will come out of being scared?’

Saroja Devi slept after 17 years on the streets in the first shelter for homeless women in Delhi run briefly by an NGO, and said that what she valued most in the months she stayed at the shelter was that for the first time she had the assurance of an uninterrupted night’s sleep. ‘Beizzati. Dishonour’. This was the overriding feature of her life, as Saroja recounted it. ‘To live on the streets – beizzatti. The policeman beats you with his baton – beizzatti. Any ruffian sits next to you and runs his hands on your body – beizzatti’. The respondents to our survey said what disturbed their sleep most were the police (17%), mosquitoes (16%), the noise (12%), the weather and health problems (9% each). In Delhi, police brutality figured highest at 32% for disturbing homeless people at night.

**Working Rough**

Ranjit, a homeless old man on the streets of Patna remarks bitterly, ‘If your look for a beauty parlour or a call girl here, you will find them. But you will never find a good job, however hard you look for it. This is a weird place. I don’t want to live in it. But I don’t have a choice’. Young Hashim adds despondently, ‘I live on pavement in the old Delhi area. And I know how people survive on pavements. If one meal is available, then another time one has to sleep without food. No one sleeps on an empty stomach willingly and happily. But what can one do? We go to find some work; we are asked a series of questions like: “From where have you come? What do you do? Do you thieve? Since when have you left your home? For all these days, where were you and what were you doing? Since when are you here? During that period, what were you doing? Is there anyone who knows you? Who can stand guarantee for you?” How can you get work like this? Now you tell me, what will one do to fill one’s stomach? What are the options except resorting to theft and extortion?’

The majority of homeless people survive, as revealed by Table 6, through casual, unprotected, uncertain and hard labour, through a range of occupations like daily wage work, construction labour, pulling rickshaws, carrying and pushing loads, domestic work and street vending (around 40% of our sample). A small number admit to living by professional blood donation and sex work, although the actual numbers in these and other professions that are in conflict with law or are stigmatised, is likely to be larger than what the respondents admit. Das in Chennai alone spoke of looking ‘for new ways out (to earn like)... stealing and other petty crimes. I joined a gang of “rowdies” with just one aim: to earn money’.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Primary Occupation</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Street vendor</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.3%)</td>
<td>(25.0%)</td>
<td>(1.22%)</td>
<td>(10.59%)</td>
<td>(10.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Casual daily wage labor</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(11.8%)</td>
<td>(5.0%)</td>
<td>(1.22%)</td>
<td>(5.88%)</td>
<td>(6.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Construction worker</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(12.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.18%)</td>
<td>(3.24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Passenger rickshaw puller</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(6.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(18.82%)</td>
<td>(6.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rickshaw load puller</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.2%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.71%)</td>
<td>(1.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Handcart puller</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.18%)</td>
<td>(0.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hammal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.1%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Commercial sex worker</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.66%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Live by alms/receive charity</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(19.4%)</td>
<td>(1.25%)</td>
<td>(63.41%)</td>
<td>(28.24%)</td>
<td>(27.94%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Rag picking</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(9.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.44%)</td>
<td>(1.18%)</td>
<td>(3.53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Shoe Polisher</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.2%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(6.1%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Street Performers</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(12.2%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.94%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Professional blood donor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(12.94%)</td>
<td>(3.24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Domestic Worker</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.3%)</td>
<td>(10.0%)</td>
<td>(1.22%)</td>
<td>(3.53%)</td>
<td>(4.71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Garage worker or cycle repair mechanic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.1%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.44%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Home maker</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(6.25%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(5.4%)</td>
<td>(30.0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(8.53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Any Other</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(16.1%)</td>
<td>(2.5%)</td>
<td>(3.66%)</td>
<td>(10.59%)</td>
<td>(8.53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>No Response/No work</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(16.1%)</td>
<td>(7.5%)</td>
<td>(2.44%)</td>
<td>(1.18%)</td>
<td>(7.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>93</strong></td>
<td><strong>80</strong></td>
<td><strong>82</strong></td>
<td><strong>85</strong></td>
<td><strong>340</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The numbers who live by charity and alms is almost 28%, but this finding must be interpreted first in the light of the specific nature of our sample, which greatly under-represents able bodied men on the streets, and second the particularly high proportion of people who live by begging in the temple town of Madurai, where large numbers of the abandoned aged flock traditionally for alms. We have observed that it is small children, single women who head households, and aged and disabled people who mainly live by begging. And begging itself is an arduous vocation. Since they were expelled from their communities, because they suffered from leprosy, Bhagniman and Janak have begged on the streets for Patna for more than 15 years, to feed themselves and their children in their village in Gaya. Each day, they take turns to push each other for several hours on a wooden cart that contains all their belongings: a few vessels, clothes, plastic sheets for the rains and thin blankets for the cold, and salt to add to their food. Buddham Bai is not allowed to sit in the main temple premises at Hanuman Mandir and solicit for money and food, because she cannot pay the daily fee of 5 rupees to Rakhi, the manager of all the beggars in the temple complex who is informally recognised even by the temple authorities. After all, Buddham earns only about 10-20 rupees a day. She cannot run after or even walk behind devotees to cajole them for alms and loses out in competition with other beggars in the temple. Most of the devotees give only a 50 paise coin. Buddham Bai saves all the coins carefully; ‘The 50 paise coins are not accepted here in Delhi, but I will use them in Punjab’.

At the same temple, Lakshmi divides her time between begging and rag-picking. Her father is addicted to smack, and her mother begs and tends the smaller children. Street boys like Ratul at the railway station earn money by selling water to passengers in plastic bottles, which they fill at the public taps in the station. The bottles sell at 5 rupees each, and he easily earned around 50 rupees a day. They earn more by rag-picking, starting out in the early hours of the morning, with a huge sack often bigger than their own small frames, with separate pockets for bits of paper, cloth, plastic pieces, scraps of iron and other trash. At the end of the day, they hawk their daily foraging to wholesale waste traders, who in turn market these to recycling units. Others also take up other seasonal occupations like working with caterers in the wedding season, reserving places in trains during vacations, selling cinema tickets at higher rates, cleaning cars or taxis, buses or lorries, even trains, as vendors for tea and food stalls, apprentices in roadside automobile repair garages, carrying loads and shoe polishing. Contrary to common prejudice, only one in ten street children begs for a living, and most of these are very young. Even fewer beg as part of organised gangs. Phelena Devi, a middle aged single woman in Patna also is a ragpicker. She scours the waste heaps and litter throughout the city, particularly the area near station, and collects all kinds of waste bottles, and bits of paper, metal, cloth and plastic.

Sudhir lives and works as a barber on a pavement near the Doordarshan building in Patna. He left his village 15 years earlier, as the traditional jajmani system excluded him from many clients. He starts each day early by hanging a mirror on the wall of the Doordarshan building, and setting out a chair to seat his clients, as he cuts their hair and shaves their stubble. Homeless workers like Vijay in the congested medieval walled city of Delhi, find work as hammaals –porters. This work is available mainly at night, when the thick daytime traffic and crowds abate, and trucks and hand-carts load and unload merchandise narrow lanes of the large wholesale markets. Ranjeet works as a daily wage labourer, helping to load or unload bricks, sand, cement or soil, but he has many skills. Sometimes he also works as a plumber, as he is currently employed in a new building construction. Women in the displaced Musahar slum community in Patna earlier reared pigs, but after they were evicted, men look daily for casual labour and women domestic work. Employment is not available everyday. They earn barely enough to fill their stomachs with some food.

Indeed, more than half the people reported that work was not available on a regular basis. In Delhi, 70% reported
that work was not assured through the month, in Chennai 61 and in Patna 59. Only in Madurai, where the dominant occupation is begging, did 90% homeless people report regular earnings. For daily wage workers in Patna, availability of work also depends on the season. In summers the availability of work is more than in winters. Monsoons are by far the worst months. However, the festive months of October and November are good for the city’s labouring poor. But, as would be apparent from Table 7, earnings for more than half are less than 50 rupees a day, and only about 11% earn more than 100 rupees a day. Not surprisingly, Delhi and Chennai score better for levels of earning than Patna, with Madurai way behind. Mendicancy is clearly not a lucrative vocation.

Table 7
Daily Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Daily Income</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 50</td>
<td>33 (35.5%)</td>
<td>19 (23.75%)</td>
<td>66 (80.5%)</td>
<td>56 (65.88%)</td>
<td>174 (51.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>28 (30.1%)</td>
<td>29 (36.25%)</td>
<td>13 (15.8%)</td>
<td>15 (17.65%)</td>
<td>85 (25.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>17 (18.3%)</td>
<td>12 (15.0%)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>9 (10.59%)</td>
<td>39 (11.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA/No income</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20 (25.0%)</td>
<td>2 (2.4%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22 (6.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>15 (16.1%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 (5.88%)</td>
<td>20 (5.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td>80 (100%)</td>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
<td>340 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The homeless casual wage earners sleeping in Gandhi Maidan in Patna said the labour market wage rates range from 70 to 90 rupees a day, well below statutory minimum wages. But work is scarce, and therefore there is a competition even among labourers. The needy agree to work on a lower rate: as one of them, Nand Kishore Chaurasiya laments, ‘What can we do with an empty stomach? We go to work at whatever price is offered’. There are some aggressive labourers who threaten those who agree to work at a lower daily wage. There are also some petty criminals who extort 5 to 10 rupees from any labourer who enters the Patna labour market, and haplessly few resist.

When the data is disaggregated, it is found that more children than adults are able to get regular work (probably reflecting the self employed and independent character of their professions like rag-picking), and more men than women. Expenditure patterns show that some manage even modest savings in these situations of deprivation, especially migrant workers who constantly need to send money home. In Delhi, out of a sample of 86 people, 8 respondents told us that they send money home regularly and 12 send money on irregular basis. In Chennai, only 6 respondents (7.5%) send money to their homes. As many of them are living with their families there arises no need to send money to home. 13.4% homeless people in Madurai send money regularly or irregularly to their family. In the category of homeless people who do not send money home, the majority were children, many of whom severed their bonds with their families.

The weak bargaining power of the working urban homeless also derives from their poor education. More than 60% were found to be completely non-literate, and less than 1% had studied beyond Class 10. It is only in Chennai that we found a large number of school students, who live with their families on the streets.
Table 8
Educational status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Literacy</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>50 (53.8%)</td>
<td>34 (42.5%)</td>
<td>53 (64.6%)</td>
<td>69 (81.2%)</td>
<td>206 (60.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>19 (20.4%)</td>
<td>15 (18.8%)</td>
<td>14 (17.1%)</td>
<td>4 (4.7%)</td>
<td>52 (15.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>9 (9.7%)</td>
<td>7 (8.8%)</td>
<td>14 (17.1%)</td>
<td>7 (8.2%)</td>
<td>37 (10.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Above 10th</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>2 (0.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA (Students)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24 (30.0%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>15 (16.1%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 (4.7%)</td>
<td>19 (5.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td>80 (100%)</td>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
<td>340 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Public Services: Rudimentary and Monetized

The research confirms that urban homeless people have little and troubled access to even the most elementary public services, and everything that they can use has to be paid for. Much of what people who are privileged to live on homes take for granted - every visit to the toilet, every bath, for instance -must be paid for, in cash, immediately. As Subbiah, an aged homeless man in Madurai puts it, ‘I am afraid that even the mirror may not reflect your image if you happened to stand before it without any money!’

Our survey (Table 9) shows that 45% homeless respondents pay for to relieve themselves in public toilets. Almost 30% bathe to go the toilet. Drinking water, often not potable and erratic in supply, is however available free at roadside taps for 67% of the people we spoke to in the 4 cities. But 13% buy water from tankers, and 12% get it from shops (in Madurai, many shopkeepers offer water free of charge to the homeless, as an act of charity and piety). In Chennai women complained that they have to wait at public taps for long, until other more authorised citizens including even slum dwellers, fill their needs before the homeless get their turn. Many buy water at 5 rupees for a small plastic pitcher. Even blankets and cots are hired out, but only in the walled city of Delhi.
Table

Paying service charge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Paying service charge</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Drinking water</td>
<td>5 (5.4%)</td>
<td>8 (10.0%)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>4 (4.7%)</td>
<td>18 (5.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Defecation</td>
<td>31 (33.3%)</td>
<td>58 (72.5%)</td>
<td>49 (59.8%)</td>
<td>15 (17.7%)</td>
<td>153 (45.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bathing</td>
<td>21 (22.6%)</td>
<td>32 (40.0%)</td>
<td>38 (46.3%)</td>
<td>8 (9.4%)</td>
<td>99 (29.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sleeping space</td>
<td>1 (1.1%)</td>
<td>2 (2.5%)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>5 (1.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bedding</td>
<td>2 (2.2%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (0.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>5 (5.4%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 (1.47%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pay bathing facilities are still a boon to women. Mythili in Chennai remembers growing up at a time when ‘there were no public toilets or bathrooms at that time in our area. Taking a bath in the early mornings, and that too behind temporary plastic covers was not a happy experience’. The 10 year old son of a homeless Patna rickshaw puller Deepak spends 2 rupees every morning at the Sulabh complex (for toilets and bathing). So does the barber Sudhir when he can afford it, but at other times he just uses the bed of the open drain that flows nearby.

But paying for every bath for a destitute person may mean that they choose simply not to bathe. In Madurai, Karuppayi complains of a body itch but she asks, ‘Eating food itself is such a difficult challenge in this life of ours. Then who will part with 2 rupees each time to take bath? Will you?’ Buddham Bai in Delhi agrees, ‘Life in city is not easy’. She does not use Sulabh facilities as they cost 2 rupees everyday, and she anyway cannot walk that far with her old broken leg. She uses a tap on the roadside for all her needs, bathing only rarely. She goes to defecate in the bushes that surround the temple. ‘It is risky, because they found the dead body of a girl who was murdered there last week. But then I have nothing that anyone would kill me for’. Nand Kishore is thrifty, saving for his old age, therefore he uses the Ganga river for his daily defecation and bathing. Only on rare occasions, does he allow himself to enjoy the relative luxury of public toilets. Ranjit Ram on the other hand sets aside one rupee a day for the public toilet, and another 50 paise to buy a babool stick to clean his teeth.

55% of homeless people use community toilets, but over 20% still relieve themselves in open spaces (Table 10). A similar proportion bathes in community pay facilities, whereas around 24% bathe at public toilets (Table 11). Cost is a disincentive, as only 35% reported bathing daily.
### Table 10
**Place of Defecation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Place of Defecation</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Open Space</td>
<td>15 (16.13%)</td>
<td>3 (3.75%)</td>
<td>26 (31.7%)</td>
<td>25 (29.41%)</td>
<td>69 (20.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pavement</td>
<td>8 (8.6%)</td>
<td>1 (1.25%)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>6 (7.06%)</td>
<td>16 (4.71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Public toilet</td>
<td>49 (52.7%)</td>
<td>65 (81.25%)</td>
<td>21 (25.6%)</td>
<td>51 (60.0%)</td>
<td>186 (54.71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Night Shelter</td>
<td>3 (3.2%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (0.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Private Toilet</td>
<td>9 (9.7%)</td>
<td>9 (11.25%)</td>
<td>33 (40.2%)</td>
<td>1 (1.18%)</td>
<td>52 (15.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Any other</td>
<td>9 (9.7%)</td>
<td>2 (2.5%)</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>2 (2.35%)</td>
<td>14 (4.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td>80 (100%)</td>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
<td>340 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 11
**Place of taking bath**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Place of taking bath</th>
<th>Delhi</th>
<th>Chennai</th>
<th>Madurai</th>
<th>Patna</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Public taps</td>
<td>13 (14.0%)</td>
<td>29 (36.25%)</td>
<td>23 (28.0%)</td>
<td>17 (20.0%)</td>
<td>82 (24.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Community bathing places</td>
<td>37 (39.8%)</td>
<td>27 (33.75%)</td>
<td>35 (42.7%)</td>
<td>51 (60.0%)</td>
<td>150 (54.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Night shelter</td>
<td>10 (10.6%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14 (16.5%)</td>
<td>24 (7.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Any other</td>
<td>26 (28.0%)</td>
<td>24 (30.0%)</td>
<td>19 (23.2%)</td>
<td>3 (3.5%)</td>
<td>72 (21.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA / No response</td>
<td>7 (7.5%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 (6.1%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12 (3.53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td>80 (100%)</td>
<td>82 (100.0%)</td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
<td>340 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eating Rough

Our findings regarding the availability of food to urban homeless people were mixed. The quantities may – but are not always – sufficient, however, the quality tends to be monotonous, very elementary, often of poor nutritional value, and - in the nature of their existence - unhygienic. In Delhi, for instance, 22.5% people ate nothing but cereals in the 2 days prior to the interview, and another 25 ate vegetables or protein only once. Except those with families in the streets, they rarely get home cooked food. Yet they spend the greatest part of their earnings in the daily struggle to feed themselves and their dependents.

Budhan Bai eats only what she gets out from the charity of temple worshippers, and saves all the cash she is given as alms to send back to her village. Many times, she has to be content with only one meal, but usually she is able to manage two half meals a day. Most of the food Ratul and other street children buy are at food stalls. On bad days, some eat at dargahs, gurudwaras or temples, and the younger ones even forage for food in rubbish heaps. P Devi in
Patna earns 20 to 30 rupees per day from picking rags. Every morning, she spends 2 rupees on tea. Only after she completes her work by late afternoon does she buys her first meal of the day from a stall. The day she has enough money, she eats from hotel on the station. For 8 rupees she eats rice, dal and vegetables, and at night, she gets herself 3 rotis that cost her 6 rupees. Later she forages in the bins for bits of biscuits and samosas, and sometimes begs at temples.

Many buy cooked food, sometimes from humble eateries on the pavements themselves. Mythili’s mother in Chennai runs a small shop on the pavement itself to serve food to other homeless people. Her overheads are so low and the fare so elementary, as to make it affordable to homeless people. The mendicant homeless population of Madurai is fed often by charitable organisations.

The leprosy patients Bhagniman and Janak depend on stale leftovers that they are given as they beg in the day. But at night, they try to set up a makeshift stove between two bricks, and boil some hot rice. In Chennai, we saw women setting out their stoves only close to midnight after the streets were emptied of pedestrians, and they woke their sleeping children to groggily eat their only self-cooked meal for the day. This is how more than half the homeless people we spoke to in that city enjoyed at least one ‘home’-cooked meal. But cooking food is even more trying during the rainy seasons, as they cannot keep their fires burning under the pouring rain, and the wet surface hinders them even after the rain stops. But in Delhi, only 7 out of 93 homeless respondents reported cooking their own meals (and that too when the sample of the study has under-represented the dominant group of single men living on the streets). 41 purchased their dinner, 8 ate at shrines, 2 begged and another 2 foraged in the railway station. Lakshmi says, ‘I have been living on the streets for such a long time. We eat what we get as alms, from the temple and what we buy from around here. How will I know how to cook and run a house, when I don’t even live in a house?’

The evidence is that homeless people are forced to depend extensively on external sources for their food – through purchase, foraging, or receiving food in charity. This is because the condition of being homeless in the city also typically means in most cities lacking a place to cook, or to store rations and one’s utensils (except where families are able to colonise segments of pavement for long periods like in Chennai). Purchasing food may involve greater expense; and that too on less healthy food. Researchers in Patna observed that none of the homeless people store any food due to its perishable nature and their deprivation of their own secured space to store anything. Besides, fuel is something that is beyond their means. Often the can be seen cooking on fires burning between bricks with bits of branches and dry twigs that homeless people have collected, or with cakes of cow dung.

63% of the homeless people interviewed reported spending 50 to 90% of their income on food, with nearly 12% spending almost the whole of their income to get their daily food. In Chennai, half of the respondents spend 50 rupees or less per day on their food expenditures. The rest needs 50 to 100 rupees for this, which consumes most of their daily earnings. In Madurai, homeless people earn less, and 7 out of 10 spend 50 to 75% of their earnings to cover their food expenditures. Around 20% of the respondents report spending 80 to 90% and 2 persons the whole of their earnings to meet their food expenses. Where most of the respondents in Patna earn less than rupees 50 per day, the majority spend anywhere between 20 to 40 rupees on their daily food. On an average they too report spending 80 to 85% of their income on food. 13% of the respondents report that all their income they spend on food. But even this is often not enough. A woman who looks after her homeless family in Patna complained, ‘Our daily income is 70 rupees, so how can we get enough food from that? On top of that, we have 5 children to look after’. If they still eat nutritious food, it is to the sacrifice of almost everything else. Deepak is relatively fortunate. He has a caring father, a rickshaw puller in Patna who spends a great deal of what he earns to feed his son well. He buys for
him every night a packet of biscuits for 3 rupees. This is his breakfast the next morning. Later the boy eats roti with vegetables bought from a roadside hotel, and a small cup of milk. Ganesh, Deepak’s father says, ‘Even if I don’t eat, I buy a cup of milk for Deepak everyday’. In school, there is khichri or gruel in the State financed midday meal. He eats dinner with his father after he returns from work. It usually consists again of roti and vegetables. Again, Ganesh buys an egg for Deepak once in few days. He even treats him to chicken or fish at least one every month.

Nand Kishore’s breakfast consists of 2 to 3 rotis and vegetables that he buys for 8 rupees from a roadside dhaba. In the afternoon he spends 15 rupees on a more substantial meal, and the same at night. For festivals, he eats one or two pieces of sweets or mithai. It is at least 5 years since he ate a mango. Ranjeet Ram spends 4 rupees on a cup of tea and biscuits. Later if he gets daily wage work and has money in his pocket, then from his money else he borrows to get 200 gm of sattu and 3 litti (local eatable) worth 6 rupees, and a full dinner at night. He spends 30 rupees each day on his food, and the rest he saves to send to his children.

And on days when there was no food, in Delhi 51% of the homeless seek free food from religious places, another 20.5% depend on friends for food (many of these street children). It is interesting that 21% of the people said that they prefer to stay hungry than depend on charity from religious places, relatives and community members. In Chennai, one-fourth of the respondents borrow money from other homeless people during such lean days, and 12.5% are helped by their neighbours who share their food. A small portion kills their appetite by drinking tea. Nearly two-fifths are assisted by their family, since it is a city of many homeless families. In Madurai, on the other hand, they suppress their hunger with beedis, drugs, tea or just water, or else they beg or get food on credit. In Patna, 35% stay hungry, 14.% solicit food from others, and 11% eat on credit. In all cities, people reported using drugs to kill hunger.

A homeless person remarked bitterly in Patna, ‘Allah has two ways of looking at His people. For one set, He leaves the strings loose, but for the poor He keeps a tight hold on the strings. He gives us so much pain: they get so much to eat, whereas we crave for good food, for fruits, meat and fish’.

We also asked our respondents what they eat on occasions when they had more money. In Delhi, children replied that they eat ice creams, toffees and different kind of sweets. Older respondents replied that when they have money they eat especially non-vegetarian food. In Patna, the choice was for eating meat and sweets. In Chennai, they would eat different dishes from their daily routine in better eateries. These are the only days when they can also afford to eat non-vegetarian food and fruit. 40% of people in Madurai responded similarly, whereas the rest said they would try to save money for difficult days. 19% also said they would indulge in alcohol or some other intoxicants while having more money. Indeed, in all cities, homeless people of all ages and both genders reported that they use drugs to cope with hunger, sickness, aching limbs and loneliness.

**Embattled With the State**

The relationship between urban homeless people and the State was one of extreme mutual acrimony and distrust, an unending undeclared cold war. State authorities are distrustful of the homeless residents of cities as parasitical, lazy, unhygienic, illegal and largely criminal. Homeless people return the compliment by regarding the government as implacably uncaring, hostile, corrupt and neglectful.

Police and civil officials in Delhi were concerned a lot about how homeless street squatters ‘give the city a bad name’, which is even more of a concern at a time when the metropolis is gearing itself to be showcased to the
world when the Commonwealth Games are played in 2010. A Government of India official in the Ministry of Urban Development told us that ‘we have to keep up with the image of India on the march… We cannot afford to let them (the city’s homeless) spoil and mar the Commonwealth Games. We must shift them out before the Games start’. Homeless people who have no permanent place to sleep are considered as nuisance and hurdle in maintenance of New Delhi and the challenges of beautifying it. One official in New Delhi Municipal Corporation asked, ‘How can we even think of making the city beautiful, when in the night the whole place turns into a squatter zone? They also put tremendous pressure on the infrastructure of Delhi- like water and electricity… almost all of them use illegal electricity connection and we are incapable of checking them It would be best to send them off, but we cannot do so due to political pressure’. He adds that ‘if there is political motivation, then we can weed them out in a day’.

They are widely seen as people with no rights to be where they live. In a news item\(^8\), a senior railway official at Patna Railway complained (the word used by the reporter is ‘admitted’) that the Patna railway station had become a shelter for the homeless people. ‘They use the station everyday to sleep during night and defecate in the morning. It is not possible for the railways to keep the station clean all the time.

However, the railways have deployed more sanitary staff at the Patna Junction to keep it clean round-the-clock,’ he said. The news item adds that the railways are supplying about 12 lakh gallon water per day to Patna Junction to cater to the needs of passengers. As many as 207 taps, one chiller plant and two water coolers are installed on the platforms of Patna Junction. About 700 benches are also provided to Patna Junction platforms as part of passenger amenities. The reporter notes that ‘Unfortunately, facilities meant for bonafide passengers are being used by these homeless people.’

In the rest of the Patna administration as well, the same stereotypes – of the ‘undeserving’ poor - prevail. Some police officials said, ‘The homeless people are responsible for their own poverty. There is no scarcity of work opportunities. If there is a scarcity, it is of people who are willing to work. These people are just plain lazy’. Another agrees: ‘In today’s world anyone can earn enough to run the family smoothly. But the people you are talking about are the ones who consume ganja and liquor. They steal our watches to drink and eat without honest toil’. Some devalue them completely, ‘They do no concern us. We haven’t enough time to even think about them’.

A Joint commissioner of Police (Traffic) in Delhi says: ‘The city is plagued by the presence of beggars.’ Homeless people are indeed widely perceived in official circles to be beggars if they are not criminals, ignoring the fact confirmed by this study that the large majority of them work hard at low wages. They also tend to be the softest, most powerless targets of the police. A police official in Delhi maintained that petty crime in the metropolis is to a vast extent attributable to homeless people, and since they are a mobile population it is very difficult to catch them. ‘Even in serious cases, often it is the moving and invisible homeless population that commits such crimes and due to their anonymity it is difficult to track them’. When we spoke to police officers of the perennial fear of police harassment of homeless people, the response was, ‘The ones who have fear in their hearts are those ones who have a criminal nature’. When we enquired about the plight of street children, the approach was entirely negative. ‘These are the children who later become pickpockets, petty criminals and gradually take to hard core crimes’. Children on streets and railway stations are routinely battered by the police, which led to a public interest petition in the Delhi High Court filed by some activists.\(^9\)
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Homeless men, women and children in all cities reported that they were beaten by the police at night, and driven away from their homes under plastic sheets or the open sky. A woman on the streets of Patna describes the experience graphically, ‘We are displaced by the Halla Gardi.’ This is an interesting local coinage: it literally means ‘commotion’, but they use it to refer to bulldozers. ‘When the bulldozers arrive, the administration breaks down houses, it also throws away our food. It destroys all our belongings. They kick at our chullha and destroy them. The bamboo roofings are torn. Our suitcases are thrown away. Also, they abuse and curse us. What can we do? We have to stay here due to our helplessness, so we keep silent. We don’t have a house. We have nowhere else to go’. In the courtyard of Hanuman Mandir in Cannaught Circle in Delhi, I will always remember the distraught faces of a clutch of these women late one night, because two policemen had confiscated and set fire to the tiny grubby bundles of their entire life’s belongings.

If there is one thing that women, children, old and disabled people of the streets of Delhi are most frightened of, it is of a van named ironically after Gandhiji’s ashram Seva Kuteer. The van carries raiding squads that round up people who live by begging and incarcerate them in beggars’ jails for up to three years. They have to be alert and nimble on their feet to escape these periodic raids. These are regular occurrences at railway stations as well. The children call days when such raids take place ‘chhapa din’, literally days of raids, and they try to escape the station as quickly as they can whenever these occur. Homeless people in Chennai report that such raids evict them just 4 or 5 times a year, usually when the Chief Minister or other senior people are due to pass by the streets where the homeless have lived for generations. Madurai has a culture tolerant to people who live by begging, therefore they are not often harassed. In Patna, they say they are evicted on occasions when political meetings are held in the large grounds of Gandhi Maidan, which is home for hundreds of homeless people. At such times, as Ranjeet says, ‘the police can pick you up even when you are looking for a place to relieve yourself at night’. In all cities, ironically the worst periods for homeless people being evicted are Republic Day and Independence Day, because the pavements have to be swept clean, as ‘dignitaries’ will pass the streets, and they should not be offended by the unseemly presence of the city’s unclean mass of homeless people.

But what is remarkable is that homeless people neither actively resist nor do they move away: they just silently wait out these periodic calamities, just in the way that they resiliently handle the cycle of nature’s heat, rain, cold, floods and droughts. Within days of their eviction, they quietly return to where they lived in the past, and set themselves to the tasks of rebuilding their homeless lives one more time, until their next inevitable eviction, a bit like grass that bends low in a storm and then stands upright again when it passes.

It is for this reason that many have lived on the same pavement or temple courtyard once again. It is the same at railway stations. ‘Amidst the medley of transit passengers who stretch out on streets or their bed-rolls in the platform awaiting their trains, are the regulars, mostly men and boys but also some women, who have made the Hazrat Nizamudin Railway Station their home. There is no sign of them during the rush of travellers through the day. But once darkness falls, even though trains continue to come and go, the platforms and all the open spaces around the station gradually and silently fill up with people who are cut away one way or the other from their roots. There are street children, beggars, street sex workers, leprosy patients, drug addicts, abandoned old people – a whole separate world of persons without a roof and people to take care of them, a microcosm of the unseen underbelly of the city. They have an uneasy relationship with the police and railway officials who on occasion evict them, sometimes brutally. They do not resist, but wait patiently for a few days, and then slowly, almost imperceptibly, they are back

Biradari in the High Court of Delhi to protest the police abuse of street child Mohd Assadur and others. The case was fought pro bono by HRLN.)
Therefore, another face of the brutality of the police to the homeless in cities is also what can be interpreted as a kind of passive tolerance by default, especially in cities like Chennai where homeless families have occupied the same stretch of pavement sometimes for generations. Some homeless people see a kind of implied kindness in the police, because simply they let them stay where they are. Sudhir, a barber who has lived and worked on the same pavement in Patna for 17 years affirms that there are good people in the world and that is why he can still think of living. He asks, ‘If the police had caused me trouble, then would I have been able to live on same pavement for 17 long years?’ He has benefited from no government schemes, and has no ration card. He just wants a house to live, where he faces no insecurity of eviction and it has a roof that does not drip in the rains, like so many other homeless people we spoke to of their dreams and aspirations.

But most homeless people are bitterly critical of the police, suspecting them even of allegiance to and complicity with sex work, drug peddling and the petty crime of the streets. The laws that criminalise the urban homeless include laws against vagrancy (such as the preventive Sections 109 and 151 in the Criminal Procedure Code), begging (such as the Bombay prevention of Begging Act, 1959 and Tamil Nadu Prevention of Begging Act, 1945) and juvenile justice (The Juvenile Justice act, 2006), which provide for arrest, incarceration and custodialisation for sleeping or loitering on the streets, for merely having ‘no ostensible means of livelihood’ or even for simply being a child ‘in care of need and protection’.

Given that our study confirmed that being beaten or evicted by the police was such a widely encountered experience of homeless living, it is remarkable that the numbers who admitted being arrested is not high. In Delhi, for instance, 15% respondents said they were arrested for living on the streets, 14% for begging, and 5.5% for other crimes. The numbers are much lower in Chennai, where only 5% reported being arrested for living on the streets or begging, and 6 for other crimes, whereas even in Madurai, only 7% reported arrest for begging, and 8.5% for sex work and other reasons. In Patna, 5 males and 3 females, i.e. 7% of the respondents have been arrested for living on streets, and 2 men for begging. This is likely to be a significant underestimate, because of the stigma of arrest, both for crimes and for begging that homeless people themselves carry. In our work with homeless youth, we have found that although initially very few admit to arrest, we discover with time that in fact almost all street youth had spent many years in brutalised detention centres, and many had run away from these loveless facilities. The livelihoods of many homeless people like street vending and rickshaw pulling are also subject to continuous harassment and extortion by police and municipal authorities. But is still the threat of using these intensely anti-poor legal provisions more than their actual deployment, which holds the homeless populations in cities the throes of habitual fear and submission to public authority.

The record of positive services received by the homeless populations from government is much more dismal. There is one scheme central government for shelters for homeless people, with a budget of just 50 crore rupees for the entire country, enough to build and equip at best 20 night shelters. But even these funds are not fully utilised, as also HUDCO funds for community toilets. Ration cards and voter identity cards are deeply valued as markers of citizenship, and in Delhi although 90% of homeless people we spoke to wanted these, only 6.5% had ration cards

10 From ‘Paying For His Tea’ in Mander’s Unheard Voices, Penguin, 2000.
11 A comprehensive study of public policy neglect of the urban poor is found in N.C. Saxena’s ‘National Strategy for Urban Poor’, the second chapter of this report.
and 2% voter IDs. This is despite our finding that the homeless are not a transient population, but the majority have made this their home for even more than 10 years. The situation was a little better in Patna, where the percentages were 9 and 21 respectively. The administration has done much better in Tamil Nadu, where in Chennai around half had both cards, whereas in Madurai the ratios were 23 and 30 respectively. It was only in Chennai that we found some young homeless children enrolled in ICDS centres and schools, but even here very few destitute old people had pensions. 100% of respondents in every city reported major health problems in the past year, and 56% were advised hospitalisation but did not go to hospital. They found the government hospitals unwelcoming, discriminating because of their unclean unwashed bodies, and expensive (because of the costs of medicines and sometimes illegal charges by the public health practitioners).

The picture that emerges in the relationship with the State is of great official hostility to some of the most dispossessed residents of cities, homeless men and women, boys and girls. They survive without resistance their periodic onslaughts, as they feel profoundly powerless and have nowhere else to go. The State feels absolved of any responsibilities except against the urban poor. There is an unstated de facto hierarchy of citizenship. The legitimate citizens of the city who are deemed to deserve both protection and services from the State are those who live in homes and settled orderly colonies. Those who are too impoverished to afford these, are lesser citizens, with a downward hierarchy of legitimacy, from residents of authorised slums, to those that are unauthorised, to those finally who are at the bottom of the heap, the wretched mass of the cities’ homeless. To them, the State owes nothing, except to drive them away from the city to which they are seen to have no rights whatsoever.

Surviving Loneliness on the Streets

Loneliness and social isolation persist as dominant motifs of street life. Around half the homeless respondents in our study said they never celebrated festivals, 71% said they had no friends whom they could trust and 62% felt that they belonged to no community, even of the homeless. Bhavani, an articulate and educated homemaker on Chennai’s streets spoke of the shame she felt when she saw passers-by look at their exposed lives with disgust. Lakshmi, married at 14, is wounded when her mother-in-law, remarks, ‘How can she be of good character? She lives on the streets’. In Patna, a homeless person says, ‘What will I get by going to where I am not treated with respect? Even if I am in need I will not go to ask for help, I will eat roti with salt and survive.’ 62 out of 85 homeless respondents in Patna felt they had never been helped by anyone during their lives on the streets.

The majority of homeless people, in all cities, of all ages and gender, find solace in their loneliness in some kind of drugs or intoxication. Vijay admitted that he was intoxicated with ganja most of his waking hours. ‘I have smoked ganja for so many years, the time has come when I do not know whether I am sober or high’ – he says. ‘I need the ganja because it alone brings me solitude. There is no place I can go to, in order to escape the din, the hordes, where I can be by myself. Where I can think, be at peace, be at rest. Only when I smoke my ganja, I can be alone even in a crowd’. In Hanuman Mandir at night, we found many women who are almost always utterly in a daze, drunk or drugged. Some talk compulsively, but the conversation typically is disjointed and inarticulate.

Most street children like Ratul are introduced to the easy but deadly escape from pain and loneliness offered by soft drugs early in their days on the streets. Thinners are readily available at any stationery shop for 25 rupees a bottle. Shopkeepers know that the children who buy these are not using them for painting, but they do not hesitate to sell to the street urchins who flock to their stores. Two bottles are enough for a day for one child. They soak a rag and
inhale the fumes of the solution, and it transports them to a world free from hurt and violence. But it also destroys their lungs, rendering them vulnerable to TB. Many children graduate to hard drugs like smack, but Ratul has steered himself away. He knows that for those who succumb to smack, it is virtually the end of the road. Qasim also sniffs the intoxicant. He recognises that sniffing is very dangerous and that why he has a constant pain in his chest. He tries repeatedly to kick the habit but still he cannot do it. Qasim earns about 100 to 150 rupees a day, and he spends about 50 rupees of this on the sniffing fluid, like most other children on the streets. Most of Lakshmis’s friends are also addicted to ‘solution’ (thinner). She thinks it is not good to be addicted, and her friends also tell her to keep away from substances and that she is lucky to not have got into it. Sometimes, boys in the area trouble her by forcing her to sniff ‘solution’; but she has still managed to keep away from getting addicted.

However, mostly we found that urban homeless people survive these extraordinarily difficult daily conditions of life on the harsh streets of cities, of not just State indifference and hostility, but also of stigma and frequent social isolation. At an emotional level, we found 3 main ways that they psychologically cope. If they live with their families on the streets, the bonds between members of these families are often mutually very protective and supportive. If they did not have their families with them, many maintain close communication with their loved ones at home, for whose survival they accept the lonely rigours of street life. And finally, for those with neither – no family in the village and none on the streets - new bonds often grow on the streets between strangers, which may prove closer and more loyal than many ties of blood.

14 year old Lakshmi’s mother is fiercely protective of her children and ensures that they are not harmed in any way. The researcher observes that ‘she has a very strong influence on her (daughter). She tells her all the time to be careful not to get into bad habits. She shares her despair with her and at the same time tells her that she is a child and needs to be happy and play. She gives all the children time to play (when they do not have to beg in the temple) and tries to work very hard so that they don’t have work. She dreams that her children will have a future that is different from hers. Lakshmi on the other hand is a pillar of strength for her mother. She argues with father when he beats her mother. She says that many a times he is so ashamed that his daughter scolds him that he doesn’t come back for many days. She feels that as the eldest daughter this is the least she can do for her mother’. In Chennai, two thirds of the respondents confirmed that they lived with their blood relations, in family units on the streets. Likewise, Deepak’s rickshaw puller father in Patna denies himself routinely to ensure that his son eats well and is able to study.

Many live alone in the city to support their families in their villages, but emotionally they live on in their village homes. Despite her age and the fact that she can barely walk, Budhan Bai uncomplainingly begs eight months in a year alone in the city for the sake feeding her incapacitated husband in the village. Vijay has supported his family in Gwalior for years through his work as a night porter and his life on the streets. He brought his younger brother Raju to Delhi and arranged for him to learn work at a garage. Vijay hopes to set up a garage for him. His sister was married a few years ago mainly with the money he sent home over years. They found decent people, who agreed to take no dowry. For his ageing mother, he is still able to send money home regularly. But he is uncompromising that he will never marry nor raise a family. ‘I cannot let my child have a life like the one that I have led’, he says firmly. ‘I am content instead to see my brother have a family, and a home. This is enough for me’. Jai’s mother worked as a vendor of small items in a village in Nepal, carrying these in a huge tokri (basket) on her head, traversing the mountainous path, going home to home to sell her wares. The family fell on hard times, and Jai ran away to Delhi, hoping to send
money home. But work was scarce, and he fell into drugs, sleeping on the streets. He still sends money home when he can, but it is never often nor enough. He feels he has failed his family. He came to know that his old mother has again started selling knickknacks in a tokri...Jai worries, ‘Now she is not young: its brings tears in my eyes to think of her traversing the mountainous path and going from house to house selling...’ He has not told his family where he lives or what he does, Jai says, ‘What do I tell them, that I live on the platforms, so that my parents will be more unhappy?’ Instead he lies to them that he is doing fine and working in a electronic repair shop, at least it will bring some moments of peace to his parents, that one of the boys is doing well... But Chennai being a city of homeless families over generations, three-fourths said they had no bonds left with anyone in their villages of origin. Even half the Madurai homeless, the majority aged, abandoned and in begging, reported visiting their homes sometimes.

Others build new – and to an onlooker, sometimes surprising- bonds on the streets. 24% of our respondents said they shared their life on the streets with adopted relatives. A lonely homeless widow Saroja met Rampyari, a crabby eccentric older widow who shared the community spaces of the temple compound. They cannot say who was initially drawn to whom, but Rampyari was kind to her, and Saroja in turn began to take care of the older woman. These two profoundly lonely women, each without family or home, decided to adopt each other as mother and daughter. It is a sturdy unwavering bond that has survived nearly two decades of the vicissitudes of life on the streets. It is typical of many such alliances that are formed between despised people in the world of the cities’ pavements, sturdier in loyalties, more tolerant of idiosyncrasies, and more tender in giving, than most biological relationships. I recall a street boy who adopted a disabled old man as his grandfather: he would carry him long distance on his back, and for years save from his own earnings in rag-picking for food, medicines and even the older man’s addictions. A mentally ill woman occupied the same space on pavement outside New Delhi railway station for years, but would eat only if one particular street boy would bring her food, and the boy, himself less than 10 years old, made it a point to share his earnings buying food for her everyday.

Street boys, cut off from their families in their village and alone in the city, tend to live in gangs, sharing everything - food, clothes, intoxicants, sleeping under the same sheet - teaching each other trades like rag-picking and recycling drinking water bottles, protecting each other from street violence and the police, and feeding each other in sickness. When we asked Ratul Das who was the finest adult he knew, he did not hesitate. It was Obhra bhai, a pickpocket in the New Delhi station. Ratul explained: “He protects us from older bullies, buys medicines for us when we are sick, and discourages us when we inhale solution and other drugs. “I was on this platform since I was younger than you,” he tells us. “I know this world. If you take to drugs, you will never escape to a better life. You will die here. I will not let this happen to you”.

They find other ways of enjoying life as well, some healthy, some less so. Ratul and his other street friends always find ways of having fun. Street entrepreneurs have set up makeshift video parlours, especially on lanes where they sell their rags and waste. These are nothing more than a space marked off by faded curtains with a television set. For 5 rupees, you can watch as many films as you like. The parlours are packed with the rejects of the city, street boys and lonely migrant workers, rickshaw-pullers, head loaders, construction workers, watching raptly Hindi cinema interspersed with pornographic films. Cinemas theatres still draw in the largest segment of homeless people: around a third find in its darkened halls a shelter not just against the rains but also their loneliness. 7% watch television, often in shop windows or in the roadside eatery where they buy their food. But 30% of the respondents (and nearly half those in Patna) say they have no source of recreation at all; they could not afford to enjoy for even brief moments the glitter of city lights.

Qasim likes to play cricket, but at the railway station, there is usually neither time nor the space to play. But the
have found a small stretch outside the New Delhi Railway Station, basically a road, there are days when some street children play cricket there. Some employees of Railway Police Station Force, who otherwise thrash them wit their batons, also join them in play. And in this way, in the hardest of conditions, they still manage to grasp some of the joys that life offers.
1 Summary and recommendations

The Ministry of Housing & Urban Poverty Alleviation, which is a new Ministry carved out of the former Ministry of Urban Development, is since November 2003 implementing a 5 million $ UNDP project known as ‘National Strategy for Urban Poor’. The objective of the project is to support adoption of a new national strategy for urban poverty reduction at the Centre and States based on informed debates, research findings, and pro-poor institutional reforms. The project is intended to encourage discussions on the causes and potential responses to urban poverty leading to formulation of a national strategy on urban poverty based on a participatory process, and the wealth of local and international experience. The project has two distinct but mutually reinforcing components – an All India (National component) and a specific Delhi (National Capital Region – NCR) component.

To the extent that within two years of the project, GOI launched JNNURM in December 2005 with a seven year budget of Rs 50,000 crores can be taken as the best conceivable outcome from the UNDP project. This paper reviews the ongoing/planned project activities in light of the JNNURM priorities and suggests how to bring further convergence between the project objectives and activities with the JNNURM at the Centre/State levels.

There are six key intended project outcomes. The progress achieved so far on each of them as well as recommendations are described below.

Project Outcome 1
Enhanced understanding on trends and directions of urban poverty in India.

A National Urban Poverty Report is being prepared to identify in a rigorous manner, the key issues in urban poverty/livelihoods. A high-level Steering Group has been set up under the Chairpersonship of Secretary, MUE&PA. The selection of topics has been decided. The lead writers have been identified. Also, the Jawaharlal Nehru University and the Institute of Economic Growth have been co-opted to provide policy research support, and to assist in preparation of sound programmes under the flagship National Urban Renewal Mission. A National Core Group on Urban Poverty has been formed in January 2007 headed by the Minister. Two meetings have already been held on the 1st and 22nd February.

Recommendations
One of the most important findings from the papers produced under the project is that the intensity of urban deprivation is not adequately captured by the monthly expenditure of the poor, but by the lack of basic amenities, such as deplorable shelter conditions, constant battle with the police and municipal authorities who treat them as ruffians and criminals, the lack of sanitation and health services, and denial of basic services because their very existence in the city is considered illegitimate. The Ministry should therefore request the Planning Commission to change the way urban poverty is measured by taking into account their living conditions and deprivations too. Both household expenditure and access to civic services could be given equal weight in determining the number of urban poor.
Project Outcome 2
An all India network on urban poor livelihoods established to support wider stakeholder dialogue and exchange of information within India and with other countries.

The Yashwantrao Chavan Academy of Development Administration, Pune, and the Regional Centre for Urban and Environmental Studies at the All India Institute of Local Self Government have been contracted to document the experience and innovations in management of all programmes in the country dealing with urban poverty and livelihoods. These institutions have in-turn established partnership with State level and City level institutions, including organizations representing the interest of the urban poor. This exercise will support very wide stakeholder consultations within India and with other countries on pro-poor public policy framework.

Recommendations
Such consultations would lead to successful policy advocacy if these also examine why the schemes meant for the urban poor could not benefit them in the past, and in what manner weaknesses in the design of existing programmes, budget flows and institutional capacity have held back the intended benefits. Governments respond when their specific role is critically evaluated, and failures in delivery highlighted, leading to concrete and feasible proposal for reforms. Mere listing of the people’s miseries does not unfortunately move governments and municipalities.

The UNDP project should now concentrate on ensuring that the budgets released by JNNURM to the Municipalities is fully utilized and effectively spent for the poor. The cells that are being created (this process has already been quite delayed) should be manned by competent personnel who could assess the failings of the Municipalities and suggest how they could overcome the bottlenecks. The cells must also be independent of the Municipalities otherwise it would be difficult for the cells to play the role of a critic.

Such cells at the city level may not be effective as these will never be able to do independent monitoring of the JNNURM components and point out the flaws in implementation. Therefore these cells should only be at the GOI and state level, to look after M&E functions for the JNNURM projects. The terms of contract for working in the cells should be lucrative enough to attract professional experts and senior IAS officers. Just filling the posts with young professionals with no experience of implementing government programmes will not help as these people will lack credibility with the municipalities.

Project Outcome 3
Innovative and promising livelihoods initiative of urban poor communities broadened and deepened across the country.

The Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDI) which is a co-partner in the Kerala’s path breaking Kudumbashree Programme on pro-poor livelihoods promotion, has been contracted to develop a strategy to strengthen the existing Government of India’s programmes on livelihoods promotion. Implementation of the strategy developed will be supported initially under the project.

An innovation fund called ‘Transforming Urban Livelihoods and Living Conditions’ (TULCI) has been launched. This will inter alia, support: development of pro-poor city development strategies; community-based livelihoods
promotion activities, and innovative approaches in public-private-community partnership.

**Recommendations**

Urban livelihoods of the poor are subject to a great deal of harassment by the municipal and police authorities. Despite the Supreme Court’s rulings, street vendors conduct their business amidst insecurity. Private cars parked on public roads and crowded markets do not attract the ire of municipal authorities, but vendors are considered a nuisance.Whenever eviction drives are conducted their wares are confiscated or even destroyed. Section 34 of the Police Act empowers the police to remove any obstructions on the streets. Even licensed street vendors can be evicted under this law. Often the street vendors organize themselves into unions or local associations who negotiate with the local authorities for occupying public space. This invariably means offering rents (bribes) to the authorities for warding off eviction drives or forewarning them of impending drives. In some cases local muscle men, more often than not with the backing of local political leaders, collect protection fees through threats.

A National Policy on Urban Street Vendors has now been evolved recommending direct relationship of the vendors with the Urban Local Bodies for payment of fees and other dues with immediate discontinuance of the practice of farming out of Tehbazari (fee) to contractors and other intermediaries. Instead of licences, there should be a simple registration of street vendors by the ward committees who will provide them identity cards. The registration fees could be paid at the designated banks directly by the vendors. The identity cards specifying the authorized place of vending should be issued to all street vendors to enable them to carry on their profession and earn a decent livelihood. The evictions should be avoided but where relocation of street vendors is necessary, a minimum notice of 30 days should be served to them. Ministry is requested to adopt and implement this policy.

**Project Outcome 4**

Capacity building for a national strategy and urban poverty reduction

Documentation of experiences and innovations in various States are being utilised to build the capacity of policy makers, programme implementers, etc. The network of apex level institutions being created will hopefully expand the capacity in the country for policy planning and programmes.

**Recommendations**

Urban poverty reduction would need a drastic revision in the present SJSRY, as well as improvement in the living conditions of the poor. The project should therefore concentrate on these issues now. The wage employment component of SJSRY has been used by the city governments for general municipal works, and thus has created no additionality of employment. In any case unskilled wage employment seems to be less of a problem for the urban poor than the terms at which it is provided by the contractors. The limited administrative capability at the city level would be better utilised if urban contractors are asked to observe laws relating to migrant labour and provide for temporary sheds under law for the labour they hire, and such conditionalities are properly enforced.

Creating more unskilled employment without any improvement in living conditions may further aggravate the inhuman conditions in which the urban poor live. Hence the wage component in SJSRY meant for unskilled work should be dropped in the XI Plan.

As regards the self-employment component, it should be recognised that many small entrepreneurs in the country are
facing genuine problems, such as lack of markets and infrastructure, and lack of repeated contacts with the banks, which are not being addressed by SJSRY. It is based on the simplistic assumption that subsidised credit will help in creating new entrepreneurship and augmenting incomes. However the high cost of appraising, monitoring and enforcing small loan agreements deters the banks from extending credit, and therefore the overall coverage of the scheme is still limited.

The poor would prefer to be wage employed on a regular basis at a decent salary after improving their skills, rather than face the ignominies of humiliation from the insensitive police and municipal officials when they are self-employed. Hence SJSRY should focus more on skill upgradation than on self employment. Skill development has to be correlated to the demands of the industry and service sector in and around the city.

**Recommendations on housing**

As regards living conditions, highest priority should be given to housing. There should be careful earmarking of sites for urban poor migrants close to potential work-sites, and land allotted to homeless migrants by a process free from bureaucratic tangles. In line with efficient and optimum use of land, a minimum threshold for FSI rather than a maximum cap is a desirable objective. Contractors should be responsible for providing affordable shelter and basic amenities to the workers engaged by them. As owning a house is not always a realistic option for the poorest, rental schemes should be promoted.

At present the guidelines of the Ministry have listed ‘earmarking of at least 20-25% developed land in housing projects for economically weaker sections and low income groups with a system of cross-subsidisation’ in the category of optional reforms. Whereas the Ministry is requested to put such a condition in the list of mandatory reforms, the UNDP project should carefully document how many new houses are actually coming up in the cities to be used by the poor.

The concept note for this project prepared by UNDP states, ‘it is commonly believed that 95% of legal urban space is used and kept for the benefit of the 5% most privileged of city dwellers. For how long will the deprived 95% remain content with the worst 5% remainder?’ Advocacy to improve share of the poor would demand time-studies for each city so that one documents with certainty whether land reserved for the poor is increasing or declining over the years. Data on these lines would build pressure on the city governments and would improve their performance. Other suggestions are:

- Reserve at least 30% of all new housing space for the poor.
- Make it compulsory by law for all housing schemes in which more than 20 dwelling units are being constructed, whether for higher or middle income groups, to construct a certain%age (say 30% of the total number) of affordable houses of 25-30 sq m for the poor as part of the scheme.
- Make it compulsory by law for all advertisements on housing, whether from builders or government organisations, to specifically mention in what manner the poor would benefit from the housing scheme.
- A law should be passed making it incumbent for the contractors to pay for space for the labourers in the night shelter before their tenders are considered.
- Interest subsidy on bank loans for the poor should be introduced. It is ironical that the rich get income tax rebate on housing loans, but the poor get no such benefit from government.
- The poorest such as beggars and daily wage earners cannot afford even houses on a rental scheme. For them the scheme of night shelters should be revived as a centrally sponsored scheme.
**Project Outcome 5 & 6**

(v) A comprehensive review and capacity (institutional and civil society) analysis of urban poor livelihoods in NCR; particularly relating to the living, working and social security concerns of the poor in the urban informal sector.

(vi) Targeted support to community associations and NGOs active in the NCR of Delhi to promote urban poor concerns and to address multiple vulnerabilities of urban population

Community-based pilots aimed at improving livelihoods and living conditions have been launched in 6 pilot sites in Delhi in partnership with 21 NGOs and the Delhi Government. 2000 poor families have been identified in each of the 6 pilot areas and convergent support to promote livelihoods and living conditions has been taken up. This pilot will in a sense explore as to how the ‘ward level’ initiatives in poverty alleviation and livelihoods promotion can be managed. The National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA) has been assigned the task of monitoring the project.

The focus of the NCR project seems to be on delivery rather than on generating evidence that would put pressure on the Delhi government to improve their performance. Thus the first part of the desired outcome (listed above) of doing a comprehensive analysis of the livelihood conditions of the poor in Delhi was not attempted. The original objective was to promote policy dialogue, but actually NGOs did only ‘service delivery’ activities. These remained stand-alone projects for delivery with no links to improving the performance of government, or to improve policy framework.

The NGOs involved in the NCR component were extremely critical of the way project has been designed and handled. The choice of sites was forced upon them, often the sites decided by the Social Welfare Department were new to them. They would have preferred to work in those areas where they were working in the past, so that the time taken to establish rapport and mobilise people would have been less. The total time given to them was a little more than a year (counting from the release of the first instalment up to the end of March 2007), release of funds to them was uncertain and delayed, there was no coordination with the Dept of Social Welfare, and the problems that they pointed out were not given any attention by the Delhi government.

The present Director Social Welfare, Government of Delhi, who has already been on this job for the last six months was not aware of the activities of the 21 NGOs, or even of their existence. Her understanding was that the project has still not begun, and will come into existence after the proposed cell (see below) is set up. She appeared very confused when I told her that the NGO activity in the six slum areas was almost over, and the project was now coming to an end. She also felt that her Department was not the right choice to deal with the problem of urban poverty, as Social Welfare’s main focus was on programmes for women and children (ICDS), to provide safety nets to the disabled & widows in the form of pensions, and to help in the running of Protection Homes. She wondered how her Department could solve the problems of housing, solid waste management, sanitation, etc where the NGOs have sought help from the state government. She felt that the project should have been handled better by the Department of Urban Development in the Delhi Government.

Delhi Government is notorious for still having many anti-poor rules and laws on its statutes. It has issued orders that ration cards will not be issued to a person who does not have an address, thus depriving all pavement dwellers of an essential service to which all citizens are entitled. In fact, being the poorest they deserve Antyodaya cards. There are similar harassing laws in respect of urban property and land too (see section 7). Unfortunately none of the NGOs looked at these anti-poor laws, thus missing out on a great opportunity to do legal advocacy for the poor.
Recommendations - The NGOs should have critically examined the framework and implementation of all policies of the state government that impinge on their lives, especially the following:

- Has Delhi government taken into account the concerns of the poor while framing its Master Plan? The Master Plan process requires a thorough overhaul, as they reserve abundant land for the rich, but leave little for housing for the poor and their trades.
- The Delhi Small Industries Corporation has been entrusted with the task of constructing houses for the poor. Of the total needs of the poor, what percentage of houses would thus be constructed? Who is occupying them? Are these on rent or self-occupied?
- Why was the night shelter scheme not vigorously pursued by the state government? What budget is available for this scheme now, and why that budget cannot be enhanced substantially?
- What changes have taken place in the state government’s policy towards vendors and hawkers in the last five years? Are they getting due justice as suggested in the draft national policy?
- What is the density of primary health care centres in the slum and resettlement areas? Why have the homeless and people in the non-notified slums been denied of ration cards? How much budget is spent on schools in these areas per child as compared to municipal schools in the better-off areas?
- Manual scavenging still continues in some parts of Delhi. Is anything being done for its total elimination?
- How has the budget meant for the poor been spent in the past? Were outcomes being monitored? Can we suggest a better system for tracking of funds with transparency?
- How do the policy makers plan to improve the living conditions of the poor in the next five years? Are those plans realistic? Were similar targets in the past achieved? Whose responsibility is to ensure these targets?

Policy Cell

A sum of Rs one crore has been earmarked for the establishment of an ‘Urban poverty and livelihoods cell’ in the Department of Social Welfare. Applications were invited from eligible organisations to establish and operate this cell for a period of 15 months, or up to 31 December 2007 (whichever is earlier) on a FULL-TIME basis. However, as no decision has been taken so far, less than ten months are left for such a cell. Since the nature of the cell is policy research oriented that will require collecting data from the field, obviously the cell’s existence for only ten months will serve no purpose. It can at best re-package information which is already available. The period should have been at least three to four years for the cell to be effective. Even if more time was available today, I wonder if the Department of Social Welfare was the right department to locate the cell, as it has no responsibility to prepare plans and implement components of the JNNURM. I will strongly advise UNDP and the Ministry not to set up such a cell.

1.1 Relevance, efficacy & capacity building

Some other specific issues about the project are discussed below.

Relevance: The project is highly relevant as poverty is increasingly becoming urban and almost half of the poor people would be living in the cities within two decades.

Efficacy of the project strategy: The strategy however needs a radical change. The project should concentrate on quantifying outcomes in the critical sectors, such as housing and livelihoods, so that GOI could periodically review and take corrective action. The plethora of literature produced under the project has not evaluated the past schemes
such as NSDP and Vambay, for amelioration of urban poverty, or state-wise expenditures, or their institutional capacity to utilise the budget efficiently. For instance, why did the states not send adequate number of proposals for the Night Shelter Scheme, the only option for the poorest, such as pavement dwellers and beggars, which then had to be wound up?

Similarly the project should now study in detail why the Ministry has to surrender funds year after year, and why states are not able to make full use of the funds provided by the Centre. In particular, it should study if the change in the nature of the scheme from ACA to CSS will help in quick disbursement of funds.

In the absence of quality control and rigorous monitoring it is feared that the tall promises made in the DPRs might remain only on paper. For instance, a chart should be prepared depicting how the percentage of homeless without ration cards has changed over time in each city. How much time do the poor have to waste before their legitimate grievances such as pipes going dry or non-availability of ration cards are addressed?

Efficiency: The pace of implementation has been slow. Financial approvals and releases have often been delayed. The average time taken for release of the first instalment to the NGOs in the NCR project was exceptionally long, thus reducing the time available for implementation. Most of the approvals and reviews can be done online in the system, therefore reducing the current process of paper based approvals.

Knowledge Management: The city profiles being prepared by Yashada should capture the present situation of basic services for the urban poor, including health, water and sanitation, and then there should be city-wise repeated studies so that one knows what has been the performance of the city governments in fulfilling their promises made in the DPRs for which they receive grants under JNNURM. Leveraging with international experience is yet to be firmly grounded.

One way to improve the effectiveness of the project is to have an appropriate dissemination strategy for its research findings. Firstly, the researchers should be free to publish their papers without taking any clearance from the project authorities. Secondly, in addition to publication, policy workshops should be organised, specially inviting such people in government who command credibility within the government system. Thirdly, UNDP should have a long term policy of encouraging such organisations that have potential and have credibility. UNDP should consider building capacity both inside and outside government – many government organisations have a lot of potential if properly harnessed. Other donors like ADB and DFID are funding urban programmes, but their coordination with UNDP project needs improvement.

Building institutional capacity: The main output in the UNDP project so far has been academic papers about the nature and extent of urban poverty, and their problems with administration. However, such research can now easily be funded out of JNNURM funds, UNDP funds should therefore be for such components that are not easily supported by government funds. The present capacity of the Ministry to monitor the progress of JNNURM needs to be augmented. The cells that are being set up in the various offices should be manned by such senior people whose voice and advice would carry weight with the cities. Just filling the posts with young professionals with no experience of implementing government programmes will not help as these people will lack credibility with the municipalities. The terms of contract for working in the cells should be lucrative enough to attract professional experts and senior IAS officers.

Policy research now should be geared to answer specific questions: why the previous schemes did not change the
situation, and in what manner the present schemes will affect the change, how municipal services are reaching the poor, what part of the budget is actually been spent on the poor, etc. For instance, the city profiles being prepared by Yashada should give information on the number of shelterless people, is this number increasing or declining over the years, how do they earn their livelihoods, what are their problems with government departments, and whose responsibility is to see that their conditions improve. What is the present status of hawkers and vendors, has their harassment by the authorities been controlled?

Based on these papers, the National Project Cell established at Yashada should be able to do city-wise analysis on certain key outcomes. In fact, it could develop templates, which could be used by the Ministry to write to the states and Mayors every quarter, highlighting where the individual city is failing to deliver. Only intense monitoring will change the lethargy that engulfs municipal administration.

**Summing up**

UNDP needs to be complimented for prioritizing urban poverty in its activity profile, as the absolute number of urban poor in India has gone up from 67 to 80 million during 1983 – 2004, and their share in the total number of poor has sharply increased from 21% in 1983 to 26% in 2004 – 2005. The Ninth Plan Appraisal by the Planning Commission sums up their misfortune as: ‘Whereas the rural poor suffer from lack of disposal incomes, the urban poor in addition are characterized by extremely poor living conditions – in slums, on public lands, or often on the road itself. They are generally first or second generation migrants with no security of jobs or housing, and are subject to police and municipal brutalities. They are in occupations where health and safety provisions either do not exist or are widely flouted, such as hawking or rickshaw pulling (or under contractors who are violating labour and factory laws), and therefore become dehumanised and criminalised by the very processes of survival.’

The poor contribute to the globalizing economy of the cities as much as the non-poor. But the poor do so without receiving the due economic or other civic facilities or services at par with the non-poor. The project has done very well by highlighting this particular dimension of the problem, and has produced a great deal of information on the deprivation of the urban poor, leading almost to their dehumanisation. UNDP must continue its interest in their concerns, otherwise the city municipalities would remain engulfed in their obsession with shopping malls, five star hotels, and housing for the elite, conveniently forgetting the existence of the neglected poor.

The project’s tenure therefore should be extended by at least a year (more if possible) so that the suggestions given in this note can be initiated by the various institutions created under the project. It is also suggested that UNDP should continue its association with the urban poor during the next Programme Cycle (2008 – 2012) too, and preparation for the new programme should start right now on the lines suggested in this note. The momentum gained in the project will be lost and its impact on the activities of JNNURM will not be sustained, if no successor project is formulated.

However, the NCR component has not functioned well, despite having selected the best and most competent NGOs, and need not be continued beyond the current financial year. To sum up, the project should increasingly aim to supplement the Ministry’s endeavour to provide basic services to the urban poor in the select cities so to bring convergence between the project objectives with the JNNURM activities at all levels, by close and critical supervision and monitoring of the activities of the city municipalities.
UNDP Project: Introduction

The Ministry of Housing & Urban Poverty Alleviation, in collaboration with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), is implementing a 5 million $ project ‘National Strategy for Urban Poor (NSUP)’ since November 2003. The objective of the project is to support adoption of a new national strategy for urban poverty reduction at the Centre and States based on informed debates, research findings, and pro-poor institutional reforms. To the extent that within two years of the project, GOI came up a new initiative and launched a Jawahar Lal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission\(^{15}\) (JNNURM) in December 2005 with a seven year budget of Rs 50,000 crores can be taken as the best conceivable outcome from the UNDP project. Thus much before finalisation of the formal recommendations of the project, GOI announced the two Sub Missions on ‘Basic Services to Urban Poor’ and ‘Integrated Housing and Slum Development (IHSDP)’ with an initial outlay of about Rs 1800 crores annually. These are directly targeted to address the various deprivations faced by the urban poor and identified by the project, especially lack of housing, livelihoods, health, water and sanitation, and other basic services.

The purpose of this paper, as defined in the TOR, is ‘to review all ongoing/planned project activities in light of the JNNURM priorities and to see how to bring convergence between the project objectives and activities with the JNNURM at the Centre/State levels.’ It was stressed by both the UNDP and Project Director that the focus of the report should be to describe in what way the project can help in the implementation of the new government programme JNNURM.

Further, keeping in view the slow progress of implementation, this note also reviews the sectoral issues such as housing and livelihoods faced by the urban poor, and suggests in what manner the project in future can generate outputs that would improve both the policy environment and its implementation. It does not comment on the individual outputs of the projects (except NCR), as there are too many papers produced under the project and many of them are still not available or not final. On the other hand, it concentrates on the critical issues from the view point of the urban poor, and suggests how the project (and its successor) should reorient itself so as to be more relevant to the aims of JNNURM.

The project has two distinct but mutually reinforcing components – an All India (National component) and a specific Delhi (National Capital Region – NCR) component. There are six key intended project outcomes, as follows.

(i) An enhanced capacity at national level for the analysis of urban poor livelihood issues in an integrated manner, and for the planning, formulation and monitoring of sympathetic policies, strategies and programmes to deal with them. This would be situated in a knowledge-based National Resource Centre on Urban Poverty and Sustainable Livelihoods, established as a focal point of expertise in Government, and include a Register of Innovations.

(ii) An all-India network on urban poor livelihoods, which will serve as a forum for dialogue and support between community and NGO activists, elected representatives and municipal and Ministry officials, as well as provide and exchange information experiences and practices with similar networks in other countries.

(iii) Technical and financial support for innovative and promising livelihood initiatives already started by urban poor communities and their supporters, to be able to broaden and deepen them more systematically across

\(^{15}\) The overall target is for JNNURM to take care of 1 million poor families in seven years.
the country.

(iv) Action-based research that will inform and improve the policy framework, both at the Centre and State levels, especially as these have a direct bearing on urban-poor livelihoods and living conditions.

**NCR Component**

(v) A comprehensive review and capacity (institutional and civil society) analysis of urban poor livelihoods in NCR; particularly relating to the living, working and social security concerns of the poor in the urban informal sector.

(vi) Targeted support to 20 community associations and NGOs active in the NCR of Delhi in promoting urban poor concerns and grounding interventions to address multiple vulnerabilities of urban population.

The findings and recommendations on the first four outcomes are discussed in sections 3 to 6, whereas section 7 summarises discussion on outcomes 5 and 6.
Project outputs so far

Since its commencement in November 2003, the project has succeeded in establishing a network of institutions engaged in poverty reduction initiatives. These institutions are carrying out activities that fall in three broad areas as follows:

- Policy research inputs to formulate National Strategy for the Urban Poor.
- Action research inputs such as validation of best practices and innovative initiatives on urban poverty and livelihoods to seek alternative approaches and solutions.
- Drawing policy lessons based on community level pilots in six thematic areas through support to 21 NGOs in Delhi with a focus on human poverty and formulation of location specific action plans.

A National Human Development Report on Urban Poverty is under preparation to provide broader understanding on multiple dimensions of urban poverty as these affect the livelihoods and low-income urban population. The report is being authored by renowned practitioners and policy makers in the field of urban poverty and human development based upon their insights at an All India level.

With support from teams of senior professors of the Jawaharlal Nehru University and the Institute of Economic Growth, 13 policy papers covering urbanization, migration, gender, livelihoods, healthcare and basic services to enhance common understanding of these issues and their linkages have been instituted.

In partnership with Yeshwantrao Chavan Academy of Development Administration and All India Institute of Local Self Government, a National Resource Centre on Urban Poverty has been set up to work as an information centre for all urban poverty related issues at ULB/State/National levels. NRC will prepare Urban Poverty and livelihood profiles covering some representative States and cities. A web portal is ready for launch to support wider stakeholder dialogue and exchange of information within India and other countries. Newsletters and special issues on some of the thematic and sectoral areas are being regularly published. A register of innovations in urban poverty and training modules has been developed. Pilot GIS systems have been developed for monitoring of select urban poverty parameters. A Mayors’ Conference and regional workshop on land tenure have been held.

Gujarat Mahila Housing SEWA Trust has completed documentation on best practices in slum development through four city level case studies.

An entrepreneurship development strategy is being formulated in partnership with the Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India. Reduction Strategies (UPRS) for 12 cities by the National Institute of Urban Affairs has been commenced.

The National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA), New Delhi has been associated as the implementing agency for community based six pilot projects, which are aimed at improving livelihoods and living conditions at six sites in NCT of Delhi in partnership with 21 NGOs and the NCT of Delhi Government.
High national ownership - The UNDP Project has now been converged to provide support in policy planning for urban poverty and in the effective implementation of the JNNURM. It has led to significant national ownership, particularly reflected through setting a National Resource Centre in the Ministry. The Centre’s role is to oversee and coordinate various research and implementation-based initiatives conducted through partner agencies, and use these inputs in the formulation of a national strategy for the urban poor. A National Core Group on Urban Poverty has been formed recently in January 2007 headed by the Minister. Two meetings have already been held on the 1st and 22nd February.

Similarly, an Urban Poverty Cell is being set up in the Department of Social Welfare, Govt. of NCTD to coordinate and act as a nodal agency for all NCR poverty alleviation programmes. However, only eight months are left and therefore the usefulness of the cell is doubtful (more on this later in section 7).

The project should see the JNNURM as a tremendous opportunity to implement and test innovative urban poverty interventions, particularly complementary last-mile interventions that create local capacity and generate livelihoods. As JNNURM covers a breadth of cities that vary in terms of size, density and environment, the project should thoroughly analyze, assess and synergize its efforts with other government schemes and policies such as SJSRY, National Housing and Habitat Policy, Urban Street Vendors Policy, and planned future legislation pertaining to social security in the informal sector, so as to improve effectiveness of intervention through JNNURM.
Some dimensions of urban poverty

A very large number of research documents have been produced under this project\textsuperscript{16}, written by reputed academics. Their data and arguments are reflected in almost every section of this paper. Policy makers may not have time to go through all of them, though they contain valuable information about the plight of the urban poor; their number, nature of their deprivation, and how their problems are different from the rural poor. We begin with a discussion on these issues, which would be useful for policy formulation, as well as for advocacy by the GOI in dealing with city governments.

One of the most important findings from these papers is that the intensity of urban deprivation is captured not by the monthly expenditure of the poor or their consumption, but by the lack of basic amenities, such as deplorable shelter conditions, constant battle with the police and municipal authorities who treat them as ruffians and criminals, the lack of sanitation and health services, and denial of basic services because their very existence in the city is considered illegitimate. Ministry should therefore request the Planning Commission to re-define urban poverty by taking into account their living conditions and deprivations. Both expenditure and access to civic services could be given equal weight in determining the number of urban poor. UNDP has sufficient international experience, especially in Central and South American countries, of calculating human development indicators, even for small geographical units such as localities, and that experience should be used in helping GOI and the Planning Commission in re-assessing urban poverty. Interventions should also transcend income generation activities and include broader concerns on quality of life and social security.

In the absence of redefining the dimensions of urban poverty, the very purpose of setting out a new Ministry would be defeated. How can the Ministry justify its interventions in Mumbai and Delhi where the number of poor (as per the existing definition) is only 4 and 8\% of the total city population respectively? However, if an equal weightage is given to the living conditions, the number may go up to 20 to 30\%, and thus justify the interventions, both from the Ministry as well as from UNDP.

4.1 Growth of urban population

In 1901, only 25 million people constituting 10.8\% of population lived in urban areas in India. In the 100 years since then, the urban population has grown 12 times and it is now around 285 million people constituting 28\% of the total population.

The pace and spread of urbanisation is not uniform throughout all states. Maharashtra in 2001 with an urban population\%age of 42\% (41 million), Gujarat with 37\% (19 million) and Tamil Nadu with 44\% (27 million) and the least urbanised state, Assam with 13\% in 2001 indicate this inter-regional variation.
Table 1
Growth of Urban Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>% of Urban Population to Total Population</th>
<th>Decadal Urban Population Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>23.34</td>
<td>46.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>25.72</td>
<td>36.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>27.78</td>
<td>31.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whereas the population of India is expected to increase from 1028 million in 2001 to 1400 million in 2026 (an increase of 36% at the rate of 1.3% annually), the urban population in the country is expected to increase during the same period from 285 to 535 million (an increase of 88% at the rate of 2.6% annually). The urban growth would account for over two-thirds (67%) of total population increase by 2026.

In 2001, there are 4368 UAs/towns. About 38% of the total urban population are residing in 35 metro cities, 30.6% in remaining 358 Class I cities and the rest in 3975 UAs/towns. According to a recent estimate, the number of metropolitan cities will be 51 by 2011 and 75 by 2021 AD. In addition, there would be 500 large cities (one lakh and above size) and 4430 medium and small towns (less than one lakh population size). The analysis of urbanisation pattern and projections for the next 20 years is indicative of the fact that bulk of the urban population will be living in metropolitan regions. Much of the urban growth will be along essentially transport corridors, and unrestrained by municipal jurisdictions; the distinction between urban and rural will get blurred.

The provision of infrastructural facilities required to support such large concentration of population is lagging far behind the pace of urbanisation. As a consequence, the urban environment, particularly in large cities, is deteriorating very rapidly. All cities have severe shortage of water supply, sewerage, developed land, housing, transportation and other facilities. These deficiencies which are particularly severe for the urban poor have serious health impacts for them. Lack of political and administrative will, compounded by weak municipal institutions and poor delivery systems have constrained the administration’s ability to improve the living conditions, generate employment, incomes and services for the urban poor. We discuss below their numbers and how their problems are different from the rural poor.

4.2 Poverty

Poverty in India is officially measured in terms of the expenditure corresponding to monthly per capita expenditure of Rs 49 in rural areas and Rs 57 in urban areas at 1973 – 1974 all-India prices, with people below this expenditure considered poor. This expenditure was then considered necessary to achieve specified levels of calorie consumption, namely 2400 calories/day in rural areas and 2100/day in urban. At 2004 – 2005 prices the new poverty line expenditure varies from state to state, from Rs 450 to Rs 550 per month per capita in urban areas, although it is quite possible that people may have shifted their consumption to non-food items from food items, and therefore consuming much less than the desired calories, although classified above the poverty line. The state-wise figures of changes in urban and rural poverty over the last two decades are shown below.

17 We have not given the data for the 55th round for 1999-00, as its findings are not compatible with the latest 61st or for that matter the
### Table 2
Estimates of Poverty (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Headcount Ratio (urban)</th>
<th>Headcount Ratio (rural)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assam</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarat</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himachal Pradesh</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthan</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil Nadu</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttaranchal</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All India</strong></td>
<td><strong>43.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>32.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several inferences follow from the above data. First, comparing columns 4 with 5 one finds that poverty is higher in urban areas than in rural in the more developed southern states and Maharashtra, indicating perhaps pull factor for the earlier rounds.
rural poor to migrate to the urban cities. Second, between 1993 – 1994 and 2004 – 2005 urban poverty in India declined by 6.7 percentage points, whereas this decline was higher at 8.5 points for rural areas. Between 1983 and 2004 – 2005, urban poverty in India declined by 17.7%age points, but this decline was only by 10.3 and 8.3 percentage points in the two urbanised states of Karnataka and Maharashtra. Thirdly, the absolute number of urban poor has in fact increased from 67 to 80 million during 1983 – 2004, and their share in the total number of poor has increased from 21% in 1983 to 24% in 1993-94 to 26% in 2004 – 2005. Poverty is thus increasingly becoming urban, as seen from the following Table:

**Table 3**
Number of poor in millions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban share</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, the 61st round results of 2004 – 2005 confirm that actual poverty reduction after 1993 – 1994 has been much less than the earlier official assessment using the non-comparable 55th round in 1999 – 2000. As against the earlier official claim that the rural poverty ratio had declined from 37% in 1993 – 1994 to 27% in 1999 – 2000, the 61st round places this at nearly 29% in 2004 – 2005 – i.e., an 8th percentage point decline over 11 years rather than the 10%age point decline over six years as claimed earlier. Similarly, urban poverty is now placed at nearly 26% in 2004 – 2005 against 33% in 1993 – 1994, a 7%age point decline over 11 years compared to the 9th percentage point decline over 6 years claimed earlier from official 55th round data.

As regards unemployment, daily status unemployment increased from 6.1% in 1993 – 1994 to 7.3% in 1999 – 2000 to 8.3% in 2004 – 05. More importantly, daily status unemployment among agricultural labour households (who are the poorest) increased from 9.5% in 1993 – 1994 to 12.3% in 1999 – 2000 and further to 15.3% in 2004 – 2005. The all-India trend in wages at constant 1999 – 2000 prices is not only of a clear deceleration in real wages of casual workers, there is an even greater deceleration in wages of regular workers in both rural and urban areas. That is, real wages decelerated for all workers significantly during 1999 – 2000 to 2004 – 2005 compared to wage growth between 1993 – 94 and 1999 – 2000. And this was true for rural and urban, agriculture and non-agriculture, male and female and at all levels of education.

To sum up, although poverty did reduce between 1993 – 1994 and 2004 – 2005, the pace of poverty reduction was lower than in the previous two decades. The 61st round should therefore set at rest all claims that economic reforms have led to faster poverty reduction. Lastly, poverty reduction is slower in the urban than in rural areas. If urban poverty is redefined as suggested earlier, the data would certainly show a massive increase in urban poverty.

**4.2.1 Urban vs rural poverty**

The Report of the National Commission on Urbanisation (NCU, 1988), while accepting that rural and urban poverty
are inextricably inter-linked, takes the view that this does not mean that urban poverty is merely a spill-over of rural poverty. According to the Commission, it is an autonomous, independent phenomenon. No matter what employment programmes are started in rural areas, they cannot meet the demand for tens of millions of new jobs required for people who will continue to migrate to urban areas over the next decades, which will have its impact on both urban employment and poverty. Therefore, rural poverty and urban poverty must be seen and addressed simultaneously as two aspects of a single problem and at the same time as autonomous problems that need to be addressed in distinct ways.

The urban poor suffer from certain social problems that the rural poor do not face. Some of these are:

a) Urban migrants from the countryside have been cut off from their community. They are new to the urban environment, and are therefore not adjusted to it. They feel alienated and lonely in this new system. However, they are rarely completely atomised, because of the prevalence mostly of a rural-urban continuum, in which they usually retain strong links with their families and communities in the village that they have left behind;

b) The social security systems, both formal and informal, which survive in the rural areas, are not nearly so developed in the urban areas. In the villages, the neighbouring family is a family which has been one’s neighbour for generations, and one can always fall back upon it in times of need, but this is not usually the case in urban areas;

c) The cost of living in urban areas is higher than in the rural areas;

d) The rural economy is still not fully monetised, while in urban areas, one has to pay for everything in money; for instance fuel is not available by foraging but has to be purchased. Moreover the natural environment usually provides even if minimally in most times of scarcity in the countryside, but this kind of unpurchased support from nature is unavailable in cities;

e) The physical environment in which the majority of the urban poor are forced to live is usually far more degraded, and mostly illegal, in comparison to that available to the rural poor; and

f) Most rural poor people have some land and cattle or other animals, which is their insurance against bad times. The urban poor have no such asset security, only their labour power.

In most urban areas, poor people are forced to live in cramped, overcrowded and unsanitary conditions, and are highly dependent on public bodies to provide goods and services (water, health care, regulation of job contracts etc). This is not from choice, but because they have much less control over their immediate environment than in rural areas. Options for support from family and community based networks and safety net systems (developed over generations in rural villages) are limited. They live among strangers, who they do not necessarily trust, and rely on short-term transactions, which can be completed immediately, more than enduring relations moulded and nurtured by tradition in the countryside. However, to complete the picture, it must be acknowledged that with all their loneliness and stresses, cities also provide the only escape from oppressive feudal and patriarchal structures, untouchability and hopeless grinding poverty, to many who are trapped in these in rural India.

Between July - December 2002, NSSO, India conducted a survey on the condition of urban slums. This was the third survey on slums, the previous survey having been conducted in 1976-77 and January-June 1993. The recent survey estimated the number of slums to be 52,000 with 51% of the slums being notified slums. The condition of basic
services in the slums is shown in the Table below, where it can be seen that almost half of the people living in non-notified slums have no access to toilets or drainage.

**Table 4**
% of Rural, Urban Households and Slums Having Access to Infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Source</th>
<th>Rural India</th>
<th>Urban India</th>
<th>Non-notified Slums</th>
<th>Notified Slums</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tap</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubewell</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Electricity</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Latrine</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Drainage</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount (in crore)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001-2002</td>
<td>91.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2003</td>
<td>107.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>40.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-2005</td>
<td>213.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>453.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ninth Plan Appraisal by the Planning commission sums up their misfortune as: ‘Whereas the rural poor suffer from lack of disposal incomes, the urban poor in addition are characterised by extremely poor living conditions – in slums, on public lands, or often on the road itself. They are generally first or second generation migrants with no security of jobs or housing, and are subject to police and municipal brutalities. They are in occupations where health and safety provisions either do not exist or are widely flouted, such as hawking or rickshaw pulling (or under contractors who are violating labour and factory laws), and therefore become dehumanised and criminalised by the very processes of survival.’

In short, the poor contribute to the globalizing economy of the cities as much as the non-poor. But the poor do so without receiving the due economic or other civic facilities or services at par with the non-poor. The project has done very well by highlighting this particular dimension of the problem, and has produced a great deal of information on the deprivation of the urban poor, leading almost to their dehumanisation. UNDP must continue its interest in their
concerns, otherwise the city municipalities would be engulfed in their obsession with airconditioned shopping malls, five star hotels, and housing for the elite, conveniently forgetting the existence of the deprived poor.

4.3 Does research lead to improving outcomes for the poor?

It was hoped in the project that documentation of the plight of the urban poor will provide the basis for an improved policy and regulatory environment. This will also enhance the capacities of urban local authorities and community organizations to expand the access, entitlements and assets of the urban poor for decent and secure livelihoods. Has it happened? Can we establish a link between the project’s findings and the policies of the central government or delivery by the state governments?

It is difficult to give a categorical answer. In practice, the relationship between research and policy is variable. Often it is weak when research stops at merely pointing out the predicament of the people, without examining the role of the government and evaluating the design and its delivery. In such cases where research does not study impact of the programmes it is easy to be cynical about the role of research in policy, and conclude that policy decisions in India are taken on purely political grounds. However, research would lead to successful policy advocacy if it examines why the schemes meant for the urban poor could not benefit them, and in what manner weaknesses in the design of existing programmes, budget flows and institutional capacity have held back the intended benefits. Governments respond when their specific role is critically evaluated, failures in delivery highlighted, leading to concrete and feasible proposal for reforms. Mere listing of the people’s miseries does not unfortunately move governments and municipalities.

One way to improve the effectiveness of the project is to have an appropriate dissemination strategy for its research findings. Firstly, the researchers should be free to publish their papers without taking any clearance from the project. This will help in quick publication of their research and hopefully other pressure groups will use them for advocacy. Secondly, in addition to publication, policy workshops should be organised, specially inviting such people in government who command credibility within the government system, because of their past reputation. They may be more able to convince the political masters by highlighting the need for reforms most likely to appeal to them: improvement in living conditions of the slum dwellers or security of livelihoods for the hawkers and vendors.

It must be kept in mind that advocacy is a ‘messy’ process – a process that is not linear, and where attribution is particularly difficult given multiple actors. For instance, although within two years of the project government started the ambitious JNNURM, it cannot be claimed that JNNURM owed its birth to the UNDP project alone. Policy dialogue is something of a ‘black box’: very few people really understand how it happens. Advocacy can work at different levels which may, but do not necessarily, reinforce each other. The most fundamental problem in quantifying advocacy work is failing fully to understand the nature of the advocacy process—its multiple aims, multi-layered structures, shifting timeframes, and the nature of the power structures it aims to influence. Lastly, advocacy is increasingly being carried out in networks or coalitions. Acknowledging the collective nature of advocacy work and focusing less on questions of attribution is the key, realising that there is need to establish a balance between who takes credit, and when to take or not to take credit.

In other words, advocacy cannot be done solely by UNDP. It should therefore have a long term policy of encouraging such organisations that have potential and have credibility. For instance, collaboration with activist organisations that are capable of taking on government may help. UNDP should consider building capacity both inside and outside
government – many government organisations have a lot of potential if properly harnessed. This will presumably be done by Yashada. Other donors like ADB and DFID are funding urban programmes, but the coordination with UNDP project needs improvement.
5 Lessons for the remaining period of the project: cross-sectoral

The UNDP project should now concentrate on ensuring that the budgets released by JNNURM to the Municipalities is effectively spent for the poor. The cells that are being created should be manned by competent personnel who could point out to the cities where they are failing and how they could overcome the bottlenecks. The cells must also be somewhat independent of the Municipalities otherwise it would be difficult for the cells to play the role of a critic. In addition, the project should concentrate on quantifying results in the critical sectors, such as housing and livelihoods, so that GOI could periodically review and take corrective action. Lastly, there are certain common and cross-sectoral issues, on which we need more information. For instance, the plethora of literature produced under the project has not evaluated the past schemes for amelioration of urban poverty, or expenditures, or the institutional capacity to utilise the budget efficiently. We discuss below the relevance of these issues and how these can be addressed in the remaining life of the project.

5.1 Examine Governmental interventions in the past

There have been many centrally sponsored schemes in the urban sector in the past with significant outlays but the mid-term appraisal of the IX and X Plans show that they hardly made any impact. The project has however not evaluated past schemes such as NSDP, Vambay, etc and assess why they failed to provide sustained benefits to the urban poor.

We quote below from the MTA of the IX and X Plans to understand why the impact remained marginal.

According to the MTA IX Plan, the implementation of the scheme of Integrated Development of Small and Medium Towns has not been satisfactory and the areas of concern include timely completion of projects, augmentation of resources by ULBs for continued investment, creation/consolidation of Revolving Fund, utilization of available funds, tie up of institutional finance, viability of the implementing agencies, convergence of stakeholders etc.

The National Institute of Urban Affairs, vide its evaluation study in a sample of 22 towns observed that the impediments in implementation broadly are non-availability of land, absence of technical/feasibility studies, lack of inter-agency coordination, and poor monitoring. Similarly, the Centre for Symbiosis of Technology, Environment and Management through its impact evaluation of IDSMT scheme in Uttar Pradesh and Karnataka concluded that land acquisition and lack of technical staff in the local bodies delayed the implementation of projects.

The Megacity scheme was launched by the Govt. of India in 1993-94, in order to upgrade the infrastructural facilities in the mega cities which comprise about 17% of the urban population. The scheme was applicable in the five cities of Mumbai, Calcutta, Chennai, Hyderabad and Bangalore. Upto 1999-2000, 375 projects involving Rs. 3090 crores were sanctioned. Though various projects are being taken up under the scheme, many of the problems in the implementation are observed to be common to that of IDSMT. In addition, the identified areas requiring attention include, high rates of interests charged by the Financial Institutions, the desirability of retaining 75% of the Central and State share in the Revolving Fund and the manner of its utilization.

Government of Karnataka carried out an evaluation of the works executed in the selected slums in the state in 2000, 18 Sanctioning a large number of projects means that the limited staff of GOI would have no time left for monitoring the physical progress of outcomes.
and found that the condition of 49 out of 61 works was poor. 62.5% of street lighting, 67% of drinking water works and 78% of roads, drains, community toilets and bathroom were in poor condition. Repairs were not done and damaged parts were not repaired. Toilets and baths were not regularly cleaned and water was not available there. Garbage disposal and maintenance, although provided in EIUS, was never done.

Night Shelter For Urban Shelterless

Night Shelter as a Scheme was introduced in 1988-89 to improve/provide shelter to the shelterless in the metropolitan cities. This was revised in 1992 to include other urban areas. However, lack of administrative will to make suitable land available has stood in the progress. Even meagre allocation of Rs 50 crores during the X Plan could not be utilised. The Ministry complained of not receiving adequate number of proposals from the states, and wound up the scheme by transferring it to the states. As this is the only option for the poorest, such as pavement dwellers and beggars, the project partners should have examined in detail why this scheme could not make any headway.

5.2 Examine budget utilisation

Similarly the project should now study in detail why the Ministry has to surrender funds year after year, and why states are not able to make full use of the funds provided by the Centre.

The Ministry in a written note to Parliament submitted that during the last four years, the Ministry has surrendered the following funds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount (in crore)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001 – 2002</td>
<td>91.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 – 2003</td>
<td>107.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003 – 2004</td>
<td>40.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 – 2005</td>
<td>213.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>453.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the Plan Budget of the Ministry has been around 500 crores annually, the%age of surrendered amount is rather high, almost 40% in 2004-05. Delay takes place both in the release of funds from GOI and in receiving proposals or utilization certificates (UCs) from State Governments. States give a low priority to the concerns of the urban poor, or complementary investment in the form of land, committed staff, etc. is not made by the states. States too have large unspent balances with them, as shown below:
Table 5
Unspent balance with State Governments in March 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Rs. (in crore)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Swarna Jayanti Shahari Rozgar Yojana (SJSRY)</td>
<td>217.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Valmiki Ambedkar Awas Yojana (VAMBAY)</td>
<td>490.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>National Slum Development Programme (NSDP)</td>
<td>557.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Integrated Low Cost Sanitation Scheme (ILCS)</td>
<td>47.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Provision for infrastructure facilities in Displaced Persons’ colonies in West Bengal</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The trend of slow utilisation of funds has continued even when the Mission was launched. The Urban Renewal Sub-Mission for slum development was provided 1989.62 crores in 2005-06, but the RE was only 334 crores. During 2006-07 too, the gap is of about 200 crores in the each of the two components, as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>06 – 07 BES</th>
<th>06 – 07 RE</th>
<th>07 – 08 BE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission, of which</td>
<td>4595.93</td>
<td>3595.93</td>
<td>4987.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Mission on Basic Services to Urban Poor</td>
<td>908.78</td>
<td>722.00</td>
<td>1322.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Housing and Slum Development (IHSDP)</td>
<td>500.00</td>
<td>362.00</td>
<td>488.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

State-wise status of projects approved under BSUP shows that so far only six states have been released Rs 467 crores in the last two years, of which the share of Maharashtra and Andhra is 30% each, the other four states being Chhattisgarh (17%), Gujarat (10%), West Bengal (7.5%) and MP (6.8%). The other states have still to receive any grant under BSUP.

It is hoped that the project in the remaining years of its existence will examine the reasons for slow utilisation of funds. In particular, it should study if the change in the nature of the scheme from ACA to CSS will help in quick disbursal of funds.

Several hypotheses can be suggested here for the failure of the past schemes to make a significant dent on the problems of the urban poor:

- The total central outlay was insufficient, its release was adhoc, not very well publicized, and there was ineffective monitoring by the central government to ensure its proper utilisation.
- As ACA funds cannot be directly made available to the Municipalities, it is likely that there has been inordinate delay in release of these funds, both from the central Finance Ministry and the state governments, and making
them available to the Municipalities.

- The resources raised by the municipal authorities constitute barely 0.6% of the national GDP and, therefore, still remain peripheral to their overall budgets. Revenues from non-tax sources have been lagging behind, dependence of municipal authorities on external sources has been increasing coupled with corresponding decline in the internal revenue from own sources. This reduces the sense of ownership, and increases irresponsible behaviour. In the absence of external supervision wastage of funds remains unchecked.
- State governments and Municipalities divert funds for the poor to other schemes. This is not detected in time, because the central government’s monitoring capability was weak in the past.
- There is no follow up of expenditures incurred in previous years, and insufficient funds are provided for operation and maintenance.

The project is advised to launch a study on the ineffective government interventions in the past and low utilisation of the budgets, keeping the above hypotheses in mind.

At the same time, project should consider how to improve financial efficiency by expediting sanctions. The pace of implementation in the project has been slow. Financial approvals and releases have often been delayed. The average time taken for release of the first instalment to the NGOs in the NCR project was exceptionally long, thus reducing the time available for implementation. Most of the approvals and reviews can be done online in the system, therefore reducing the current process of paper based approvals.

### 5.3 Strengthen monitoring systems

It is well established that the States and the Municipalities capacity for discharging the poverty alleviation functions is low and so far hardly any priority was assigned to the tasks of slum upgradation, housing and poverty alleviation. The Ministry has rightly decided to address this issue at the municipal level through (a) earmarked budget for the poor through the concept of P-Budget, which would be in proportion to the urban poor to the total population in a given municipality, (b) development of appropriate institutional framework in the form of State/City UPA Cells and (c) a national programme on capacity building for poverty alleviation covering both institutional and human resource capacity. However, there has to be third-party periodical assessment of the implementation of these intentions at the Municipality level, otherwise in the absence of adequate oversight it is feared that the noble objectives might remain only on paper.

For instance, one should find out of the new houses that have come up in the last five years, how many are for the weaker sections and for the BPL category. Despite the fact that 90% of housing shortages are for this class of people, it is likely that very few houses have been constructed for them in many cities. Documenting the failures of the state governments is the best way to goad them into action. A chart showing comparative city-wise performance on housing for the disadvantaged would instill a sense of competition amongst the cities to do better.

The project has proposed setting up cells at various levels, starting with GOI, states, down to the city level. Establishment of urban poverty reduction and livelihoods cells in 13 cities spanning 12 States are proposed. The effectiveness of such cells at the city level is doubtful for many reasons. First, these will become operational only in the last year of the project, leaving little time to prove their worth. Secondly, these cells will never be able to do independent monitoring of the JNNURM components and point out the flaws in implementation, as the cells will work under the municipal authorities and will not have the necessary autonomy to unearth the failings of their bosses. Thirdly, if...
line staff (engineers, accountants, etc) are needed at the delivery point, the funds should come from JNNURM or the Municipality budget, rather than from UNDP. Therefore, these cells should only be at the GOI and state level, and manned by competent people who can help in supervising over M&E functions for the JNNURM projects.

For instance, the independent and objective monitoring done by the cells should discover that a great deal of bogus reports are being sent by the states to GOI, which show inflated achievements. As slum improvement is one of the 20 Point Programmes being monitored by the Ministry of Programme Implementation and Statistics, the states have sent a report (Table 6, given below) showing 1.6 million people benefited in just one year, with many states achieving more than 200% of the target! The entire programme of JNNURM claims to benefit only one million families in seven years, and here is a report showing the states covering more than that just in one year, and that too without the support of JNNURM funds!! Obviously the states are emboldened to send such reports because there is no fear that there would be any check or verification. We request the Ministry to use the good offices of the project to examine this, so that honest reporting is encouraged.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Target 2005-2006</th>
<th>Achievements 2005-2006</th>
<th>% Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>337550</td>
<td>413252</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>67498</td>
<td>63977</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>80822</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>112500</td>
<td>77371</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>37500</td>
<td>54665</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himachal Pradesh</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammu and Kashmir</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>75000</td>
<td>74250</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td>39250</td>
<td>136845</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td>5434</td>
<td>10744</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>650000</td>
<td>514395</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipur</td>
<td>2577</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghalaya</td>
<td>5625</td>
<td>5607</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mizoram</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagaland</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>2769</td>
<td>3714</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pondicherry</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>10588</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikkim</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>2149</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripura</td>
<td>16100</td>
<td>15702</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttaranchal</td>
<td>104311</td>
<td>114246</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal</td>
<td>12040</td>
<td>26502</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman and Nicobar islands</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daman and diu</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1521748</strong></td>
<td><strong>1626056</strong></td>
<td><strong>107</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 Keep an eye on the implementation of CDPs/DPRs

Funds under JNNURM would be provided to the states when they prepare city development plans (CDPs), detailed project reports (DPRs) and sign MOA with the Ministry indicating milestones for implementation of reforms, which includes provision of basic services to the urban poor security of tenure at affordable prices, improved housing, water supply and sanitation. In drawing up the CDPs states need to ensure that provision is made for sustaining the traditional livelihood of craftsmen, hawkers, vendors and rickshaw pullers.

The project should therefore develop mechanism for carefully evaluating the outcomes from DPRs to inform the Ministry to what extent the conditionalities agreed by the States and targets indicated in the DPRs are actually being followed in the implementation of the plans funded under JNNURM. At present the guidelines of the Ministry have listed ‘earmarking of at least 20-25% developed land in housing projects for economically weaker sections and low income groups with a system of cross-subsidisation’ in the category of optional reforms. Whereas the Ministry is requested to put such a condition in the list of mandatory reforms, the UNDP project should carefully document how many new houses are actually coming up in the cities to be used by the poor.

The concept note for this project prepared by UNDP states, ‘it is commonly believed that 95% of legal urban space is used and kept for the benefit of the 5% most privileged of city dwellers. For how long will the deprived 95% remain content with the worst 5% remainder?’ Advocacy to improve share of the poor would demand time-studies for each city so that one documents with certainty whether land reserved for the poor is increasing or declining over the years. The project should also give publicity to the actual reservation and its utilisation (as well as its geographical location to show proximity to the work place) by each city. Data on these lines would build pressure on the city governments and would improve their performance.

At present most field reports are by consultants who are appointed by the Municipalities, and therefore they are not objective enough to highlight the negative aspects of the city administration. As the main purpose of these reports is to get funds from GOI, the larger purpose of providing an independent feedback to the state governments and GOI is not being served.

In the absence of quality control and rigorous monitoring it is feared that the tall promises made in the DPRs might remain only on paper. For instance, the Ahmedabad CDP states that 149 slums are proposed to be covered under the SLUM networking project at a cost of Rs. 120 Crores. In addition there are about 1,34,000 chawl houses which are in a dilapidated condition. A scheme to renovate this housing stock has been proposed at a cost of Rs. 750 Crores. About 50% (i.e 50,000 per house) is expected to be beneficiary contribution. Balance 50%, i.e Rs. 375 Crores has been proposed out of the JNNURM project. Sounds fine on paper, but will it actually happen? I suggest that the UNDP project should monitor these targets on a periodical basis so that the Ministry is able to put pressure on the state governments. A two page progress report on each city should to be developed in the Project. Ranking the slums to ensure that the worst are covered first may be a good idea.
The Ministry has already put the CDPs and DPRs in the public domain. One should invite comments from the civil society on the proposals from the Municipalities, and these may also be put on the same site. This will help improving sense of partnership with the civil society, as well as improve their capacity to critically appraise JNNURM proposals. The project should also prepare comparative study of the beneficiary municipalities under JNNURM so as to encourage competition amongst them. Cities should be graded on the basis of their performance.

Yashada is already involved in preparing slum profiles. It is hoped that they will also study property rights, impact of other departments’ activities, eg, how much time does it take to get a ration card, or a disability certificate, or birth or domicile certificate (migrants are excluded from many such facilities) and how this be reduced. Such studies should be repeated over a period of time so that the legitimacy attached to the urban poor by government authorities can be quantified. For instance, a chart should be prepared depicting how the%age of homeless without ration cards has improved over time in each city. The project should monitor whether the suggestions given by the Ministry are being put to practice or not. It may also be worthwhile to what happened to those trained in SJSRY in the last five years, and how effective has been the training in improving the livelihoods of the poor.

5.5 Build institutional capacity for better implementation of JNNURM

The main output in the UNDP project so far has been academic papers about the nature and extent of urban poverty, and their problems with administration. However, such research can now easily be funded out of JNNRUM funds, UNDP funds should therefore be for such components that are not easily supported by government funds. As explained above, the present capacity of the Ministry to monitor the progress of JNNURM needs to be augmented. This would need supervision and direction by competent people. Therefore the cells that are being set up in the various offices should be manned by such senior people whose voice and advice would carry weight with the cities. Just filling the posts with young professionals with no experience of implementing government programmes will not help as these people will lack credibility with the municipalities. The terms of contract for working in the cells should be lucrative enough to attract professional experts and senior IAS officers.

Policy research now should be geared to answer specific questions: why the previous schemes did not change the situation, and in what manner the present schemes will affect the change, how municipal services are reaching the poor, what part of the budget is actually been spent on the poor, etc. for instance, the city profiles being prepared by Yashada should give information on the number of shelterless people, is this number increasing or declining over the years, how do they earn their livelihoods, what are their problems with government departments, and whose responsibility is to see that their conditions improve. What is the present status of hawkers and vendors, has their harassment by the authorities been controlled?

Based on these papers, the National Project Cell established at Yashada should be able to do city-wise analysis on certain key outcomes. In fact, it could develop templates, which could be used by the Ministry to write to the states and Mayors every quarter, highlighting where the individual city is failing to deliver. Only intense monitoring will change the lethargy that engulfs municipal administration.

At the same time any urban poverty alleviation programme without adequate manpower for its implementation is doomed to fail. Therefore, there is absolute necessity of having more staff on a regular basis at the ULB/District/State level with dedicated manpower for the effective implementation of the urban poverty alleviation programmes. This would require adequate budgeting for Administration and Other Expenses (A&OE) at all these implementation
levels. JNNURM should provide for this. Placing a proper Implementation and Monitoring infrastructure at the state level is also desirable.

Capacity Building and sensitization - Even if the manpower is provided at various levels for implementation of the poverty alleviation programmes, but they do not have the capability, capacity and sensitivity to effectively implement such social sector programmes, it will be of no use. Therefore, there is a need to build the capacity of the project functionaries at various levels in the State and Central as also of other stakeholders including representatives of NGOs, FIs, Banking institutions, Training Institutes etc. the project should develop standard training programmes, as well as create a state-wise cadre of trainers.

Urban self-governments have remained starved of funds and technical skills, and suffer from poor management. Widespread corruption and non-accountability of employees and public representatives – municipal councillors has further compounded the problem. Though adopting populist measures to attract vote banks, basic services and infrastructure has remained poor in most urban settlements, with the exception of a few cities which were either state capitals or economic growth centres.

**Bhopal Municipal Corporation**

According to newspaper reports Bhopal Municipal Corporation (BMC) has, reportedly, realised only now – after a lapse of around a year – its technical incapacity to execute JNNURM projects. Whereas for implementation of JNNURM projects of more than Rs 2,000 crores only an executive engineer was considered adequate, for an ADB project of mere 169-crore a superintending engineer-headed ‘project implementation unit’ and another ‘project management unit’ under a principal secretary have been created.

In the acutely polarised Council the councillors dissipate their energy mostly in pursuing partisan interests. Besides, racked as it is by corruption, nepotism and gamesmanship, the citizens’ concerns almost always are on the back-burner.

In place of elected non-officials, the newspaper article suggests a dedicated empowered authority, comprising qualified and experienced personnel from relevant disciplines, constituted for implementation of these multi-crore projects. Such an authority would be able to pay focused attention to the projects which government or civic bodies seldom do. The personnel so appointed could be made accountable for their performance with a non-transferable tenure during the currency of the project(s). Another small independent body could be created to ensure quality assurance and to monitor progress of the works to avoid time and cost overruns.

It must be admitted that there exists a nexus between the elected representatives, contractors and the lower ranks of the Corporation’s bureaucracy. There is in most local bodies, unfortunately, a long and dishonourable tradition of different groups like contractors, engineers, and Councillors getting a ‘cut’ from projects in their areas. Often, estimates of works are inflated and the excess shared at the expense of the public.

In larger cities, people seem to be losing faith in the effectiveness of Ward committees in addressing their grievances. Failure of Ward committees has led to emergence of civil society organisations, RWAs, corporates, etc. The project may like to study this shift by evaluating the ward systems and the parallel bodies. However, the political constraint is not insurmountable. The experience of credible NGOs (SPARC in Mumbai and Pune) shows that if the work brings satisfaction amongst slum dwellers, the very Councillors who might have opposed giving the project to the
NGOs become staunch defenders of it. The experience of SPARC in constructing toilets in Pune showed that even if some Councillors lost opportunities to make money, they became ardent supporters of the programme when their constituents demanded that toilet blocks be built in their areas and as the recognition grew about the positive impact the programme would have on electoral futures.
Lessons for the remaining period of the project: sectoral issues

The project has produced a great deal of literature on the specific problems of the urban poor, such as housing, livelihoods, health and other basic services. We discuss below the findings from these studies and what needs to be done now in the remaining period of the project’s life.

6.1 Housing for the urban poor

The housing sector needs to be viewed within the perspective of the emerging macroeconomic policies. In the political rhetoric, housing is regarded as one of the basic needs. Despite this recognition, in terms of public policies and investments, housing for the urban poor has generally received a very low priority. The benefits of public housing programmes have accrued disproportionately to the better-off sections of society. The housing crisis manifests itself in many ways: growth of slums and haphazard development, overcrowding and deficient services, increasing homelessness, speculation and profiteering in land and houses. It is clear that markets have not eliminated and cannot be expected to eliminate homelessness. Hence ‘informalization’ continues apace and tenurial illegality is more the norm than the exception.

One of the project NGOs working in the NCR region studied the Madipur resettlement colony. This was established in the 1960s for 21,400 people, but now 72,760 people are living there, the existing population density is 1000 people per acre, as against the norm of 300 per acre. There is no tenurial record, most construction is illegal, and recently a four storey building collapsed, although only one storey is permitted. No record is kept by the Municipality of who is in occupation, and under what rights. There is a fair amount of encroachment on public lands. On the whole, another story of sheer neglect by the authorities.

Majority of slums are deficient in terms of basic facilities. According to the CDP Ahmedabad, only 3.5% of the slum households have private water connections. There are 254 households per public stand post and 506 households per public toilet. One-fifth of the slum population have private toilets. Only 61% of the households have electricity connection.

In Delhi slums, only 45% of the children attend schools, only 13% households in the settled colony of Bawana have sanitary toilets, and none of the six areas studied by the project in Delhi had solid waste collection service. Many families have no access to piped drinking water, because the municipal water supply system does not reach there, or the families cannot afford private connections.

Slums are the direct outcome of the failure of state policy and law to intervene effectively to ensure legal access of the urban poor to land and financial resources, which would be necessary to enable them to construct for themselves (or rent), legal and adequate shelter. Despite stated commitment in official documents to ensuring access of housing to the poor, actual investments in this regard have been niggardly and misdirected. Law as well as administrative and judicial prejudices aggravate this. Often the poor are settled outside the city, thus creating a belt of degenerated settlement with polluting industries.

The city elite has captured most of quality resources and services (space, hospitals), whereas the elite has deserted
from some common services, such as government schools; both have problems for the poor.

Even as the rural poor are starved of opportunities but yet are an integral part of the village, the urban poor are treated as aliens who cannot legitimately be an integral part of the city and find a legitimate place for themselves. It is unfortunate that even some CDPs define the problem in terms of ‘mushrooming of unauthorized settlements’ (CDP Agra), thus blaming the poor, rather than blaming the city authorities for not doing advance planning as to where the new migrant poor would live.

**Dehumanisation of the urban poor**

Urban migrants pushed to the city because of abject rural poverty and unemployment, have no legal access to house-sites or sites to establish temporary petty business activities. They are therefore criminalised by the very processes of survival. Urban slum dwellers are not entitled to water or light connections unless they have a legal title of land. Since most of them are forced to be encroachers, they get caught up in a vicious cycle of degraded living conditions without minimal facilities, because of this unrealistic legal requirement. The process of getting ration card made is cumbersome and poses the most severe problem to migrant labour.

The problems are compounded because of administrative requirements such as that of a permanent address, a guarantor, and a clear and marketable title of land, approval of building plans by the concerned local authority and contribution of 10 to 25% of the unit cost by the beneficiary. These effectively debar the urban poor from access to formal housing schemes and loans, because they generally do not have legal title to their land, nor can they get the approval of the local authority.

**MTA IX Plan**

In the 10th Plan document, the Planning Commission has said: ‘Urban housing shortage at the beginning of the 10th Plan has been assessed to be 8.89 million units. As much of 90% of the shortfall pertains to the urban poor, and is attributable (among other reasons) to… (non) provision of housing to slum dwellers.’ It is ironical that though there is no housing shortage for the HIG category, most new houses are meant for them, leading to a situation that the rich own more than one house that remain unoccupied, thus leading to wastage of a scarce resource. The project should assess the degree of unoccupied houses for cities over a period of time. It might show that despite the withdrawal of the Urban Ceiling Act and liberalisation of Renting laws, the percentage of unoccupied houses has not gone down.

There is a need to increase the supply of affordable housing to the economically weaker sections and the low income category through a proper programme of allocation of land, extension of funding assistance and provision of support services. The 10th Plan MTA warned that with the anticipated entry of FDI into the real estate sector, care has to be taken that the needs of the urban poor and marginal sections are not ignored. The Plan agreed that a major objective of the Slum Policy must be ‘to arrive at a policy of affirming the legal and tenurial rights of the slum dwellers’. The cause of the ‘illegal’ occupation of public lands is, then, directly attributable to the non-performance of state agencies.

Despite such noble exhortations, only a few states have developed a structured scheme for housing for the BPL category of people. The Govt. of Maharashtra had implemented a shelter upgradation scheme with assistance from the World Bank. The ‘one million free housing scheme’ of the Maharashtra government involved private builders
for offering free houses to the slum dwellers in Mumbai. The scheme was projected as ‘the best practice’ during the Istanbul Habitat Conference. Its outcome is now known to be unsatisfactory and it brings into question the role of private builders in ‘social housing’.

China has set a norm of 40 sq m of dwelling area per poor family, whereas in India the norm is 25, and in many settled colonies the average is not even 15 sq m. Even the MCD in Delhi has set a norm of only 15-18 sq km per family in certain areas. These norms need revision.

### 6.1.1 Previous efforts

The problems of slum dwellers have been engaging the attention of government since the Second Five Year Plan. In the initial stages, the ameliorating strategy consisting of slum clearance and rehabilitation of slum dwellers in developed areas with minimum basic amenities was in operation. As a part of this strategy, the slum clearance scheme was introduced in 1956. Gradually it was realised that this strategy would not lead to provisions of adequate facilities for the target group, since slum population was growing at a rapid pace and the cost of rehabilitation, by providing additional land and developing it, was very high. Moreover, such relocations not only involved substantial hardships to those affected in terms of losses of easy movement to places of employment and other amenities but also resorted to unnecessary destruction of existing housing stock.

Consequently, in 1972 the strategy of slum clearance and rehabilitation on new land was abandoned and the central scheme of Environmental Improvement of Urban Slums (EIUS) was introduced with an objective of improving the living environment of slum dwellers by providing basic civic facilities. Under EIUS from 1972 to November 1998, a total of 320.81 lakh persons were covered as against the target of 282.96 persons. There is no report to that extent these benefits have sustained over the years.

The National Housing Policy (1988) could not achieve much though it aimed at creating conditions for enabling the urban poor to own the squatted land and improve/develop a structure on it. Serious distortions in the land market, low affordability, ‘red-tapism’, over-congestion in slum settlements and multiple ownership/entitlements of the squatted lands have been some of the important problems in finding a realistic solution to the housing poverty. Slum population has already exceeded the non-slum population (as in Mumbai) or it may reach that level soon (as in Delhi and Pune).

Recognising the need for greater attention in this area of concern, the Govt. of India introduced the National Slum Development Programme (NSDP) during 1996, under which funds by way of Additional Central Assistance (ACA) were given to states on a yearly basis. In addition to ACA, investments have also been made through external assistance for slum upgradation. As proper utilisation of ACA funds is monitored neither by the Planning Commission nor by the Ministry, it is likely that these funds just got submerged in the ways and means funds of the states, and were not made available to the Municipalities as additionality. Hence it would not be unfair to conclude that NSDP failed to achieve its purpose.

GOI made another assessment through the Commission on Urbanisation, which also delineated the need of balanced and diversified growth. The Commission made several useful recommendations for correcting imbalances in urban growth, but they remained on paper. The National Housing Policy through various approaches in the housing sector partly succeeded in accelerating the pace of housing construction for the elite; it however, remained ineffective in dealing with the poor. In Mumbai, out of the Budget of 10,400 crores, only 3% is allocated for slums. Even though
more than 50% of Mumbai’s population live in slums, a very small portion of the budget for the city is allocated towards slum redevelopment and basic services.

**Slums in Delhi & the Courts**

Slums are not envisioned in the Master Plan of Delhi (MPD). Yet, despite the statutory mandate and powers to effect ‘planned development’, slums have proliferated. Why? The answer lies in what is termed the ‘implementation backlog’. In June 2002, the committee on problems of slums in Delhi, constituted by the Planning Commission, recorded in its report that the DDA is stated to own 25,377 ha of land, which is 17% of all the land in the state. DDA claims that 20% of the residential area is earmarked for EWS/squatter populations under the integrated development project, yet DDA did not allot any land to slum and jhuggi jhompri department during 1992-97. In 1997-98, DDA allocated 32 acres of land in Tekhand village…during 1998-99, about 27.4 acres of land was allocated…’, this is far less than the claimed 20% allocation for the poor. This is in a city where, in a population of 14 million people, about three million people were officially estimated as living in six lakh jhuggis in about 1,100 jhuggi jhompri clusters.

On November 29, 2002, a division bench of the Delhi High Court struck out at ‘encroachers’ and those who had ‘squatted and trespassed’ on public land. It shot down the resettlement policy of the state and, in doing so, absolved the state of its obligation to assist the urban poor in accessing affordable housing. The peremptory direction read: No alternative sites are to be provided in future for removal of persons who are squatting on public land. Encroachers and squatters on public land should be removed expeditiously without prerequisite requirement of providing them alternative sites before such encroachment is removed or cleared.

On the way to issuing these directions, the court did acknowledge that ‘it is undoubtedly the duty of the government authorities to provide shelter to the underprivileged’. And the state had ‘admitted their failure to devise housing schemes for persons in the economically weaker sections of the society’. Yet, this ‘lack of planning and initiative… cannot be replaced by an arbitrary system of providing alternative sites and land to encroachers on public land’. This would ‘encourage dishonesty and violation of law’.

EPW 22 July 2006

**6.1.2 What needs to be done?**

Whereas the studies undertaken under the project are strong at analysing the problem, they are weak in suggesting solutions. They have also not examined so far what activities have been undertaken by the city governments at the municipality level in the last ten years. We hope that in this lacuna would be covered in the remaining period of the project.

Inhuman living conditions in such settlements in fast growing cities, evictions of occupants and demolitions of their homes resulting in untold miseries to them, and proliferation of shanty dwellings in such cities, need a more pragmatic and humane approach on the part of government. Policy-makers have to realise the fact that given the rapidly growing population of the urban poor, conventional planning in favour of the privileged sections of city population has to change. There must be recognition that slum population are bonafide citizens like any other sections of the city population, and their needs need priority.

The alternative is low cost housing. Urban planners are however shy of planning the cities and towns taking into account the basic economic reality of migration. One hardly comes across a planner who takes pride by developing
planned squatment and even low-income rental housing. Urban planners and managers therefore need to be educated and trained, acquire knowledge, skill and most importantly, to change the existing contemptuous attitude towards the poor and their settlements.

There should be careful earmarking of sites for urban poor migrants close to potential work-sites, and land allotted to homeless migrants by a process free from bureaucratic tangles. Equally, sites for temporary lease for petty commercial activities should also be developed at all potential and existing commercial centres, and these should be available to the urban poor on realistic terms.

An important issue requiring attention in the context of proliferation of slums would be to consider the feasibility of making the contractors responsible for providing affordable shelter and basic amenities to the workers engaged by them. A comprehensive policy shift for promoting and sustaining economic opportunities in smaller and intermediate towns and restrict the areas of economic opportunities in larger cities may also be looked into. It has been observed that often relocation of slum programme failed because the beneficiaries resorted to disposal of the assets for their own benefits. To avoid this practice, the ownership of the properties should not be vested with the individuals, and instead slum dwellers may be helped in forming cooperative societies.

The policy should recognise the role of the urban poor (essentially slum dwellers) in contributing to the urban economy – directly or indirectly. The policy should provide a very clear, specific and easy implementation structure from top to bottom. Who would own land on which houses for the poor are to be constructed, who would finance the construction, who would construct, and under what conditions the poor would get occupancy rights should be clear right from the beginning.

Each ULB should, on a priority basis, identify the land available. Pavement dwellers who constitute an appreciable proportion in some cities should be brought within the ambit of the policy with due consideration to the job location crucial to their survival.

The new Slum Policy would succeed only when appropriate lessons are drawn from the past failures. One needs to document the role of locally based politicians, slum lords and even the mafia who have stakes in the slum activity. Specific role needs to be assigned for public sector financial institutions, particularly commercial banks.

The Seven Point Charter of the JNNURM includes Security of Tenure. However, the most difficult area in slum policy is the identification of beneficiaries; as subsidised allotment of land would lead to corruption at lower levels due to the skewed demand and supply situation. A realistic alternative would be to promote rental schemes, as discussed below.

### 6.1.3 Promote rental

At today’s prices, even a modest tenement of 300 square feet would cost close to one lakh rupees, well beyond the reach of poor residents. These are then allocated to ineligible households, or worse they stand vacant, and gradually fall into disuse, as monuments of official waste, because in the classic mode of bureaucratic failures, those for whom they are intended cannot afford them, and those who can afford them, do not want them.

An equitable urban land policy would assist the poor in their access to land for shelter. In practice, land use has largely been regulated by markets or public authorities. Both mostly exclude the poor, who caught between two
stools, are condemned to the unauthorised, illegal sector of the market. The response of government by regularising their occupation is delayed, and never planned, pro-active and anticipatory.

It may be noted that surplus land under ULCRA is declared government land. However there is a reluctance to actually allocate this land for housing of the urban poor. A senior district functionary asked one of the writers in outrage- How can we waste such precious land for housing for the poor? If the urban poor occupy these lands, these are treated as encroachments.

But there has still been no spurt in the construction of low-income housing for rental. Builders and developers construct houses in response to a vigorous market demand. But the demand they satisfy is essentially at the upper end of the scale, and their projects often take the form of high quality residential enclaves with built-in amenities, mostly for ownership and self-occupation.

Public rental was the social solution to housing during inter-war and post-war periods in Europe and elsewhere, and very large housing estates were built in several countries. It is now increasingly targeted towards low-income earners and those with social problems. Large estates have, therefore, become major zones of exclusion, and the low incomes of the residents have damaged their financial viability so that increasing levels of subsidy has been required to meet basic costs such as maintenance. Many countries, such as the UK, have made discounted sales to existing tenants. Others have transferred them outright and still others, such as the Netherlands, have semi-privatized them into housing associations.

Informal renting can take many forms, from occupying backyard shacks in public housing in South Africa, to subtenants in squatter housing in the favelas of Brazil, to pavement dwellers in India who make regular payments to someone in authority in order to keep their position. This group, along with new squatters, has the most fragile housing situation, short of having no shelter. They are able to live where they do until someone moves them along.

When one deals with the question of tenure, it is evident that the city must start with a vision to provide housing to all its citizens. ‘Housing for All’ therefore appears to be a common refrain in all housing policies put out by states and cities. Realising this vision, however, requires such ‘strategization’ that would primarily allow the shelter need of various categories of citizens to be converted into demand. In other words, everyone requires housing, but everyone should be able to achieve security of tenure. This further means that there would have to be enough housing stock; the stock would have to be diverse so as to address needs of diverse citizens and their ability to pay. In a city, this would translate into different kinds of tenures, but broadly bisected into two: ownership and rental. The availability of both these kinds shall have to be promoted. Even more important, these tenures must be formally available. Public rental housing generally grants unlimited tenure, even to the next generation, at a subsidized rental; but it grants no property rights.

It appears that costs are pushing more and more of the poor and lower middle classes out of the formal option. Rising land costs and expensive construction offered by private developers are rendered unaffordable to more and more of the citizens, and it is becoming increasingly difficult for non-owners to become house owners while windfall gains are being made by those who had the good fortune to be already in ownership of built property or urban land. Urbanization of poverty has thereby been accompanied with the informalization of poverty.
6.1.4 The draft Urban Land Tenure Policy

The UNDP project has prepared a paper on ‘Urban Land Tenure Policy’, which sums up the plight of the slum dwellers, and how the public policy has ignored their legitimate interests so far. The paper also gives a number of suggestions, which are summarised below:

- City plans should earmark land for the poor. There is excessive land that is left unused in urban areas, which can be used for housing for the poor.
- A similar fresh review ought to be made of land allocated for public purposes. A study needs to be made of how such spaces could be put to intensive use by adopting the principle of shifts, or wherever possible, multiple uses. More educational activities, for instance, could be run from the same premise at different hours, such as a primary school during morning, a secondary school during afternoon and capacity building courses during night.
- Cities would have to prescribe a maximum size of plots rather than merely minimum size. The bungalows of civil lines and of cantonments, and very large areas sparsely used in Indian cities are poor strategy for availability. They need to change.
- A suitable vacant land tax is an eminently sensible option.
- Dismantling of agricultural zoning in due time is essential to prevent any scarcity of shelter.
- In line with efficient and optimum use of land, a minimum threshold for FSI rather than a maximum cap is a desirable objective.

One would also like to quote here from the minutes of the second meeting of the National Core Group on Urban Poverty held on the 22nd February this year in which the decision to prepare a policy on land tenure was taken:

Agenda Item no. 7: Discussion on the draft report of the Task Force on Land Tenure

Over a period of implementation of several schemes, such as NSDP, VAMBAY and older schemes such as UBSP, the issue of improving access to land for the urban poor has been greatly underscored, but never quite put into implementation, as the matter per se lies under the eminent domain of the State Governments.

Now, under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission, security of tenure and improved access to developed land has been demarcated as one of the key indicators or deprivation of the urban poor. While a number of steps have been taken in various parts of the country to improve access of the urban poor to developed land, it has been very difficult to obtain a National consensus on a common policy on land tenure for the urban poor. In this context, it is proposed to work out a policy on land tenure ensuring access to the urban poor, especially women. A brief listing of initiatives and approaches is as below:

a. Recommending the reservation of at least 15% of the total housing stock in any housing scheme (public or private) for urban poor – National Housing and Habitat Policy, various zoning regulations
b. Adoption of land assembly techniques such as land pooling and TP schemes to ensure that the interests and requisite space for urban poor housing is reserved – Maharashtra, Gujarat
c. Concept of group ownership with land being part of undivided, unspecified interest indicating common property resource (as defined in any State Apartment Ownership Act) – most States, especially Maharashtra and Gujarat
d. Variable/ incremental modes of ownership ranging from licensing (usage rights) to leasehold to freehold units – Maharashtra
In addition, one would like to advocate the following suggestions:

- Reserve at least 30% of all new housing space for the poor.
- Make it compulsory by law for all housing schemes in which more than 20 dwelling units are being constructed, whether for higher or middle income groups, to construct a certain percentage (say 30% of the total number) of affordable houses of 25 – 30 square metres for the poor as part of the scheme.
- Make it compulsory by law for all advertisements on housing to specifically mention in what manner the poor would benefit from the housing scheme.
- Interest subsidy on bank loans for the poor should be introduced. It is ironical that the rich get income tax rebate on housing loans, but the poor get no such benefit from government.
- The poorest such as beggars and daily wage earners cannot afford even houses on a rental scheme. For them the scheme of night shelters should be revived as a centrally sponsored scheme.

While the tools and techniques of assembling land and ensuring supply of land to the urban poor is fairly well known, the rate at which the processes are being absorbed into the State Government operations is dismal. JNNURM and the UNDP project should essentially concentrate on the issue of compliance of regulatory regime, and ways and means to use externalities such as housing markets in a proactive manner.

The access to Micro-finance has a direct correlation to the land title. In the absence of the land title with the urban poor, who normally reside in slums, the access to micro-finance by the formal banking system is denied. Therefore, there is a need to provide security of land tenure to the urban poor so as to make them bankable in so far as their consumer and housing upgradation/construction needs are concerned. In other words, the title has to be mortgagable to work as collateral to access credit.

### 6.2 Vendors

According to a study conducted during 1999 – 2000, by the National Association of Street Vendors of India (NASVI), Mumbai has the largest number of street vendors numbering around 250,000. Kolkata has more than 150,000 street vendors. Ahmedabad and Patna have around 80,000 each and Indore, Bangalore and Bhubaneswar have around 30,000 street vendors. For urban areas alone, the total would range between 17 to 25 lakh. The difference between the lower and the higher estimate might be due to the fact that a number of ‘workers engaged in retail trade and working in streets or without any fixed place of work’ do not describe themselves as street vendors. The NASVI study mentioned above report an average earning for street vendors (in 2000) between Rs. 40 and Rs. 80 per day, for work over 10 hours a day, under gruelling conditions.

### The urban poor in Delhi

Delhi has about two lakh rickshaw pullers and more than three lakh vendors, mostly run by first-generation rural
migrants. But the city government has put a limit of 50,000 on licences to pull rickshaws. Thus, about 1.5 lakh rickshaws operate illegally in Delhi. A vast majority of street vendors have no license either. They all operate outside the legal economy, harassed by the police and municipal authorities. The licence-permit raj is now largely gone for large industry, but it is as entrenched as ever in the areas where the poor earn their livelihood. Formal economy is closed to them, so is formal housing. They are compelled to get their roti (livelihood) and makaan (living space) from the informal sector, in their case from the road itself.

MTA, IX Plan

Lack of transparent rules - The really poor often have neither the capital, credit nor the enterprise to set up shops, and eke out a hand to mouth existence as street vendors, especially in urban areas. They live in constant fear of being forcibly moved or that they would have to ‘pay’ someone in order to remain undisturbed. With street vendors there is also the anomalous situation that they cannot vend without a license and yet there is almost a blanket ban on their issue, and even if issued there is always the additional whim of the traffic police to deal with. Although in recent times, especially in Bombay and Delhi judicial intervention has played a significant role in asking municipal authorities to demarcate hawking and no-hawking zones, the executive reaction, if it exists at all, has been slow to actually implement the pronouncement. In a few cases authorities have demarcated the no-hawking areas, but the areas which are to be reserved for hawking have not been delineated. Not only does the entire process need to be expedited in those areas which come under the jurisdiction of these pronouncements but a similar exercise needs to be systematically undertaken in all urban areas.

The Supreme Court in the Sodhan Singh versus NDMC, 1989 case ruled that:

‘If properly regulated according to the exigency of the circumstances, the small traders on the side walks can considerably add to the comfort and convenience of the general public, by making available ordinary articles of everyday use fora comparatively lesser price. An ordinary person, not very affluent, while hurrying towards his home after a day’s work can pick up these articles without going out of his way to find a regular market. The right to carry on trade or business mentioned in Article 19(1)g of the Constitution, on street pavements, if properly regulated cannot be denied on the ground that the streets are meant exclusively for passing or re-passing and no other use.’

Despite the Supreme Court’s rulings, street vendors conduct their business amidst insecurity. Whenever eviction drives are conducted their wares are confiscated or even destroyed. Section 34 of the Police Act empowers the police to remove any obstructions on the streets. Even licensed street vendors can be evicted under this law. In order to overcome these restrictions street vendors organize themselves into unions or local associations who negotiate with the local authorities (the officers in the municipal wards and police stations) for occupying public space. This invariably means offering rents (bribes) to the authorities for warding off eviction drives or forewarning them of impending drives. There are other forms of extracting rents. In some cases local musclemen, more often than not with the backing of local political leaders, collect protection fees through threats. The above mentioned Act is a classic example of how a well meaning Act for peaceful civic life has become a source of rent-seeking through extraction of bribes.
6.2.1 Legalise Street Vending

One of the ways of legalising street vendors is by issuing licences to them. The municipal authorities are thus able to keep a check on the number of vendors and can also earn revenue through licence fees and other charges. However, the experience with licensing has been very negative. In cities like Mumbai, the municipal authorities have stopped issuing licences for several years. As a result, the number of licensed vendors is around 14,000 whereas the total number of vendors is around 2.5 lakh. In other cities the situation is more or less similar. In Patna, street vendors can obtain licences but only after filling a cumbersome form, before starting their business. The vendor is required to give minute details about the place of business, nature of business, description of goods sold, etc. Given the low level of literacy of street vendors, one wonders how many of them can perform this intricate task.

Studies on street vendors indicate that around 20% of the meagre earnings of these people are paid as rents. The underworld too steps in in many places, ostensibly to provide ‘protection’. Vendors become victims of these corrupt practices and also dependent on them for their survival. It is estimated that rents collected from street vendors and cycle-rickshaw pullers in Delhi is a staggering Rs 50 crore daily. In Mumbai street vendors pay around Rs 400 crore as rents. At times of special action by the municipal authorities on street vendors, rents increase 10-fold or more. Private cars parked on public roads and crowded markets do not attract the ire of municipal authorities, but vendors are considered a nuisance.

In order to evolve a National Policy on Urban Street Vendors a Commission was appointed which has had interaction with different stakeholders such as National Alliance for Street Vendors of India (NASVI), Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA), and Manushi and considered the comments received on the 2004 draft. The Commission’s draft policy is yet to be finally by the Ministry.

The Commission recommended direct relationship of the vendors with the Urban Local Bodies for payment of fees and other dues and asked for immediate discontinuance of the practice of farming out of Tehbazari (fee) to contractors and other intermediaries, as it results in exploitation of street vendors by anti-social elements. It has been their experience that Tehbazari (fee) contracts are captured by the mafia enjoying political/bureaucratic patronages, who exploit the street vendors with impunity.

The policy therefore recommends that instead of licences, there should be a simple registration of street vendors and non-discretionary regulation of access to public spaces in accordance with planning standards and nature of trade/service. Registration of street vendors will be done by the ward committees as these are best suited to assess the situation at the ground level and vendors will be provided identity cards. The registration fee is to be nominal and will be fixed by the urban local body (ULB). Registration will be renewed after every three years. The registration fees, monthly maintenance charges and fines, if any, will be collected by the ward committee on behalf of the ULB. A portion of the revenue collected will be allotted to the ward committee for its operations.

The Commission also suggested that the prescribed license fees could be paid at the designated banks directly by the vendors. The identity cards specifying the authorized place of vending should be issued to all street vendors to enable them to carry on their profession and earn a decent livelihood. For this purpose, a city-wise census of street vendors should be carried out, followed by regular updating of the database.

Another aspect connected with legalisation is eviction. Besides causing financial hardship and impoverishment,
eviction leads to loss of dignity for the vendor. The policy lays down that evictions should be avoided but where relocation of street vendors is necessary, a minimum notice of 30 days should be served to them. It further notes that vendors or their representatives should be involved in planning and implementation of relocation and efforts have to be made to ensure that vendors in the new locality have the same earnings as the pre-evicted level. The states too have been asked to take comprehensive measures to check and control the practice of forced evictions.

The fact is that no plan for improving the city can be successful without the participation of the urban poor. They need to be integrated into the planning process and in campaigns for a better environment. The experience of another marginalised section of the urban workforce, namely, rag pickers, has shown this. Rag pickers have been regarded as a nuisance and they are blamed for spreading garbage. They are harassed by civic authorities and by middle class residents associations. In fact these people, who form the poorest section of the urban population, are engaged in activities that are very positive for the environment as they collect recyclable materials from the city’s garbage. Instead of victimising them for their activities, the civic authorities could instead incorporate them in keeping the city clean. In fact there are instances where this has happened and results have been positive. In Ahmedabad, the Self-Employed Women’s Association (SEWA), a trade union of women in the informal sector, has been able to include ragpickers in the ‘clean city’ campaign. In Mumbai, the Stree Mukti Sangathana too, has involved ragpickers in beautification campaigns in some parts of the suburbs. Such moves are not only beneficial for the urban environment, they also try to restore citizenship to the marginalised.

The main highlight of the policy lies in its stress on self-regulation among street vendors. This aspect becomes more important in the case of food vendors who need to operate under hygienic conditions. The policy stresses that instead of having health inspectors, food vendors must ensure hygiene through self-compliance. It states, ‘though quality control is essential, the practice of ‘health inspector’ may not be suitable for the hawkers.’ This is mainly because such inspections encourage rent seeking rather than the objective of promoting hygiene. Street vendors therefore need to take up the responsibility of quality control. If this is violated, the ward committee can take action by imposing fines or by asking the offenders to close their business.

Another aspect the policy stresses is encouragement of collective organisations among street vendors. One of the objectives of this policy is “to promote organisations of street vendors e.g., unions/cooperatives/associations and other forms of organisations to facilitate their empowerment.” Along with empowerment, organisations of street vendors will be the basis of their credit, social security and insurance programmes recommended in the policy.

When implemented, the policy will be an important step towards empowering this section of the urban population and giving them a sense of dignity and citizenship. Street vendors are micro-entrepreneurs and they need to be treated as such. The urban population, who form the consumers, too will benefit. Ministry should expedite formal acceptance of the report so that its implementation could begin.

6.3 SJSRY & Livelihoods

The Swarna Jayanti Shahari Rozgar Yojana (SJSRY) was launched in December 1997 subsuming the earlier urban poverty alleviation programmes viz, NRY, UBSP and PMIUPEP. The new rationalised scheme seeks to provide gainful employment to the urban unemployed or underemployed poor through encouraging the setting up of self-employment ventures or provision of wage employment. The wage employment component of SJSRY has generally been used by the city governments for general municipal works, and thus has created no additionality of employment.
In any case unskilled wage employment seems to be less of a problem for the urban poor than the terms at which it is provided by the contractors. The limited administrative capability at the city level would be better utilised if urban contractors are asked to observe laws relating to migrant labour and provide for temporary sheds under law for the labour they hire, and such conditionalities are properly enforced. A law should be passed making it incumbent for the contractors to pay for space for the labourers in the night shelter before their tenders are considered. In the absence of any shelter the migrant labour has no choice but to park themselves on the footpath itself.

Creating more unskilled employment without any improvement in living conditions may further aggravate the inhuman conditions in which the urban poor live. Hence the wage component in SJSRY meant for unskilled work should be dropped in the XI Plan.

As regards the self-employment component, it should be recognised that many small entrepreneurs in the country are facing genuine problems – poor quality infrastructure; inadequate access to institutional credit; delayed payments by large industries; procedural delays in getting government clearances; harassment by inspecting officers; rigid labour laws, technological obsolescence; non-availability of skilled manpower; lack of marketing facilities and difficulty in competing with well-established foreign and national brand names. These would require not only policy changes but an efficient and responsive administration. Though supply side intervention in the form of rural electrification, roads, credit and communication systems is vital for the growth of the non-farm sector, institutional framework within which government support is delivered – plethora of official organisations and agencies, many charged with overlapping functions, with poor coordination between themselves – needs to be set right too.

Unfortunately none of these issues are being addressed by SJSRY. It is based on the simplistic assumption that subsidised credit will help in creating new entrepreneurship and augmenting incomes. However the high cost of appraising, monitoring and enforcing small loan agreements deters the banks from extending credit, and therefore the overall coverage of the scheme is still limited.

The average annual expenditure on this scheme has almost remained unchanged at Rs 100 crores for the past several years. Earlier during the Ninth Five Year Plan, no physical targets were fixed and the States/UTs were left to decide their own targets keeping in view the demand at local level as well as availability of funds under the Scheme. However, this appeared to be a major de-motivating factor for the effective implementation. Subsequently, for the Tenth Plan, at the National level, physical targets of assisting 4 lakhs urban poor for setting up individual/group micro-enterprises and imparting skill training to 5 lakhs urban poor during the entire Tenth Plan period were fixed. On annual basis, this converts into assisting 80,000 urban poor for micro-enterprises and 100000 urban poor for skill training.

Although there have been some evaluations, it is not known how many micro-enterprises have sustained themselves and earned profits over a long period, say for more than five years. There are many conceptual problems with the scheme, as discussed below.

Lack of markets and infrastructure - It is well established that unless credit is accompanied with adequate infrastructural support by way of extension, marketing, etc. the result is infructuous lending. SJSRY is generally successful where infrastructural and institutional support is available. These are the regions where many people even without the subsidy would have taken to entrepreneurial activities.
The failure by the poor to use assets profitably stems from several factors, of which control over markets is an important factor. The poor are not able to secure economies of scale because of indivisibilities in marketing costs and low risk bearing capacity. Low price received by poor for their products is also because of interlocked output and capital markets, lack of value addition technologies, poor organisational base and insensitive government policies. Whereas NGOs could take initiative in some of these sectors, they cannot change ANTI-POOR laws against vendors and the exploitative marketing infrastructure.

Lack of repeated contacts - Second, SJSRY suffers from the basic misconception that the provision of credit is a one-time event rather than a continuing relationship between lender and borrower. It is unrealistic to expect the larger share of borrowers to “graduate” just on the basis of an “injection” of credit, even if provided in sufficient “doses”. Most loans in SJSRY are one-time affair, and the bank feels relieved when the file is closed. In the case of Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, most loanees start with small loans, but as the relationship with the bank improves, more loan is given to the same person, thus making their interaction and relationship last for a long-term, recovery and fresh loans often go hand in hand. This also improves the capability of the poor to utilise his loan profitably. His/her stake in repayment is also higher. In India, since loan is taken only once in a life time by most borrowers, the tendency is not to pay and become defaulter.

Existing problems of micro-enterprises - Third, not only SJSRY ignores the need of the poorest for consumption, it also does not look into the existing problems of the already established micro-enterprises. A very large number of micro-enterprises in the shape of vending and hawking face immense problems from the authorities. Without solving their problems it is pointless to create new enterprises.

Thus, how can one enthuse the poor to become tailors, shopkeepers, or vendors if the present problems faced by those already in these businesses are not looked into? Rather than give subsidy to new enterprises it would be far better to solve the problems faced by the existing units, whether these are in government policy, or attitudes or in technology, marketing and working capital.

Finally, the capacity of the poorest sections of society to absorb credit and to start enterprises is very limited. This is partly to do with their lack of business skills, illiteracy, their inability to take risks and their lack of motivation for business. It would be much better to upgrade their skills and make them employable in the newly emerging industries and trades. The poor would prefer to be wage employed on a regular basis at a decent salary due to improved skills, rather than face the ignominies of humiliation from the insensitive police and municipal officials. Hence SJSRY should focus more on skill upgradation than on self employment. Skill development has to be correlated to the demands of the industry and service sector in and around the city.

One could learn from the experience of the programme documented in the project, ‘Ek Mauka Udaan Ka’ in Mumbai, a livelihood programme of training for the poor youth that led to absorption of 165 out of 191 trained in 2006. It appears the approach to identify the employers first and involve them in the training programme leads to better success. One needs studies over a period of time of such experiments, as one would like to know how those in service are faring now after some years of their initial training, and how many have been able to retain their jobs, as these details are not given in the study. At present such programmes cannot be funded from SJSRY. Therefore SJSRY needs to change its strategy.
6.4 Health

The NSS report on the condition of urban slums indicates that the access to a nearest health facility for both notified as well as non-notified slums is extremely poor, though there is a lot of variation across states. In Bihar, for example, there is no health facility within one kilometre for the notified slums. For non-notified slums, the variation is more stark, with Madhya Pradesh, Chattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh indicating very low access. For India as a whole, less than 40% of the slums have health facilities within one kilometre for the non-notified slums.

Another indicator of access is based on the ICDS coverage; in 2005, there were 360 urban ICDS projects catering to about 90 million urban poor, indicating coverage of a little over one-third. Of the total number of ICDS centres, hardly 10% operate in the urban centres. The recommendations on ICDS by the National Advisory Council in 2004 indicated a requirement of 2,970 projects to universalize ICDS in urban India, and indicate that the present coverage falls far short of this number. Analysis indicates that as many as 40% of slums in cities might be excluded from official slum and ICDS lists, and the BPL lists and slum lists used to identify beneficiaries may exclude the ‘hidden’ construction site workers, pavement dwellers and yet to be notified slums.

Godbole and Talwalkar (2000) found that the state of child health in urban slums was in some cases worse than that in rural areas. In the context of immunization they find that oral polio vaccine coverage is 92% in rural areas as against 79% in urban slums. They also find that coverage levels of Vitamin A (first dose) in slums are 48% as against 80% in rural areas. The higher coverage in the case of rural areas can be attributed to issues relating to point of delivery. While immunisation services are provided at the village level in rural areas, in urban areas they are still largely provided in hospital or clinical settings. They also find that 48% of slum children in the age group 0 – 23 months were underweight as against 41% in rural areas.

Primary Healthcare in Urban Slums (EPW December 21, 2002)

The paper describes the health status of slum dwellers in Maharashtra and discusses the constraints in the existing urban health delivery system. Health posts and post-partum centres in urban areas have by and large become hospital-based programmes which do not cater effectively to slum populations. The present scenario depicts a depressing picture where the poorest and most vulnerable groups residing in urban slums are outside the ambit of any public health coverage.

A perspective 10-year health plan incorporating urban growth trends needs to be developed by the state. At the same time, state funding for urban health needs to increase to ensure that new urban health infrastructure is in place. All planning at the state level (whether for adolescent health, training or TB control) should be done in the urban context too.

Inequity in public expenditure on health: The poorest 20% of the population captured only about 10% of the total net public subsidy from publicly provided clinical services. The richest quintile received more than three times the subsidy received by the poorest quintile, indicating that publicly financed curative care services are ‘unambiguously pro-rich’ (World Bank 2001).

The following recommendations are suggested:
There is a need to increase the urban infrastructure for health at all levels including big cities and small towns to cope with the growing urban population;

- Posts need to be created at various levels in slum areas within the health department to ensure adequate delivery;
- All health posts should provide outreach services to slum and slum-like areas through the ANM and MPW;
- The recommendation of the Krishnan committee for a community health worker for population of 2,000 should be put into place;
- Ward committees should monitor and demand primary healthcare services from the health post system;
- There should be an inter-sectoral committee for public health for all municipal bodies;
- Special provisions should be made for providing health services to pavement dwellers and temporary settlements;
- There needs to be integration of all vertical programmes (such as TB, malaria, HIV/AIDS) with the primary healthcare system in urban areas.

It is hoped that the slum profiles being prepared by Yashada will capture these dimensions, and then there would be city-wise repeated studies so that one knows what exactly has been the performance of the city governments in fulfilling their promises made in the DPRs.

### 6.5 Drinking Water

It may be seen from Table 7 that while 15% of the residents of slums and squatters have water, sanitation and electricity within premises, the relevant proportion is 63% in other areas of the cities. It is also interesting to make a comparison for households belonging to the same monthly per capita expenditure (MPCE) classes. It is evident from the Table that low-income households (MPCE less than Rs 425 per month) in slums and squatters encounter greater deprivation in respect of water supply, sanitation and electricity than their counterparts (with same levels of income) in other areas of the cities.

| Table 7: MPCE class-wise% of dwelling units having all three facilities (electricity, latrine and drinking water) within premises for urban areas (July-December 2002) |

According to the 1991 census, 81.4% of urban household had access to safe drinking water but 40 million persons (18.6%) were reported to be without access to safe water supply. Per capita daily consumption of water in Class I cities is less than 142 litres, reaching a low of 50 litres in some cities. Income poverty estimates do not capture municipal dimensions such as actual access to water by poor groups. Even in cities claiming 100% coverage, per capita availability varies 10 times between poor and rich locations.

For example, in Ahmedabad, the wealthier 25% of the population consume 90% of water supplied, while the remaining 75% of the population have to make do with only 10% of the water. In Calcutta, water supply in slums is about 75 litres per capita per day (lcd) whereas in non-slum areas it is about 220 lcd.

Thus the high figure of water supply of more than 200 lpcd in metropolitan cities like Delhi, Calcutta, Mumbai and Hyderabad hides the very serious inequities in access, quality and quantity of water supply available to different parts of the city. Delhi’s per capita water supply of 200 lpcd does not mean much to about 30% of the city’s population who have access to only 25 litres or less.
In many cities, water availability ranges from 3-8 hours per day. India’s three largest cities (Mumbai, Delhi and Chennai) are worst in terms of hours of availability of water per day varying between 4 to 5 hours. There are about 80 class I towns in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal, Rajasthan and Maharashtra which have got per capita supply of less than 75 lpcd. The daily per capita supply of water to Bangalore is about 75-80 litres and in Chennai it is about 70 litres.

The piped water supply systems in Indian cities are marked by considerable inefficiency. Most cities are unable to operate and maintain the existing systems to full capacity. The capacity utilization is less than 50% in 40% of the towns and in the range of 51 to 75% in another 20% of towns.

Then there are leakages (between 25-50%) in water supply system thereby creating further shortages. Low water pressure and intermittent supplies allow back – syphonage and contamination. Since about 60 to 70% of drinking water is drawn from surface streams, their pollution by discharge of domestic and industrial wastes is a direct threat to public health. Poor pricing policies fail to promote conservation of water. If these trends continue there is a real danger that more and more urban areas may run out of water.

In 84 (71)% of the notified (non-notified) slums the main water source is the tap. But these numbers mask differences across the states of India. In the states of Bihar none of the slums get water via the tap. In Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Uttar Pradesh less than 35% of slums get tap water. There has not been any significant improvement since 1993. In 1993, 83% of notified slums and 70% for non-notified slums drew their drinking water from tap.

The wealthy households invest in backyard bore well, booster pump, large storage, electronic water filters, etc and are thus able to meet their water requirement in terms of quantity as well as quality. Since poor are not in a position to make such investments, they have to spend a lot of time for water collection and put up with inadequate water quality. The poor have to bear the water shortages in summer by cutting down their water use (say by not taking bath or in other ways) or travelling longer distances to collect water or do both.

6.6 Sanitation

Turning to sanitation, although overall access to toilets in urban areas is currently more than 80% (based on Census data), access to sewerage is much less. According to one estimate, the proportion of urban population having toilet connected to sewers is only about 28%. Pit latrines and service latrines are used by at least 10% of urban population. This obviously needs improvement to ensure ‘safe’ excreta disposal, particularly in the case of service latrines. There is wide variation across cities in regard to the extent of sewerage connection. Access to sanitation is far lower in slums (especially non-notified slums) and worse in squatters than in other areas of the cities (Table 8).
Table 8  
Access to latrines in slums, Urban India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>% households not having latrines</th>
<th>% households having septic tank/ flush latrines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slums and squatters</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other area</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NSS 58th Round (2002)

In the rural areas, 78% of households do not have any latrine while 51% of non-notified slums do not have a latrine. Nearly 66% of rural households do not have any drainage facility while 44% of non-notified slums do not have drainage facilities.

Municipal Corporations have Conservancy Departments whose duty it is to clean and maintain toilet blocks, drains, streets and so on. However, it has been widely recognized that this staff is usually remiss in its duties and hence the toilets soon fall into disrepair and disuse. Since the local community does not have any control over the sanitation staff, the latter do not respond to their concerns. Often, communities have to pay additional money to the same workers to persuade them to clean the toilets - the job they are in fact paid to do. Municipal bureaucracies are large and cumbersome making the job of supervisory staff very difficult and attempts to impose discipline almost invariably fail. Slum dwellers themselves are left out of all decision-making processes regarding the toilets and have, therefore, no sense of ownership of them.

Local bodies have traditionally seen the toilet blocks as their property and no effort has been made to involve communities even in maintenance. Moreover, the quality of construction is frequently poor, the availability of water is limited, sometimes there is no access to drainage and most often, there is no garbage dumping area. The toilet areas become the dumps and all these problems add to the early deterioration of the few working toilets in the city. The consequences of this way of doing things are there for all to see: in most of our cities, there are few operational toilet blocks and people perforce have to squat and defecate in the open. The sight of bare behinds along railway tracks and other public spaces is a common experience in the city. Women often have to wait till it is dark to perform these natural functions to protect their modesty. As a result, gastric disorders are widespread amongst them. Children squat anywhere and everywhere and human excreta are spread all over the place. These insanitary conditions and environmental hazards take their toll upon the health of the poor. The links between public sanitation and public health are well established.

Nearly three-fourths of the population living in cities have no access to any human waste collection and disposal system. The sewerage system exist in 60 Class I cities out of 300 but where systems exist they cover the area only partially. Less than half of the total sewage is collected and only 30 – 40% of which is treated properly. More than half of urban population particularly in small and medium towns resort to open defecation. Provision of sewerage system continues to be expensive particularly in regard to collection and conveyance. Due to inadequate sewerage and lack of water treatment facilities, pollutants enter ground water, rivers and other water sources causing water borne diseases.
6.6.1 Securing people's participation: Sanitation in Mumbai

According to a recent social and technical survey of all slums conducted by the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) in 2001 under the slum sanitation scheme (SSP), 1,959 slum settlements were counted with a total population of 62.47 lakh, this constituted 54% of the city’s population. Of these, 137 are non-notified slums where about 5.25 lakh people reside. According to the above survey, as many as 38.6 lakh people (62% of the slum population) – residing in 1,435 slum localities – are dependent exclusively on public toilets. A sizeable number of the slums (209) are devoid of public toilet facilities. Of these, households in only 18 slums have individual toilets, the rest use open fields.

The implementation of a large developmental scheme (the SSP) by a leading NGO (SPARC) in slum localities of Mumbai city, through a participatory approach, has emerged as an interesting case study for future lessons in ‘civil society in action’. SPARC has perhaps made history in the country in the sense that it served a contract worth Rs 480 million under the SSP for developing sanitation blocks (toilets) in various slums of Mumbai city. This has happened mainly due to the impressive record of SPARC as a NGO working for the urban poor for over two decades.

The first lesson is that in a city like Mumbai, where over a half of the population (over six millions) resides in slums, no NGO has a mass base to mobilise these communities. Moreover, slum dwellers are divided wide across ethnic, political and economic lines. Any developmental programme has to take into consideration these factors.

Evolving a broadly representative peoples’ organisation in a span of 2-3 months is difficult. The practice followed by NGOs was thus to identify CBOs most amenable to the programme and elicit participation through them; representing a further entrenchment of existing patterns.

Participation cannot be localised or fragmented, isolated from other forces and concerns. It is shaped by the broader
socio-political context. Thus, the concept of financial contribution towards sanitation interplays with a larger ethos of free toilets, free houses, with a system which encourages largesse on one hand and corruption, and vested interests on the other. During the course of the SSP, therefore steps had to be taken to regulate the ‘free’ component in the area of sanitation services.

Encouraging participation at the locality level means an intervention in community politics. The assumption in SSP was that this politics can be moulded into genuine grassroots democracy. The experience suggests that there are already well-defined patterns of organisations, affiliations, resources and power distribution in communities. The programme’s acceptability to people and its translation into a demand by a CBO is thus, heavily dependent on its interface with these patterns. The difficulties are compounded when there are factions or when the credibility of CBOs is under question.

Workshops often end up recommending that the poor should organise themselves. However, the poor cannot organise themselves in a situation where whatever they do has been declared illegal by the state. The environment thus forces them to seek dependence on the political elite and mafia, they end up as pawns to be used for narrow political ends, such as rallies. Unless the poor’s presence is considered desirable and legitimate by the state, mere populist policies will not lead to either responsible behaviour or mobilisation of the poor.

It is hoped that the city profiles being prepared by Yashada will capture the present situation of water and sanitation services for the urban poor, and then there would be city-wise repeated studies so that one knows what has been the performance of the city governments in fulfilling their promises made in the DPRs for which they would receive grants under JNNURM.
The NCR Component aims at giving targeted support to civil society in the NCR to promote urban poor concerns and to address multiple vulnerabilities of urban population. This component provides targeted support to 21 community associations and NGOs active in the NCR of Delhi in promoting urban poor concerns and grounding interventions to address multiple vulnerabilities of urban poor, particularly relating to living, working and social security concerns of the poor in the urban informal sector.

The broad objectives of this component are:

1. To have an increased understanding of multi stakeholder approaches to development issues, regulatory environment and capacities to cope up with multiple vulnerabilities.
2. To demonstrate viable models which focus on empowerment of the urban poor and slum dwellers and provide them with a forum to discuss their needs and the obstacles to meeting them.
3. To develop policy guideline based on action plans prepared by civil societies, news media and local government on urgent livelihoods and living condition problems.

The Agreement defines the general responsibilities of the NGOs in the following terms:
‘The main objective of the NCR component of the project is to draw policy lessons from joint community-based action aimed at addressing the concerns of the poor and demonstrating innovative approaches to urban poverty reduction and human development. Enhancing the effectiveness of the existing public programmes through community participation is one of the key goals of this initiative.’

The Social Welfare Department, Government of NCT of Delhi has been designated by the Government of NCT of Delhi as the Nodal Agency to coordinate the activities of the project. Each NGO was asked to identify and establish clear linkages with the relevant programmes and agencies of NCT of Delhi so as to enhance the effectiveness of the latter and avoid duplication of efforts. The contract with NIUA which is doing overall coordination of the project on behalf of the Ministry was signed on the 23rd November 2004, which then signed contracts with the NGOs in September 2005.

The draft reports of the NGOs were not available at the time of writing this draft (23rd March 2007). It is difficult to comment at this stage about the usefulness of their output. One wishes that the reports critically examine the framework and implementation of all policies of the state government that impinge on their lives, especially the following:

- Has Delhi government taken into account the concerns of the poor while framing its Master Plan? It is recognised at all levels the Master Plan process requires a thorough overhaul, as they reserve abundant land for the rich, but leave little for housing for the poor and their trades.
- The Delhi Small Industries Corporation has been entrusted with the task of constructing houses for the poor. Of the total needs of the poor, what%age of houses would be thus constructed? Who is occupying them? Are these on rent or self-occupied?
- Why was the night shelter scheme not vigorously pursued by the state government? What budget is available...
for this scheme now, and why that budget cannot be enhanced substantially?

- What changes have taken place in the state government’s policy towards vendors and hawkers in the last five years? Are they getting due justice as suggested in the draft national policy?
- What is the density of primary health care centres in the slum and resettlement areas? Why have the homeless and people in the non-notified slums been denied of ration cards? How much budget is spent on schools in these areas per child as compared to municipal schools in the better-off areas?
- Manual scavenging still continues in some parts of Delhi. Is anything being done for its total elimination?
- How has the budget meant for the poor been spent in the past? Were outcomes being monitored? Can we suggest a better system for tracking of funds with transparency?
- How do the policy makers plan to improve the living conditions of the poor in the next five years? Are those plans realistic? Were similar targets in the past achieved? Whose responsibility is to ensure these targets?
- The above list of research issues is of course only suggestive and not exhaustive. My discussions with the NGOs and the NIUA did not generate optimism that the project would aim at getting answers to the above questions. The focus of the NCR project seems to be on delivery rather than generating evidence that would put pressure on the Delhi government to improve their performance.

Delhi Government is notorious for still having many anti-poor rules and laws on its statutes. It has issued orders that ration cards will not be issued to a person who does not have an address, thus depriving all pavement dwellers of an essential service to which all citizens are entitled. In fact, being the poorest they deserve Antyodaya cards.

Secondly, no agency in Delhi is maintaining land records in respect of the freehold urban land. When a property is converted from leasehold to freehold, a Conveyance Deed is issued by the land owning agency in the name of the person to whom freehold rights have been given and the property file of the DDA is closed. Thereafter DDA does not maintain any record of the ownership status of such properties. The MCD (Municipal Corporation of Delhi) or NDMC (New Delhi Municipal Corporation) also maintains separate records of property but for the purpose of collection of property tax only and they are not concerned with the title of property.

Any change in the ownership of property on account of sale, inheritance etc is not being reflected in any record. At the present there is total chaos in Delhi, as it is very difficult to establish ownership rights in respect of urban properties. This has led to unnecessary large scale litigation not only between the citizens but also between the private persons and government. The system of maintenance of land records in Delhi is thus a classical example of ambiguity, confusion, chaos and multiplicity of authorities with each authority trying to absolve itself of the responsibility.

A related problem has been laws relating to prevention of fragmentation of holdings. With a view to check division of marginal holdings by transfer and partition, Delhi government has passed a law that a farmer owning less than 1.25 hectares cannot sell fragment of his holding. As land prices are increasing very fast due to pressure of urbanisation, many small farmers in the outskirts of Delhi will like to sell a part of their holding to real estate agents to benefit from high prices. As they cannot do so legally, they have to resort to subterfuges, or involve land mafias in such deals, which depresses their profits as well as encourages corruption at all levels.

Unfortunately none of the NGOs are looking at these anti-poor laws, thus missing out on a great opportunity to do legal advocacy for the poor.

The NGOs involved in the NCR component were extremely critical of the way project has been designed and handled. The choice of sites was forced upon them, often the sites decided by the Social Welfare Department were
new to them. They would have preferred to work in those areas where they were working in the past, so that the time taken to establish rapport and mobilise people would have been less. The total time given to them was a little more than a year (counting from the release of the first instalment up to the end of March 2007\textsuperscript{19}), release of funds to them was uncertain and delayed, there was no coordination with the Dept of social Welfare, and the problems that they pointed out were not given any priority by the Delhi government.

The NGOs described their activities in the meeting convened by the NIUA, but admitted that in the limited time available to them they could not say what were the outcomes. Advocacy was not attempted by them. The original objective was to promote policy dialogue, but actually NGOs did only ‘service delivery’ activities. These remained stand-alone projects for delivery with no links to improving the performance of government, or to improve policy framework. The NGOs should have started with a quick appraisal of the existing government schemes, understand their flaws so that pressure could be built on the machinery to improve their services.

The present Director Social Welfare, Government of Delhi, who has already been on this job for the last six months was not aware of the activities of the 21 NGOs, or even of their existence. Her understanding was that the project has still not begun, and will come into existence after the proposed cell (see below) is set up. She appeared very confused when I told her that the NGO activity in the six slum areas was almost over, and the project was now coming to an end. It appeared that no one had briefed her about the selection of the NGOs, or their grievances with the various government departments that the Social Welfare Department was supposed to coordinate. She however promised me to convene a meeting of the NGOs, and give them an opportunity to present their findings. She also felt that her Department was not the right choice to deal with the problem of urban poverty, as Social Welfare’s main focus was on programmes for women and children (ICDS), to provide safety nets to the disabled & widows in the form of pensions, and to help in the running of Protection Homes. She wondered how her Department could solve the problems of housing, solid waste management, sanitation, etc where the NGOs have sought help from the state government. She felt that the project should have been handled better by the Department of Urban Development in the Delhi Government.

Policy Cell - A sum of Rs one crore has been earmarked for the establishment of an ‘Urban poverty and livelihoods cell’ in the Department of Social Welfare. The rationale for such a cell is that the poor suffer from several kinds of vulnerabilities, and in order to deal with them, the tenth five year plan has proposed the establishment of ‘cells’ or specialised institutional offices that quantify and analyse such vulnerability and devise means of reducing the same. Such cells are proposed to be set up at the level of local, regional and national level governments.

A dedicated cell on urban poverty and livelihoods is therefore proposed to be established by the Government of the NCT of Delhi, with specific deliverables (monitoring and evaluation system, research outputs, advocacy material, consultative exercises) that highlight the urban poverty and livelihoods issues and mainstream them into the everyday functioning of the state government’s planning and policy making processes.

Applications were invited from eligible organisations to establish and operate this cell for a period of 15 months, or up to 31 December 2007 (whichever is earlier) on a FULL-TIME basis. However, as no decision has been taken so far, less than ten months are left for such a cell. Since the nature of the cell is policy research oriented that will

\textsuperscript{19} It is understood that the request of the National Institute of Urban Affairs, which is coordinating the activities of the 21 NGOs, sought extension of the NGO component by six months, but the project has not been extended beyond 31st March, 2007.
require collecting data from the field, obviously the cell’s existence for only ten months will serve no purpose. It can at best re-package information which is already available. The period should have been at least three to four years for the cell to be effective. Even if more time was available today, I wonder if the Department of Social Welfare was the right department to locate the cell, as it has no responsibility to prepare plans and implement components of the JNNURM. I will strongly advise the Ministry not to set up such a cell.

On the whole, the NCR component has not functioned well, despite having selected the best and most competent NGOs, and need not be continued beyond the current financial year.
8 Suggested action points

8.1 Overall

The project’s tenure should be extended by at least a year (more if possible) so that the suggestions given in this note can be initiated by the various institutions created under the project. It is also suggested that UNDP should continue its concern with the urban poor during the next Programme Cycle (2008-12) too, and preparation for the new programme should start right now on the lines suggested in this note. The momentum gained in the project will be lost and its impact on the activities of JNNURM will be nullified, if no successor project is formulated. The NCR component has not functioned well, despite having selected the best and most competent NGOs, and need not be continued beyond the current financial year.

8.2 Cross-sectoral issues

The Ministry should request the Planning Commission to change the way urban poverty is measured by taking into account their living conditions and deprivations too. Both household expenditure and access to civic services could be given equal weight in determining the number of urban poor.

The cells that are being created (this process has already been quite delayed) should be manned by competent personnel who could assess the failings of the Municipalities and suggest how they could overcome the bottlenecks. Such cells at the city level may not be effective as these will never be able to do independent monitoring of the JNNURM components and point out the flaws in implementation. Therefore these cells should only be at the GOI and state level, to look after M&E functions for the JNNURM projects. The terms of contract for working in the cells should be lucrative enough to attract professional experts and senior IAS officers.

The UNDP project should now concentrate on ensuring that the budgets released by JNNURM to the Municipalities is fully utilized and effectively spent for the poor. In addition, the project should concentrate on quantifying outcomes in the critical sectors, such as housing and livelihoods, so that GOI could periodically review and take corrective action. Similarly the project should now study in detail why the Ministry has to surrender funds year after year, and why states are not able to make full use of the funds provided by the Centre.

Based on these papers, the National Project Cell established at Yashada should be able to do city-wise analysis on certain key outcomes. In fact, it should develop templates, which could be used by the Ministry to write to the states and Mayors every quarter, highlighting where the individual city is failing to deliver. Only intense monitoring will change the lethargy that overwhelms municipal administration. Most case studies on best practices describe the events at a given point of time, though one needs to know the progress over a longer period, say ten years. For instance, the case study on Surat municipality describes events only between 1994 and 1997. One would have liked to know what happened in the next ten years, and to what extent the measures initiated earlier were sustained. Therefore the project should promote repeated studies on best practices on which material was collected some years back.

The researchers should be free to publish their papers without taking any clearance from the project authorities. In addition to publication, policy workshops should be organised, specially inviting such people in government who command credibility within the government system. Coordination with other donor projects such as funded by ADB
and DFID needs improvement.

**8.3 Sectoral**

Housing - Reserve at least 30% of all new housing space for the poor. Make it compulsory by law for all housing schemes in which more than 20 dwelling units are being constructed, whether for higher or middle income groups, to construct a certain % of affordable houses of 25-30 sq m for the poor as part of the scheme. Make it compulsory by law for all advertisements on housing, to specifically mention in what manner the poor would benefit from the housing scheme.

A law should be passed making it incumbent for the contractors to pay for space for the labourers in the night shelter before their tenders are considered. Interest subsidy on bank loans for the poor should be introduced. It is ironical that the rich get income tax rebate on housing loans, but the poor get no such benefit from government. In line with efficient and optimum use of land, a minimum threshold for FSI rather than a maximum cap is a desirable objective.

As owning a house is not always a realistic option for the poorest, rental schemes should be promoted. The poorest such as beggars and daily wage earners cannot afford houses even on a rental scheme. For them the scheme of night shelters should be revived as a centrally sponsored scheme.

Vendors - Adopt and implement the suggested National Policy on Urban Street Vendors, and discontinue the practice of farming out of Tehbazari (fee) to contractors and other intermediaries. Instead of licences, there should be a simple registration of street vendors by the ward committees who will provide them identity cards. The registration fees could be paid at the designated banks directly by the vendors. The identity cards specifying the authorized place of vending should be issued to all street vendors to enable them to carry on their profession and earn a decent livelihood. The evictions should be avoided but where relocation of street vendors is necessary, a minimum notice of 30 days should be served to them.

A part of JNNURM funds should be reserved for those states which implement the National Policies about street Vendors and Slum Improvement at the earliest.

SJSRY & livelihoods - The wage component in SJSRY meant for unskilled work should be dropped in the XI Plan. SJSRY should focus more on skill upgradation than on self employment. Skill development has to be correlated to the demands of the industry and service sector in and around the city.

Health - There is a need to increase the urban infrastructure for health at all levels including big cities and small towns to cope with the growing urban population. Posts need to be created at various levels in slum areas within the health department to ensure adequate delivery and provision of outreach services. Special provisions should be made for providing health services to pavement dwellers and temporary settlements.

Water & sanitation - The city profiles being prepared by Yashada should prepare city-wise repeated studies on the availability of water and sanitation to the poorest areas so that one knows what exactly has been the performance of the city governments in fulfilling their promises made in the DPRs for which they would receive grants under JNNURM.

To sum up, the project should increasingly aim to supplement the Ministry’s endeavour to provide basic services to
the urban poor in the select cities so to bring convergence between the project objectives with the JNNURM activities at all levels, by close supervision and monitoring of the activities of the city municipalities.
Annexure: Draft Terms of Reference for the Review of IND/03/033: GOI-UNDP Project on National Strategy for Urban Poor

1 Background

1. Based on the pre-dominance of the rural sector in India (65% of the population), the concerns with poverty have quite naturally been associated with rural conditions linked to factors such as growing landlessness and marginalization of poor farmers and artisans as also famine, drought and other natural calamities, etc. It is only now beginning to be acknowledged that India is a rapidly urbanizing nation with over 400 million people living in urban areas, and also that urban development which is considered to be an engine of growth has not been able to provide decent livelihood and living conditions to almost 40% of the population inhabiting the urban areas. Further, though at the national level, the percentage of poor in rural areas is significantly higher than in urban areas, only a few of the larger States conform to this pattern. States such as Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Delhi and the Union Territory of Pondicherry have reported levels of urban poverty that is higher than rural poverty. There is a growing demand for translating this realization into public policy response for amelioration of urban poverty.

2. There is little understanding of the rapidly changing urbanization scenarios all over India leading to the growth of informal settlements with very poor living conditions and of livelihoods within poor urban neighborhoods (the so-called ‘informal’ sector). It is gradually being recognized that palliatives of the rural public works type will not solve the problem, since the growth process itself will continue to produce more of the urban unemployed and poor. Whether rural or urban, alternative paths need to be charted and followed on the basis of creating sustainable livelihoods for the entire population, accompanied by a national human settlements policy that will produce more rational, equitable and environmentally manageable use of land and space for everyone.

3. The analysis of the urbanization process in India – as a complex social dynamic – itself tends to be piecemeal, narrow and statistical, leading to misleading conclusions about its origins, driving forces, and socio-economic constraints. Much can be learned from urbanization processes and slum responses in other parts of Asia, Latin America and Africa, and also from the industrialized countries whose worst urban problems are being replicated in India.

4. From a policy planning point of view, urban poverty has the following distinct characteristics which need careful analysis:

- While rural poverty is about incomes, urban poverty is more about living conditions. The issue of urban poverty is intrinsically intertwined with the problems of shelter, the lack of basic services that enabled daily life, the constant threat to disruption of informal enterprises and other kinds of deprivation and vulnerabilities that the urban poor suffer. Some studies have reported that the deprivation in human development in the periphery of cities is far more severe than even in remote rural areas, and the peripheries of cities and towns are degenerating as low productive activities are pushed out and low skilled rural migrants are absorbed. All these not only seriously question the hypothesis regarding rural-urban continuum and healthy interdependence between urban centres and their hinterlands, but also flag the need for an intensive examination of the specificities of the phenomenon of urban poverty in a human development framework.
- The inter-state variations in poverty show no co-relation with per capita income or other development indicators like per capita consumption, levels of industrial and infrastructure development etc. in
urban areas during the nineties. While the lack of development is the cause of urban poverty in many states, the nature and sectoral composition of development is responsible for poverty in others. There is also a very strong equity angle in the urban poverty debate. It is commonly recognized that 95% of legal urban space is used and kept for the benefit of the 5% most privileged of city dwellers. It is becoming a matter of concern that the courts and “green benches”, at the behest of middle-class environmental NGOs and their supporters, are tilting the scales of legal opinion further against slum livelihoods, in the interests of urban ‘beautification’ and greening. Therefore, there is a need for initiatives that seeks to bridge the perceptions of the officials who control urban space and those of the poor majorities who occupy its neglected corners. In particular, there is a need to mainstream in the policy process, the survival strategies and solutions of the urban poor themselves that can provide the most valuable lessons and guides for the initial stages of policy and programme reform. As a minimum, public and official attitudes towards slum inhabitants, desperately eking out a precarious living, need to become sympathetic and inclusive. It still needs to be recognized that these livelihood efforts of the urban poor are deserving of resource transfers and a flexible regulatory framework.

5. In the background of the above, the Country Programme (2003 – 2007) initiated GOI-UNDP collaboration in the area of alleviation of urban poverty and livelihoods. The basic objective of the GOI-UNDP project on National Strategy for Urban Poor (see www.undp.org.in for the project document) is to encourage debate on the causes and potential responses to urban poverty leading to formulation of a national strategy on urban poverty based on a participatory process, and the wealth of local and international experience and research findings.

2 Main Components of the GOI-UNDP project on National Strategy for Urban Poor

6. The GOI-UNDP project with a UNDP inputs of $ 5.0 m. was signed in November 2003. The project is executed by the Ministry of Urban Employment and Poverty Alleviation (MUE&PA) which is a new Ministry carved out of the former Ministry of Urban Development. The project has two distinct but mutually reinforcing components – an All India (National component) and a specific Delhi (National Capital Region – NCR) component. An overview of the key project components as it has evolved is presented below:

Project Outcomes: Ongoing/Planned Initiatives

Project Outcome 1: Enhanced understanding on trends and directions of urban poverty in India. A National Urban Poverty Report is being prepared to identify in a rigorous manner, the key issues in urban poverty/livelihoods. A high-level Steering Group has been set up under the Chairpersonship of Secretary, MUE&PA. The selection of topics has been decided. Identification of lead writers is underway.

Also, the Jawaharlal Nehru University and the Institute of Economic Growth have been co-opted to provide policy research support, and to assist in preparation of sound programmes under the flagship National Urban Renewal Mission.

Project Outcome 2: An all India network on urban poor livelihoods established to support wider stakeholder dialogue and exchange of information within India and with other countries. The Yashwantrao Chavan Academy of Development Administration, Pune, and the Regional Centre for Urban and Environmental Studies at the All India Institute of Local Self Government have been contracted to document the experience and innovations in management
of all programmes in the country dealing with urban poverty and livelihoods. These institutions will in-turn establish partnership with State level and City level institutions, including organizations representing the interest of the urban poor. This exercise will support very wide stakeholder consultations within India and with other countries on pro-poor public policy framework.

Project Outcome 3: Innovative and promising livelihoods initiative of urban poor communities broadened and deepened across the country. The Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDI) which is a co-partner in the Kerala’s path breaking Kudumbashree Programme on pro-poor livelihoods promotion, has been contracted to develop a strategy to strengthen the existing Government of India’s programmes on livelihoods promotion. Implementation of the strategy developed will be supported initially under the project.

An innovation fund called ‘Transforming Urban Livelihoods and Living Conditions’ (TULCI) is being launched. This will inter alia, support: development of pro-poor city development strategies; community-based livelihoods promotion activities, and: innovative approaches in public-private-community partnership (PPCP) for provision of basic services to the poor.

Project Outcome 4: Capacity building for a national strategy and urban poverty reduction. Please see outcome 2 above. Documentation of experiences and innovations in various States would be utilised to build the capacity of policy makers, programme implementers, etc.

Similarly, the network of apex level institutions being created (see outcome 1 & 3 above) will expand the capacity in the country for policy planning and programmes.

Project Outcome 6: Targeted support to community associations and NGOs active in the NCR of Delhi to promote urban poor concerns and to address multiple vulnerabilities of urban population. Community-based pilots aimed at improving livelihoods and living conditions have been launched in 6 pilot sites in Delhi in partnership with 23 NGOs and the Delhi Government. 2000 poor families have been identified in each of the 6 pilot areas and convergent support to promote livelihoods and living conditions is being taken up. This pilot will in a sense explore as to how the ‘ward level’ initiatives in poverty alleviation and livelihoods promotion can be managed. The National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA) has been assigned the task of monitoring the project.

Traditionally, the Government intervention in urban poverty has been through a few programmes for subsidizing the State Governments in their programmes for employment generation for the poor, for provision of basic services in urban slum clusters and for slum improvement. The conceptual processes involved in a shift from a programmatic approach to a more strategic approach are very complex. Thus, formulation of the project strategy and developing partners has been a difficult and time-consuming task. Further, since the Ministry of Urban Employment and Poverty Alleviation is a new Ministry and has not had the experience of externally assisted programmes, creation of a management platform for the project has taken some time.

7. Anticipation of the Government of India’s flagship National Urban Renewal Mission (NURM) so as to be able to converge fully the project objectives and activities with the former has been another reason why the project has been kept on a slow track. Reportedly, the Government of India is now launching the NURM before the end of the year 2005. This Mission would have two components. One component will deal with strengthening of urban infrastructure in 60 identified cities. The funding from the Government of India for these initiatives would be linked to a package of reforms that the State Governments and Urban Local Bodies would have to undertake. The second important component of NURM would be development of urban basics services for the poor. It is reported that the Government...
of India funding for these would not be made conditional to reform measures. It is proposed to review all ongoing/planned project activities in light of the NURM priorities as soon as they are announced so as to dovetail the former with NURM.

3 Project Review

8. As the project strategy and activities are to be aligned with NURM, it is an appropriate time to prepare a suitable background by reviewing the existing project strategy and structure so as to validate them against the contemporary thinking and approaches in urban poverty alleviation including the international experience. Further, keeping in view the slow pace of implementation, there is a need to also review the management structure including the monitoring strategy for the project. This exercise would also help in identifying suitable opportunities for forging broader alliances including those with programmes supported by other donor agencies. Very importantly, this review would help establish the areas for leveraging international experience through the project.

9. Some of the specific issues that would be covered under the project are as follows:

- Relevance: the degree to which the purpose of the project remains valid and pertinent;
- Efficacy of the project strategy: the soundness of the project strategy vis-à-vis the development problem identified and the approach adopted to address the development problem. The importance of international experience needs to be flagged here.
- Efficiency: the ease of management of the project as also efforts made to build the capacity of the executing agency and other partners to implement the project.
- Knowledge Management: the extent to which a knowledge base is being established so that a sustainable capacity is built up for addressing the relevant development problems. Again, the issue of connectivity with international experience is important.
- Partnership Strategy: the extent to which the project has/aims to leverage all the key stakeholders in the area of urban poverty alleviation/livelihoods.
- Sustainability: an assessment of the likelihood that the project results will endure after the active involvement of UNDP has ended.

10. The Review Team: considering that there is considerable international experience in alleviation of urban poverty, benchmarking this project vis-à-vis such efforts in other countries would add value. Thus, it is proposed to engage an international consultant for the review. Further, a national consultant would also be engaged to bring in the local context.


12. Reporting: The review team would be expected to prepare a draft report stating the findings, conclusions and recommendations. A consultation of the review team with the Executing Agency and UNDP would be organised to provide feedback on the draft report. Based on such feedback, the review team shall submit its final report.

13. Other conditions: The review team will work closely with Senior DRR, UNDP, and ARR (Sustainable Livelihoods). The team will also maintain close coordination with the National Project Director/Joint Secretary (Housing) in MUE&PA. The consultant would share no part of the report with other agencies other than GOI and UNDP.
consultant would also not be expected to make any commitments on behalf of UNDP during interaction with the officials of MUE&PA, implementing agencies and civil society organizations.

14. Skills and Experience Required:

A. International Consultant: the international consultant should have in-depth experience in managing/monitoring/reviewing similar projects in other countries, particularly in the South and South-East Asia Region. Experience with multi-stakeholder approaches and innovative modalities such as public-private-community partnership would be desirable. Also, experience in/familiarity with UNDP development cooperation activities in this area in other countries in the region would be a desirable qualification.

B. National Consultant: the national consultant should have in-depth experience in dealing with policy issues/programmes in the area of urban poverty and livelihoods in India. Familiarity with the work of other donor agencies in the above areas would be a desirable qualification.

15. Remuneration: the remuneration for the international and the national consultant would be in line with the norms established by the UN/UNDP.
Methodological Notes

by Arpan Tulsyan

As a guide to the research process, methodology, to a large extent, determines the reliability and validity of the outcome. Since ours is a policy research on urban homeless; it was imperative to have some measurable and quantifiable data so as to guide future policy. However, since it is also a research on people and what it means to be an urban homeless, some qualitative tools were employed to capture their human experiences and to fill in the gaps in quantitative survey. Thus, ours is a mixed method methodology designed to yield the best results in a research like this. Both these methodologies, albeit different in their pursuit, were used as complementary to each other.

Objectives of the study

- To identify the major problems of the urban Poor, especially homeless people and street children related to (a) Shelter, (b) Food, (c) Health and (d) Livelihoods.
- To identify the positive or negative impact of various laws, policies and their implementation on the Shelter, food, Health and Livelihoods of urban poor people.
- To suggest amendments to relevant laws and policies from the perspective of social equity, to ensure equitable access and entitlements to Shelter, Food, health and Livelihoods of urban poor people of the urban Poor, especially homeless people and Street Children.

Hypothesis

The existing laws and policies rather than enabling urban poor are restrictive and deny them their basic rights. They further restrain in many ways the efforts taken by the urban poor to actualize their legitimate aspirations for shelter, food and livelihoods.

Research Design

Research design is like the blue print prepared to give step by step instructions for proceeding with the study. A self explanatory flow chart representing the research design of the study is given below:
Defining the research
“Policy exclusion of urban poor in India”

Forming Hypothesis

Defining Objectives

Methodology
Quantitative supplemented by Qualitative

Local Teams
A researcher and two field workers

Primary investigation
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Interview Schedule
Case studies
Focused Group Discussions
Government officials

Data processing
(Editing, coding and tabulation)

Data interpretation
(Data Analysis)

Report writing
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Policy documents
Budgets
Existing studies
Academic literature
Primary Investigation

Quantitative survey

Primary research constituted of field survey, conducted primarily through use of a comprehensive quantitative interview schedule to respondents. The questionnaire was divided into three sections, socio-demographic, food and nutrition and health. Each of these were comprehensive sections, aimed at procuring three types of information a) demographic information which identifies the respondent and his location 2) substantive information which was focused on the issue of the study and 3) additional information to support substantive information. There was a mix of open ended or fixed response and closed ended or free response questions. This ensured variety of responses, while keeping the response rate high and enabling the data to be codified and processed. While collecting the data, the major variables that needed to consolidate understanding of issues were:

a) Demographic profile of homeless people and street children
b) Casual factors for being in street
c) Livelihood options, income and household economics
d) Expenditure on food and Consumption pattern
e) Access to food and food schemes
d) How the existing laws and policies affect their lives
e) The changes in required in Law and policies to fulfill their felt needs

The study was spread over four cities, two big cities; viz., Delhi and Chennai and two medium sized cities of Patna and Madurai. We surveyed a total of 340 respondents, 93 in Delhi, 80 in Chennai, 85 in Patna and 82 in Madurai. These were structured interview schedule administered verbally through field workers.

Direct interview method was used to collect data through Interview schedule by trained enumerators. The interview schedule was administered to the homeless ‘unit’ on the streets. A family was the largest unit interviewed and an independent individual the minimum. A single person/ family were taken to be homeless if he did not have a roof over his head- even as hutment –in the city, but is residing in the city at the time of interview. These interviews were conducted mainly at late evenings or nights when homeless people retire from the day’s work.

The collected interview schedules were entered into a database created in SPSS and was analyzed through simple cross tabulation.

Qualitative study

Along with it, focus group discussions, case studies, and participant observation were used. Qualitative data was used to fill in the details and to triangulate as well as add to the meaning of quantitative data, making it more rich and alive.

Four focused group discussions were conducted in each city and 10 case studies of urban homeless were collected. Participant observation yielded information about the surroundings of where they live, their physical appearance, worldly belongings, facial expressions and highs and lows in the voice as they spoke.

Interviews and Consultations with policy makers, lawyers, planners, local officials and elected representatives formed an important part of the study. It gave information on:
(a) Their understanding and attitude towards homeless people and street children.
(b) How in their view can be law and policy can be improved to facilitate the shelter, food and livelihood needs of the urban poor.
(c) Their actual response to these needs in terms of existing laws and policies and actual implementation of these.

40 such semi structured interviews were conducted, 10 in each of the cities.

**Secondary Investigation**

Secondary research was done through examination of the following documents:

- Existing laws and draft laws affecting lives of urban poor;
- Policy documents, especially that of Ministry of Urban development and selective Municipal Corporations;
- Budget documents of Central Government, selective State Governments and Municipal Bodies;
- Government schemes for urban poverty alleviation and providing social security;
- Planning Commission documents; and
- Existing commentaries, Empirical studies and academic literature.

**Sampling**

There is no list available for urban poor, more so of homeless urban poor. It is a population which is highly mobile and heterogeneous in nature. Therefore, as in most of the social science research, where universe cannot be defined, we followed non probability sampling of purposive type.

At first, we choose two metro and two medium sized cities, in north and south India respectively, trying to study homelessness in different cultural and urbanized context.

Once we had the cities, we used purposive sampling, with predetermined specific groups in mind, trying to cover up major social and occupational groups of homeless and important areas where they reside. It was also dependent on the prior experience, work areas and judgment of the local research teams. Purposive sampling was very useful to reach a targeted sample quickly and where sampling for proportionality was not the primary concern. This also took care that heterogeneity was maintained and all major social, spatial and occupational groups in a city were covered.

**Delhi**

In Delhi, our primary investigation was carried on in the areas with maximum inhabitants of homeless (by observation). The selected seven areas from where we drew our respondents are; Nehru Place, Cannought Place, New Delhi railway station, Old Delhi railway station, Mongolpuri, Yamuna Bazar and Jama masjid meena bazaar. Here, we had divided respondents into four groups; adult men, adult women, girl child and boy child. Minimum of 20 respondents from each of these categories were interviewed. From within these groups, respondents were chosen randomly.
**Chennai**

In Chennai we had the advantage of drawing on our earlier experience of working with homeless. We decided to select our respondents from Parrys terminal, Rattan Bazar, NSC Bose road, Anna nagar and Egmore; all located in south Chennai which is more urbanized and has a larger share in homeless population. Within these areas, respondents were chosen at random, mainly the ones living on pavements, roadside of shops and on railway stations. A large proportion of our respondents in Chennai were school going children as they were more readily available in the day time and were more forthcoming to talk. However, care was taken to include all age groups and occupational groups in the study.

**Patna**

For Patna, we covered the two major groups of leprosy patients and blood donors. Apart from this, we looked at the areas of Gandhi Maidan, Gayatri mandir and the roadside of Bankipore club. Each of these places was inhabited by different groups. Gandhi maidan had the maximum number of homeless population (as made to believe by observation), mostly males living alone, who earn their living through casual daily wage. Gayatri mandir has mostly beggars living on alms. While in Bankipore club area, from there we interviewed men who are vegetable vendors or rickshaw pullers and women who were domestic workers or home makers. While interviewing, care was taken to include people from all age groups.

**Madurai**

Initially the areas where the homeless people are living more in numbers were identified just by using the general observation method. Secondly the number of respondents to be interviewed in each of the identified areas had been derived out by keeping in mind the need of total respondents for the study. In that way five important homeless pockets of the city; Tallakulam Perumal Temple, Periyar Bus stand, Meenakshi Amman temple, Rajaji park and railway station were selected and the total number of respondents was fixed at 80 homeless people. While completing the field work, we had a slight increase in the total number of respondents, i.e., 2 more respondents added to the targeted 80. However, Madurai being a temple city, most of our respondents belong old age group (above 55) who live on charity. The selected homeless were met over a period of three days or three sessions (whichever was possible) for an in-depth interview and extended dialogue, followed by a general observation of their social life. A semi-structured interview schedule was also administered to collect quantifiable data.

**Ethical Rules**

As the present study was an action research, the field researchers were made conscious of the process of entering into the moral universe of the homeless respondents and listening to them. All efforts were made to touch their lives positively and not otherwise.

The whole research team was made aware that the authentic relationship and collective sensing of reality may help all of us –researchers and respondents - to change, modify and alter our conception of our selves and our reality. The team was cautious enough to lead such transformation to affect critical-self-awareness for empowerment, and conscientisation along mutual lines, and not as a one-way process.

Utmost care was taken to remain non-judgemental and also not to promise what we cannot deliver. We had the belief
that the best we can offer is each other’s friendship and any positive effects that can follow from it.

The research dealt with ‘real’ people, not their texts and recorded speeches. Hence close attention was paid to their hopes, aspirations, feelings and dynamics of relationships, so as not to cause backlashes, social breakdowns and mutual animosity. At every stage we were sensitive to the aftermath of the research; unlike in other one-off or even conventional research endeavours where the researchers are least bothered about the aftermath of the research, as they reel out promises and leave the stage after the research to others. As stated elsewhere we got ourselves engaged with the people with whom we envisage a long-term engagement beyond research. The study was not carried out only for the extractive purpose of fact-gathering as we were committed not to spoil the field for next phase of the research.

**Research Team**

In each city, the research team included a coordinator and field researchers in the initial stage and an additional data analyst in the ending phase. Orientation for the researchers in collecting information was done by introducing both qualitative and quantitative tools of data collection. A perfect blend of both was expected to retrieve a great extent of information on homelessness of the respondents. In Delhi the field work was done by the team of Aman Biradari, which included volunteers from Kashmir University and Aligarh Muslim University. In Patna, the field study was coordinated by Dorothy and Rupesh (Bihar State Adviser, Commissioners to Supreme Court) with four field researchers to assist them. For Chennai and Madurai, R.Kumaran, Lecturer in Gandhhigram University, was the coordinator with a team of four field researchers as two for each city.

**Duration of field work**

The field work for the whole research study was started in July 2006 and continued till June 2007 to complete the data collection in all the four selected cities.

**Limitations of the Methodology**

- Due to purposive sampling, sample may not be truly representative of the urban homeless population in each of the cities. Thus it offers limited generalization. Also, as it is non probability sampling, we cannot measure sampling error.
- There are some researchers who do not recommend mixing of qualitative and quantitative tools due to ethical and ideological differences and also as a researcher may not be able to use both with same efficacy.
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Glossary of Indian Words

Babool ................................................................. Banyan tree
Beedis ............................................................... Rolled Tobacco
Chhapa din ....................................................... days of raids
Chullha ............................................................. makeshift mud stoves
Dal ................................................................. Cooked cereal
Dhaba ............................................................... Hotel
Doordarshan ..................................................... Indian television channel
Gamcha ............................................................ Towel
Ganja .............................................................. Cannabis
Gurudwara ......................................................... Shrine of sikhs
Halla Gardi ........................................................ Literally means ‘commotion’ which is also referred to bulldozers
Hammaals ......................................................... Porters
Jajmani ............................................................. Patron Client relationship
Maidan ............................................................. Open place / Ground
Mandaps .......................................................... Community hall
Mandir ............................................................. Temple
Masjid/dargahs .................................................. Mosque
Mithai ............................................................. Sweet
Musahar .......................................................... A dalit community
Nikaah ............................................................. Marriage
Rotis ............................................................... Cooked wheat
Sahib .............................................................. Person of respected position
Samosas, khichri, sattu, litti ............................... Local eatables
Sulabh ............................................................. Public toilets
Thijawalahs ...................................................... Private Contractors
Tokri ............................................................... Basket
Survey Schedule

Part 1

Socio-Demographic Characteristics

1. Name: ................................................................................................................

2. Age: ..................................................................................................................

3. Sex:
   1. Male
   2. Female
   3. Eunuch

4. Does the interviewee acknowledge a permanent address:
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If yes, details of permanent address:

5. Do you have a relative or a friend who has a home with permanent address?
   Where you can go back in times of need or to celebrate a festival
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If yes, details of permanent address

6. If yes, when did you last visit him? How many months ago?
   “99” if not applicable

..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
7. Where do you sleep at night?
   1. Under staircase
   2. Under ledge of shops or homes
   3. In market corridors
   4. Railway platform
   5. Bus stand
   6. Courtyard of places of worship
   7. Drainage pipes
   8. Govt. night shelter
   9. Deserted/ abandoned Buildings
   10. Non-government night shelter
   11. Pavements/road-sides
   12. Road dividers (centre of the road)
   13. Parks
   14. On bridges
   15. On flyovers
   16. Under bridges
   17. Under flyovers
   18. At your work place (eating joints—Dhabas, goods godowns,

Any other (please describe)

..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................

8. How long have you slept at the present location?
Years .................................................................................................................
Months .............................................................................................................

9. Where was the previous location that you slept? For how long?
Specify the previous location:
..........................................................................................................................

10. Over the past one year, have your companions, with whom you usually sleep changed?
    1. Yes
    2. No

11. In the past week, did you have 7 hours of uninterrupted sleep?
    1. Yes
    2. No
12. Do you get uninterrupted full night sleep? If not, what are the main reasons?
   1. Noise
   2. Street Light
   3. Police chasing out
   4. Police brutality
   5. Physical abuse
   6. Sexual abuse
   7. Health problem
   8 Depression
   9. Personal problems (unemployment, family tensions)
   10. Craving for addiction
   11. Hunger
   12. Fear (describe the kind of fear: fear of theft, fear of violence, fear of death)
   13. Air pollution
   14. Working in the night
   15. Inclement weather
   16. Mosquitoes
   17. Health problems
   18. Any other
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

13. Do any blood relatives live with you on the streets?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If yes, specify:
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
   Mention the number of members:
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

14. Do any adopted (not in the formal sense of the word) relatives live with you on the streets?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If yes, specify:
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

15. Apart from these, can you trust/count on your friends on the street to help in case of need?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If yes, specify:
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
16. Do you celebrate Diwali/Id/Christmas/Gurparab?
   Yes
   No
   If yes, elaborate, How /with whom etc:
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................

17. Do you feel that there is any community to which you belong to on the street?
   1. Yes
   2. No

18. Have you had any positive relationship with the non-homeless?
   1. Yes
   2. No

19. Education (years of schooling)
   “00” for illiterates
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................

20. For Children:
   Are you going to school?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If Yes, then which class
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................

21. Special category:
   1. SC
   2. OBC
   3. ST
   4. Others

22. Religion:
   1. Hindu
   2. Muslim
   3. Christian
   4. Sikh
   if others specify:
23. Occupation / time spent
   Street vendor
   Casual daily wage worker
   Construction worker
   Passenger Rickshawpuller
   Rickshaw Load Puller
   Handcart puller
   Handcart pusher
   Secondary Occupation:
   Hammal (loader, porter, paledar)
   Commercial sex worker
   Live by alms received / charity
   Ragpicking
   Shoe polisher
   Scavenging and street cleaning
   Deals in drugs
   Professional blood donor
   Domestic Worker
   Garage worker or cycle repair mechanic
   Home-maker
   Student
   Gambling
   Any other (specify)

24. Marital Status
   1. Never married
   2. Married-and staying with spouse
   3. Married- not staying with spouse
   4. Divorced
   5. Separated
   6. Widowed
   7. Cohabitig (not formally married but living as monogamous pair)
   8. Multiple partners in last one month

25. Where does your spouse live
   1. With the respondent, homeless
   2. In the village/town to which they belong
   3. Separated

26. If a woman, do you suffer from domestic violence from your partner
   1. Yes
   2. No
27. Recreation – Most frequent and second most frequent
   1. Most:
   2. Watch television
   3. Watch a movie in cinema theatre
   4. Street play/road side entertainment
   5. Listen to radio
   6. None
   7. Any other

28. Where do you get drinking water?
   1. Road-side taps
   2. Shops
   3. Tankers
   4. Any other (specify)

29. Do you face problems in getting drinking water?
   1. Distance
   2. Have to wait for long
   3. Have to fight for it
   4. People tell us to leave
   5. Any other (specify)

30. Where do you go for defecation?
   1. Open space
   2. Pavement
   3. Public toilet
   4. Night shelter
   5. Private toilet
   6. Any other (specify)

31. How often do you bathe?
   1. Daily
   2. 2-3 times a week
   3. Once a week
   4. 5-6 times a month
   5. Never

32. Where do you bathe?
   1. Public taps
   2. Community bathing places
   3. Night shelter
   4. Any other (specify)
33. Do you pay for any of the following services?
   1. Drinking water
   2. Defecation
   3. Bathing
   4. Sleeping space
   5. Bedding

   If so, how much (per day) and to whom?
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................

34. Do you possess a ration card?
   1. Yes, with city address
   2. Yes, with village address
   3. Yes, but it is pawned
   4. No
   5. Not aware of it

35. Do you possess a voters’ card
   1. Yes
   2. No
   3. Not aware of it

36. Reasons for homelessness (in order or priority)
   1. Extreme poverty
   2. Main reason:
   3. Need to send money home
   4. Mental illness
   5. Other contributory reasons:
   6. Substance abuse
   7. Abandonment by family
   8. Absence of family
   9. Family abuse
   10. Social persecution (untouchability, riots etc) {pl. check the details of it}
   11. Mentally challenged
   12. Attraction to glamour of the city
   13. Cannot afford to rent house
   14. Stigmatising illnesses
   15. Natural calamity (earthquake, cyclone, drought)
   16. Unemployment
   17. No demand for traditional skills (crafts, artisanry) in the village
   18. Any other (specify)
37. Years of homelessness
   1. < 1 year
   2. 1-5 years
   3. 5-6 years
   4. > 10 years

38. Days of work available in a month
   1. Full month
   2. 15 days
   3. 10 days
   4. 5 days
   5. No work
   6. None of the above (specify)

39. Current Daily income
   1. < 50 Rs.
   2. 50-100 Rs.
   3. > 100 Rs.

40. Current Daily expenditure
   1. < 50 Rs.
   2. 50-100 Rs.
   3. > 100 Rs.

41. Have you borrowed in cash or kind and what is the interest rate on the borrowing?
   Amount borrowed ............................................................
   Interest amount ............................................................

42. Do you save money?
   1. Yes
   2. No

43. If savings are present:
   How much currently? ............................................................
   Where do you keep your savings? ...........................................
   What do you intend to do with your savings? ...........................

44. Do you send money home?
   1. Yes- Regularly
   2. Yes - Irregularly
   3. No
45. Have you been arrested for living on the street?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If yes, number of times: .................................................................

46. Have you been arrested for alleged begging (receiving alms)?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   3. If yes, number of times

47. If you earn by begging, did you try to do a range of work before you started receiving alms?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If yes, what all kind of work did you do:
      ..........................................................................................................
      ..........................................................................................................

48. Did you go to jail/beggars’ home?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If so, how long - in years?
      ..........................................................................................................
      ..........................................................................................................

49. Have you been arrested for any other reason?
   1. Yes
   2. No
   If yes, number of times; If yes, reasons:
      ..........................................................................................................

50. Is there any disability that you have?
   1. Yes
   2. No
51. If yes please code for the following disabilities?
   1. Blindness
   2. Hearing impaired
   3. Deaf Mutism
   4. Mental handicap
   5. Mental illness
   6. Polio
   7. Paraplegia
   8. Amputation
   9. Malunited Fractures
   10. Leprosy induced deformities
   11. Others (specify) ...........................................................................................

52. Have you been helped by any of the following?
   1. NGO
   2. Religious organization
   3. Government official
   4. Government official but in their individual capacity
   5. Single individual
   6. None

   If yes, specify the help received ........................................................................

53. Describe two best, and two worst, experiences while being homeless.
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................

54. What is your greatest felt need, immediate and long-term.
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
   ..........................................................................................................................
Urban Homeless People
Survey of Physical and Mental Health and Nutrition Status

Note for Researchers

Survey Schedule Part – II For Food and Nutrition

Describe the food eaten in the last two days:
(Ask interviewee to describe each meal and probe with questions for tea and snacks etc in between as part of conversation. Ask for time and quantity details too. And then the interviewer can fill appropriate box. Though you fill the table time wise- do Not ask for details time-wise. Alternatively this first column need not have times mentioned and this can be filled in based on response )

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A&gt; Today</th>
<th>Food Item(s)</th>
<th>Quantity*</th>
<th>How obtained</th>
<th>How old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upto 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6am -1 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pm- 7pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7pm- 5am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B&gt; Yesterday</th>
<th>Food Item(s)</th>
<th>Quantity*</th>
<th>How obtained</th>
<th>How old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Upto 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6am -1 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pm- 7pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7pm- 5am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantity* Use a easily understood quantity like a ‘katora’ or its equivalent but not in gms

(this table is very valuable and must be carefully filled up to include all meals and snacks in a two day period so that we can have the pattern over a full 48 hours. The time of eating will give us clues to life style and dependence of eating on lifestyle. The food quality and quantity will describe how adequate and nutritious the diet is. The last column is to identify whether food is self cooked, bought, begged, foraged or obtained from some other source like langar etc) A. Description of cooking if applicable: where is stove, fuel, provisions kept. What problems in cooking and serving and washing etc.)
Do you ever get to eat – the following- when ? When did you eat it last?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Item*</th>
<th>Frequency (wkly, mnthly, festivals etc)</th>
<th>Quantity (katora or similar measure)</th>
<th>How obtained</th>
<th>How old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Up to 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chicken</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fruit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegetables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sweets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice cream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(specify kind of ice cream)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This refers to those items not as part of any other meal; eg, meat not as part of biryani etc.

Is it normally like this? (Are these two days representative of your eating in general)

............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......

How is your eating different when you have lots of money?

............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......

What do you do for food when you have no money?

............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
............................................................................................................................... ......
What stores of food do you currently have and where?
........................................................................................................................................

What is the longest period you have gone without food?
........................................................................................................................................

How did you manage to get food during illness
........................................................................................................................................

Do you have any difficulty seeing in the dark?
........................................................................................................................................

What is your daily expenditure on food?
(facilitator should write this as percentage of total expenditure also along with amount in rupees.)
........................................................................................................................................

For mothers with nursing children or with children below 5 years:
........................................................................................................................................

What is the date of birth of the child?
........................................................................................................................................

(if this requires very careful determination of age by history. Try to identify birth day by season, association with some festival, elections, natural disaster etc where parents are present. In older children without parents – perhaps they left school in a particular class or remember when they ran away plus how many years on the streets etc)

If nursing or caring for a baby for how long did you breast feed exclusively?
........................................................................................................................................

How many times did you feed your baby (breast milk plus other food) in the last two days? (same table as given for q.1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past Two Days</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>How Obtained</th>
<th>How old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Up to 1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Make sure you ask specifically about
- milk (formula powder or cow’s or buffalo’s)
- egg
- chicken
- fish
- beef
- meat
- fruit
- vegetables
- sweets

**Examination**

General appearance

Demeanour and fatigue/weakness (impressionistic):

Signs of anaemia: Pale

Signs of vitamin A deficiency: Bitots spots in eyes

External Signs of malnutrition:
Skin - rough
Hair - brownish
Lips- cracks at angles of lips

Derivations: from above data:

Daily Caloric Intake
(with the help of a nutritionist)

Food Schemes: Do you (or your child) have access to the following food and social security schemes:
PDS:BPL
PDS: Antodaya
Old age pension
Annapoorna
ICDS
School MDM
Wage Employment programs
NMBS
The Health Questionnaire

The objective of the using the questionnaire is to try to get a feel of the whole range of health related issues that affect the homeless people and that are many a time unique to them due to their circumstances.

While the questionnaire is a guide to the various issues it is to be remembered that it is by no means complete. The persons using the questionnaire should feel free to add points / information / views to enhance the information gained. Please feel free to write down anecdotes as one comes across them – do not try to fit anecdotes into questions. Write the full thing using as many of the persons own words in any blank space. Anecdotes help very much in the overall interpretation of the results.

The information gained is meant for developing a manual for health workers who will be working among the homeless. While information about the various illness experiences is important, it is important to also ask about access issues. This a significant contextual issue in the lives of the homeless.

The structure of the questionnaire:

We are trying to capture the experience of the homeless people in different time frames. For the illness experience it is a one-month period. For hospitalization it is a one-year period.

Part I of the questionnaire is to be administered to everyone. Part II of the questionnaire needs to be administered only for the symptoms that have been mentioned in part I. Part III is to be administered for each symptom that has been asked for in part II.

At the end you can just mention all the symptoms in part II – as a checklist for symptoms that have not been mentioned by the person.

Each question will have to use local slang and dialects – this is important to get accurate information. The best way would be that each team (city wise) needs to sit together to translate the English questionnaire into the appropriate language. The order of the questionnaire is also not crucial. However it is necessary to finish part I before the other two parts. As mentioned there may be areas that the questionnaire is not covering – or other dimensions that it does not ask about – please feel free to write these down. As far as possible use the words of the homeless themselves.

Notes on individual questions:

Question 1 – 8: in these questions we are trying to get an idea of the symptoms or illnesses that are severe enough to prevent the person from going to work. Please record the exact words used by the person. If you are not clear about the word please add a small description of the symptom / illness (again in the persons own words). If they mention a particular disease – for example ‘typhoid’ – ask them who told them so. If they have diagnosed it themselves ask them why they think it is so – what are the symptoms because of which they think they have typhoid.

While listing the symptoms in the priority list – priority means what they are most distressed about. It may not necessarily mean the most ‘serious’ symptom according to you.
Question 9 – 13: this set of questions tries to capture the symptoms that they are suffering from but despite which they are still going to work. Again they may use slang or particular words from their dialects – please record the exact words they have used. The set also attempts to capture any chronic diseases that the persons suffer from – these include hypertension, diabetes, asthma etc. the hypotheses is that even if they know or were told about these diseases they are not getting adequate treatment.

Question 14 – 20: these questions try and capture the experience of hospitalization. The hypotheses is that most homeless do not get hospitalized due to various costs, the fact that they are not treated well or that they have no one to stay with them in the hospital. The main idea is to try and capture their experience of the government system and the problems they face in what is supposed to be the ‘safety net’ for them. Another attempt is to capture the ‘cost of free treatment’ (question 20). Again please feel free to use the words of the persons and also any anecdotes.

Questions 21 and 22: these two questions cover special groups like women with children and children under 5. the main aim is to see whether they are accessing the services the government is supposed to be providing for these special groups.. these services are the antenatal and delivery services and the immunization and the ICDS scheme.

While the delivery history is meant for the most recent delivery. A brief description of the earlier deliveries may be given, especially if they are different from the last delivery or were under different circumstances (for example if they were not homeless at that time).

The question on the polio vaccination of Jan / Feb 2004 is an attempt to see if the pulse polio program is reaching the children. Different states have different and the dates given are for tamil nadu. Please make changes according to the dates in your states.

Question 23: is about injuries. They hypothesis is that this is one of the important group of ‘disorders’ the homeless suffer from. While there is a specific group of questions in part II , this set is more general in nature. Again anecdotes will be useful.

Question 24: is about the experience of death in someone close. This ‘verbal autopsy’ is an attempt to capture the end of life experiences of the homeless.

The part II

This is a series of questions under each symptom. This is a more medical part and follows a certain logic, which will help come to a diagnosis during analysis. Please feel free to add anything you or the person feels is relevant.

There may be other symptoms that are not covered, please feel free to add these and describe in detail.

Part III

This is an attempt to measure the impact of the illness on the life of the individual To be done only on subset maybe the 10 case studies?

While the above questionnaire is meant to capture the experience of illness and access to health care services, it is
also meant to capture the brutalized life of the homeless. This can only be captured by anecdotes and actual words, these needs to be added as much as possible.

**Questionnaire For Understanding the Disease Experience of the Urban Homeless**

Instructions: This questionnaire has three parts. The first part is the open questions on disease experience. This part is meant to be open-ended questions and it brings out one quality of information—that which the patient volunteers. We may repeat these questions in part 2 and part 3. Go to part 2 only after part one is fully completed. Part 2 is structured to ask about all possible common symptoms—many of which the patient may have but may not have volunteered. Part 2 is also useful to find out more details of the symptoms that the patient has volunteered so that a diagnosis can be indicated. Whenever you encounter a positive response to any symptom in part 2, then go onto part 3 fill in the symptom number and ask the entire ten questions of part 3. On completing that return to part 2 and continue from where one left off. On encountering another symptom again go to part 3 and complete part 3 again for that symptom. Thus part 3 is an appendage to each and every question of part 2 and you would need to have many pages of the part 3 questionnaire with you. Sometimes since different symptoms relate to the same illness episode you may not need a separate part 3. One has to use discretion on this.

**Part 1**
**Open Questions on Disease Experience**
**General Health Questions**

How is your general health?
.............................................................................................................................

Today are you feeling;
Good
A bit unwell
Quite Unwell

Please describe how you are feeling today
.............................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................

Did you have any symptom / illness but you still continued to work/earn in the last one month?
Y / N

Please describe the illness;
.............................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................

Did you have any symptom / illness that prevented you from working/earning in the last one month?
Y / N
Please describe the illness
Did you have any major illness (Bedridden for > =3 days) in the last one year?  
Y / N  
Please describe the illness  
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Regarding the symptoms in the last month that caused distress: despite which you continued to earn/work  
If yes what were the symptoms in order of severity?  
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Regarding the symptoms in the last month: that prevented you to earn/work  
If yes what were the symptoms in order of severity?  
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

How many days did you miss work because of these symptoms / illness? ............
1 / 2/ 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / >7  

What did you do for this illness  
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Do you have any symptoms at present that are troubling you (despite which you are going to work)?  
........................................................................................................................................

What are these symptoms / illness in order of priority?  
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

What do you do for this problem?  
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Are you taking any medicine on a regular basis?  
Y / N

Have you ever been asked to take any medications on a regular basis?  
Y / N
For what conditions have you been asked to take medicines?
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................

Have you ever been admitted to hospital/ nursing home in the last ONE year?
Y / N

Were you ever advised admission but did not get hospitalized?
Y / N

What was the reason for not getting hospitalized?
No money / can’t afford govt. hospital
Rudeness of the staff.
No proper treatment given
No attendant
Loss of wages.

If yes, What was your problem for which you got admitted*? In order of severity?
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................

* Pregnancy or problematic delivery can be accepted but not normal delivery

Where did you get admitted? ...........................................................................................

How many days were you admitted in hospital? ..............................................................

How much did you spend (total) on the hospital admission? ............................................
Medical (drugs, tests, bed) = ..............................................................................................
Travel (patient and attender) = ..........................................................................................
Food = .............................................................................................................................
Bribes = ..........................................................................................................................
Others = ..........................................................................................................................
Approximate wages lost (patient + caregiver) = .............................................................

Specific questions for women with children:

Where was your last child born? Home in village / govt. hospital / on the street / other’s (describe) ..................................................................................................................

Who helped you during your delivery? ............................................................................

Did you receive antenatal care* during your pregnancy?
Y / N
Where? Govt. center / NGO / Pvt. Clinic. / NIL

How many check ups did you have?
1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / >5.

Did you receive Iron tablets?
Y / N
If yes, how many? ...........................................................................................................................

Did you receive TT injections?
Y / N
If yes, how many? ...........................................................................................................................

* defined as 4 or more visits to the doctor and/or 2TT injections see what their definition is not the medical definition

Specific question for children under 5
Where was the child born? Home in village / govt. hospital / on the street / other’s (describe) ........................................................................................................................................

Regarding immunization
Does child have an immunization card?
Y / N

Did child receive BCG?
Y / N

Is there a BCG scar?
Y / N

Did child receive DPT?
Y / N

Did child receive measles vaccination?
Y / N

Did child receive polio vaccinations with each DPT?
Y / N

Did child receive polio vaccinations Jan/ Feb 2004?
Y / N

Has the child ever been weighed by govt. worker?
Y / N
Has the child ever told to be undernourished?
Y / N

Did the child receive any supplemental feeding?
Y / N

Injuries
Have you ever sustained an injury during your routine work?
Y / N
describe ........................................................................................................................................

Have you ever been involved in a vehicular accident?
Y / N

Have you ever been abused / injured by your partner?
Y / N

Have you ever been bitten by a dog / rat / ?
Y / N

Experience of death

Has anyone in your family/group died in the last one year?
Y / N

What were the symptoms immediately preceding death:
Sudden death: within 1-3 hours.
Chest pain.
Cough / vomiting blood
Injury
Stroke – inability to move one arm and leg
Diarrhea
Starvation
Others........................................................................................................................................

What was the care given to the dying person?
Cremated/ buried/ other

What was the cost ...................................................................................................................
General Health Indicators:
Sleep – good / fair / bad
Appetite – good / fair / bad
ergy levels – good / fair / bad
Sexual activity – good / fair / bad

If bad, are there any conditions due to which you have not been engage in sexual activity (Pl.specify)

Does this lead to stress and complications
1. Yes
2. No
if yes, then what complications

Sexual desire – good / fair / bad

Is it possible to get this history considering there may often be history of sexual abuse?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................

Part 2 Specific Symptoms (For a small subset of 10 or so possibly the ones on which we do the case studies)

Pain
Y / N

How many days in the last month?.................................................................

Headache
Y / N

Acute non recurrent (less than 6 months
Y / N

Chronic (more than 6 months) recurrent
Y / N

Low back pain
Y / N

Aggravated on coughing?
Y / N
Aggravated in certain positions?
Y / N

Stomach pain?
Y / N

Related to eating? ..............................................................................................................
Y / N

Episodic / intermittent?
Y / N

Chest pain?
Y / N

Increases with cough / deep breathing?
Y / N

Related to exertion?
Y / N

Joint pains?
Y / N

One joint?
Y / N

Multiple joints?
Y / N

Acute? (less than three months)
Y / N

Chronic? (more than three months)
Y / N

For women
pain related to menstruation:
Y / N

Pain During the periods?
Y / N
Pain Before the periods?
Y / N

Generalised aches and pains with no localizing?
Y / N

**Over the last month, has there been?**

Fever
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ...........................................................

Was there running nose and cough?
Y / N

Was there shivering and chills?
Y / N

Was there cough with sputum?
Y / N

Was there burning during urination?
Y / N

Was there boil / s or abscess / s?
Y / N

Was there diarrhea or dysentery?
Y / N

Was there headache and body ache?
Y / N

Vomitting
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ...........................................................

Associated with jaundice?
Y / N

Associated with diarrhea?
Y / N
Immediately after food?
Y / N

Diarrhea
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..............................................................................................
If yes, how many episodes? ........................................................................................

Watery?
Y / N

Blood and mucus?
Y / N

Large volume? ............................................................................................................
Y / N

Associated with fever?
Y / N

Constipation / Hemorrhoids
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..............................................................................................

Is frequency less than one per day?
Y / N

Is passing stools very painful?
Y / N

Are there occasional/regular bleeding when you pass stools?
Y / N

Is there a mass descending from the anus that you can feel?
Y/N

Cough
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..............................................................................................

Sputum?
Y / N
Blood in the sputum?
Y / N

Fever? .................................................................
Y / N

Chest pain? ........................................................................
Y / N

Breathlessness
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..............................................................

Episodic / seasonal?
Y / N

Exertional?
Y / N

Associated with chest pain?
Y / N

Increases with lying down?
Y / N

Injury
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..............................................................

Which part of the body is injured? ..................................................

Was there a fracture?
Y / N

How did injury happen? ..............................................................

Are there any persistent symptoms?
Y / N

Skin
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..............................................................
Patch?
Y / N

Hypopigmented?
Y / N

Deformity?
Y / N

Itching?
Y / N
If yes, where? ..............................................................................................................................................

Weeping lesion?
Y / N

Pus discharge?
Y / N

Bloody discharge?
Y / N

Watery discharge?
Y / N

Neurological Symptoms
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ................................................................................................................................

Fits?
Y / N

Loss of consciousness?
Y / N

Weakness of limbs?
Y / N

UL and LL of one side?
Y / N

Both limbs either upper or lower?
Y / N
Progressing?
Y / N

Improving?
Y / N

Stable?
Y / N

Metabolic Symptoms
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..................................................................................................................

Is there excessive thirst?
Y / N

Is there increased frequency of urination?
Y / N

Eyes
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..................................................................................................................

Is there redness of the eyes?
Y / N

Is there general difficulty in seeing?
Y / N

Is there difficulty in seeing at night?
Y / N

ENT Symptoms
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..................................................................................................................

Is there pus discharge?
Y / N

Both ears?
Y / N

Is there difficulty in hearing?
Y / N
Both ears?
Y / N

Dental Symptoms
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..............................................................................................

Tooth ache?
Y / N

Swelling and bleeding in the gums?
Y / N

Do the symptoms affect eating?
Y / N

For Males Only
Is there any genital problem:
Y / N
If yes, how many days? ..............................................................................................

Is there genital ulcer?
Y / N

Painful?
Y / N

Are there Inguinal Buboes? .........................................................
Y / N

White discharge per urethra?
Y / N

Burning urination?
with fever
Y / N

Difficulty in passing urine
Y / N

Pain during intercourse
Y / N
Inability for sexual intercourse
lack of desire due to difficulty in getting/ sustaining erection
any others – specify....................................................................................................

Is there any ulcer or pain in anal area
Y / N

For Females Only: (16 to 25)
Is there any menstrual problem other than pain ( for women in appropriate age group)
excessive bleeding during periods
scanty or absent bleeding
Are there any genital discharge-
is it foul smelling\
does it have blood
is it associated with burning urination
is it associated with abdominal pain
Is there any genital ulcer
is it associated with discharge
Is there any burning urination
with fever
Is there any mass you feel is descending from the vagina
is it associated with ulcers]
is it associated with pain.
is it associated with bleeding
Is there dribbling of urine soiling your dress
at all times?
only when you cough or strain?
Is there a problem with sexual intercourse?
is the problem pain?
what other problem is it?

Obstetric history: Have you ever been pregnant?
Y / N  (if answer is N or question is inappropriate the interview ends here)

How many children are alive? Now? .................................................................

How many were born? .......................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................

At what age did those that died – die-.............................................................

Did you have some pregnancies that resulted in dead born children?
Y / N
Is so how many?...........................................................................................................

Did you have some pregnancies that ended prematurely as an abortion?
Y / N
If so how many.......................................................................................................... 

Was the abortion spontaneous?
Y / N 

or something you sought(induced)
Y / N

in which case who did you seek abortion with what method was used?
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Are there health problems – especially related to genital areas and lower abdomen that date to a particular pregnancy?
To an abortion?
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Thank you very much for cooperating.

**Part 3**
The Detailing Of Disease Experience Corresponding To Each Symptom

Symptom Number: ........................................................................................................
For each of the symptoms / groups of symptoms that the patient is suffering from please ask the following questions.

Did you have to stop going to work because of this problem?
Y / N

How many days? ........................................................................................................

Did you continue work despite the symptoms?
Y / N

Did it affect your capacity to work?
Y / N
Did it need treatment? ..............................................................................................................
Y / N

Did it heal on its own?
Y / N

Who provided treatment? ......................................................................................................

What was the cost of treatment? ............................................................................................

What was the cause of the problem according to the person who treated you? ...............
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Was the treatment effective?
Y / N

Have the symptoms generally improved?
Y / N

What do you think the cause was? .......................................................................................  
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

Instructions:
For who provided treatment- take care to find out whether he is qualified doctor or unqualified or a relative, whether an allopath, Ayurvedic, homeopath or herbal practitioner or whether a home remedy was used and whether help was sought in public hospital. Most persons may have chosen multiple options – and chosen different priorities for different symptoms- so take care to query carefully

Cost of treatment includes cost of drugs, fees and travel to meet the health care provider. Does NOT include loss of work.

Answers to questions i and j are impressionistic- but useful. Answer to the last question must be noted down in as close to the patients own words as possible.